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ABSTRACT
Ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) are braces worn by individuals with gait impairments to pro-
vide support about the ankle. AFOs come in a variety of designs for clinicians to choose
from. However, as the effects of different design parameters on AFO properties and AFO
users have not been adequately quantified, it is not clear which design choices are most
likely to improve patient outcomes. Recent advances in manufacturing have further ex-
panded the design space, adding urgency and complexity to the challenge of selecting
optimal designs. A key AFO property affected by design decisions is sagittal-plane ro-
tational stiffness. To evaluate the effectiveness of different AFO designs, we need: 1) a
better understanding of the biomechanical effects of AFO stiffness and 2) more precise and
repeatable stiffness measurement methods.
This dissertation addresses these needs by accomplishing four aims. First, we con-
ducted a systematic literature review on the influence of AFO stiffness on gait biomechan-
ics. We found that ankle and knee kinematics are affected by increasing stiffness, with
minimal effects on hip kinematics and kinetics. However, the lack of effective stiffness
measurement techniques made it difficult to determine which specific values or ranges of
stiffness influence biomechanics. Therefore, in Aim 2, we developed an AFO stiffness mea-
surement apparatus (SMApp). The SMApp is an automated device that non-destructively
flexes an AFO to acquire operator- and trial-independent measurements of its torque-angle
dynamics. The SMApp was designed to test a variety of AFO types and sizes across a wide
range of flexion angles and speeds exceeding current alternatives.
Common models of AFO torque-angle dynamics in literature have simplified the rela-
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tionship to a linear fit whose slope represents stiffness. This linear approximation ignores
damping parameters. However, as previous studies were unable to precisely control AFO
flexion speed, the presence of speed effects has not been adequately investigated. Thus, in
Aim 3, we used the SMApp to test whether AFOs exhibit viscoelastic behaviors over the
range of speeds typically achieved during walking. This study revealed small but statisti-
cally significant effects of flexion speed on AFO stiffness for samples of both traditional
AFOs and novel 3-D printed AFOs, suggesting that more complex models that include
damping parameters could be more suitable for modeling AFO dynamics.
Finally, in Aim 4, we investigated the use of an active exoskeleton, that can haptically-
emulate different AFOs, as a potential test bed for studying the effects of AFO parameters
on human movement. Prior work has used emulation for rapid prototyping of candidate
assistive devices. While emulators can mimic a physical device’s torque-angle profile, the
physical and emulated devices may have other differences that influence user biomechanics.
Current studies have not investigated these differences, which limits translation of findings
from emulated to physical devices. To evaluate the efficacy of AFO emulation as a research
tool, we conducted a single-subject pilot study with a custom-built AFO emulator device.
We compared user kinematics while walking with a physical AFO against those with an
emulated AFO and found they elicited similar ankle trajectories.
This dissertation resulted in the successful development and evaluation of a framework
consisting of two test beds, one to assess AFO mechanical properties and another to assess
the effects of these properties on the AFO user. These tools enable innovations in AFO
design that can translate to measurable improvements in patient outcomes.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Research Motivation: Challenges in the AFO Fitting
Process
Ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) are assistive braces worn to provide support about the ankle
joint (Figure 1.1). They have been shown to improve outcomes for a variety of patients,
including those dealing with multiple sclerosis [8, 9], stroke rehabilitation [10], Charcot-
Marie-Tooth syndrome [11], and cerebral palsy [12, 13]. When prescribing AFOs for such
a varied patient population, clinicians have many different designs from which to choose.
When considering design options, design parameters become key decision points since they
can be used to alter an AFO’s properties and the effective support the AFO provides to the
user.
The current standard for choosing an appropriate AFO design for a specific patient
largely relies on clinician experience and visual observation of the patient’s gait. Once a
design is chosen, the manufacturing process heavily relies upon skilled manual labor to
form and cut an AFO from a thermoplastic sheet onto a plaster cast of the patient’s leg [14–
Figure 1.1: A selection of posterior leaf spring ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs).
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16]. This process lacks quantitative evaluation metrics in the fitting process that, together
with the low manufacturing repeatability and manufacturing imperfections, results in sub-
optimal AFOs and frequent repeat clinic visits to adjust AFO fit. Repeat clinical visits
and AFO adjustments result in added time and cost for both the patient and the clinic.
Moreover, the use of sub-optimal AFOs may lead to patient discomfort, reduce the device’s
biomechanical benefit, lead to patient rejection of the device, and even cause deterioration
of gait and physical function in the long-term [17–20].
Recent literature has proposed additive manufacturing techniques as alternatives to tra-
ditional AFO casting and thermoforming to increase repeatability and reduce imperfections
[15, 21, 22]. Additive manufacturing also increases the design space of these devices with
increased customizability, making the design decision process even more complex. This
places the need for more objective AFO fitting tools and standards at the forefront.
The Challenge: A key obstacle to utilizing such a broadened design space is in un-
derstanding how AFO design choices affect the mechanical properties of the AFO and,
ultimately, how such choices affect appropriate quantitative patient performance metrics. It
is known that changes in design parameters alter the effective ankle stiffness that an AFO
provides [23, 24]. However, little is known about the effect of specific stiffness changes
on patient performance metrics. This is largely due to the lack of effective AFO stiffness
testing and reporting standards.
The Solution: I propose leveraging assessment tools found in gait laboratories and
engineering research environments to study AFO stiffness and understand the effect of
AFO design parameter changes on objective performance metrics for optimizing patient-
specific AFO designs. Mechatronic actuators and sensors could be utilized to automate
AFO testing and provide reliable stiffness measurements. Additionally, active exoskeleton
devices could serve as test beds for studying the effects of different stiffnesses on the user.
These devices, consisting of a light-weight exoskeleton tethered to an off-board motor, have
been used for rapid prototyping of active device controllers and parameters (e.g. [25, 26]).
The controller parameters can be tuned to emulate a specific device design. With a clear
model of AFO properties, we could utilize such an emulation system to mimic a variety of
AFO designs and evaluate their effects on patient performance.
By establishing methods to study AFO stiffness and understand its effects on the user,
this dissertation enables the study of objective measures of patient performance as they
relate to key AFO design parameters. These tools will enhance the efficacy of AFOs and
ensure patients can truly benefit from properly matched AFO designs. The following sec-
tion presents a summary of the state of the art in key relevant topics to reaching this goal. A
summary of the dissertation aims and contributions is presented at the end of this chapter.
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1.2 Background
This section contains relevant background and state of the art of select key topics. These
topics and others are expanded upon further, as needed, in the other chapters of this disser-
tation.
AFO Design, Fitting and Manufacturing
AFO devices can be generally classified into three main types: articulating, which have
a joint allowing a certain range of ankle motion; non-articulating or solid-ankle, devices
that barely allow any ankle joint motion; and posterior leaf spring (PLS, Figure 1.1), which
provide some energy return when flexed. AFOs may be purchased off-the-shelf or custom-
manufactured. The standard method for manufacturing AFOs is the traditional plaster
casting method, where a plaster cast of the patient’s foot is formed and modified, then a
thermoplastic sheet is formed onto the cast, cut to the appropriate trim-lines, and outfitted
with accessories such as hinges, elastic bands, and straps. Recently, other manufacturing
methods have emerged in research settings [27], including selective laser sintering [21]
and fused deposition modeling [22]. The most common materials used in traditional AFO
manufacturing are thermoplastics, e.g. polypropylene; carbon composites are sometimes
used. The newer manufacturing methods also use plastics, as well as nylon and carbon
composites.
Patients are typically referred to an orthotics clinic with an AFO prescription, then it
is up to the orthotists at the clinic to select the appropriate AFO design. After reviewing
best practice recommendations from the International Society for Prosthetics and Orthotics
[28–30], guidelines from the International Committee of the Red Cross [16] and speaking
to collaborators at the University of Michigan Orthotics and Prosthetics Center, we found
that only general guidelines are given for AFO prescription and no specific/quantitative
standards are in place. The guidelines mainly provide recommendations for choosing be-
tween the three main AFO design types (articulated, non-articulated and PLS), suggesting
clinicians consider the specific pathology and type of motion needed to be supported (plan-
tarflexion/dorsiflexion) or whether a deformity should be corrected or accommodated. In
fact, insufficient descriptions of AFO devices and the pathologies of their users make it dif-
ficult to conduct conclusive literature reviews and recommendations for optimizing AFO
prescription [28]. Clinicians typically use observational evaluations and their own profes-
sional experience to select the appropriate AFO design, draw trim-lines, select a material
and any accessories or special features, e.g. added padding, elastic joints, or hard stops to
limit range of motion. Some clinics offer more advanced gait analysis tools that go beyond
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observational analysis (discussed in the next subsection). Clinicians aim to reduce patient
pain and discomfort, increase gait symmetry, and decrease deviations from normative gait
patterns. The personal patient-orthotist interaction and a custom-built AFO allows ortho-
tists to make customized recommendations to alleviate pain by adding targeted cushioning
for example, and to take patient weight and activity or fitness level into considerations.
Typically, the more severe the deformity and more advanced the pathology, the greater the
AFO rigidity needed to provide sufficient support; while patients with higher activity lev-
els may benefit from more compliant AFOs, which offer less support but greater energy
return. Considering the varying AFO types and parameters, it is concluded that all the de-
sign options can be described in terms of stiffness variation in three degrees of freedom of
ankle motion (plantarflexion/dosriflexion, inversion/eversion, and suppination/pronation),
with solid ankle designs and free motion hinges on opposite ends of the stiffness spectrum,
exhibiting nearly infinite stiffness and nearly zero stiffness respectively.
The significance of AFO stiffness on clinical outcomes is difficult to ascertain due to
differences in outcome measures, lack of consistency in patient deficits, and inability to
quantify and compare stiffnesses among different studies [31]. The lack of established
standards for reporting AFO design variables [32] and patient pathologies [28] makes this
more challenging. Nonetheless, several studies found that AFO rotational stiffness has sig-
nificant effects on movement and user performance [3, 24, 33–36]. However, one research
group, while observing significant changes in ankle range of motion due to stiffness [37],
concluded that overall walking performance remained unchanged [37, 38]. The group did
observe changes in gait mechanics for different AFO stiffnesses during running [39]. It is
likely that certain ranges of stiffness have a significant impact on gait while other ranges
do not.
Discussions of AFO stiffness are not limited to clinical literature; engineering and de-
sign researchers have created computer-aided design models and finite element analyses
to investigate AFO rotational stiffness [14, 27, 40, 41]. Moreover, the importance of ac-
curately identifying AFO stiffness in simulations is highlighted in [42], where Hegarty et
al. show that muscle force estimations from gait simulation models of AFO-users are very
sensitive to changes in the modeled AFO stiffness, particularly dorsiflexion stiffness. In ad-
dition to computer models, researchers have attempted to quantify AFO stiffness through
experimental measurements. According to a recent review article [31], the majority of pub-
lications investigating measures of stiffness, or rigidity, of an AFO used bench top testing,
some with and some without a surrogate limb. A few studies collected data during func-
tional testing from a modified or instrumented AFO during patient gait experiments. The
majority of studies measured motion in the sagittal plane only (plantarflexion and dorsi-
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Figure 1.2: A linear fit of the stiffness data from an additively-manufactured nylon AFO
shows patterned residuals, indicating that a higher-order fit is needed.
flexion) with a few additionally exploring eversion and inversion motions [43–45], and ex-
ternal and internal rotations [43, 44]. The AFO stiffness curve shows hysteresis effects, as
is expected considering its elastic properties. However, typical representations of an AFO
stiffness [46] consist of a single stiffness value, obtained by fitting a single line through
an averaged hysteresis curve. These representations are therefore incomplete (Figure 1.2)
and may be inadequate for emulation purposes, particularly for mimicking compliant AFO
designs. Additionally, common stiffness representations ignore viscoelastic effects and do
not test AFOs with different flexion speeds (with a few exceptions [47, 48]). This is may be
because of anecdotal evidence that thermoplastic AFOs are not affected by flexion speed.
However, this has not been adequately studied. To our knowledge, only one study system-
atically evaluated the effect of speed on AFO stiffness and did not find it to be statistically
significant [49]. This study evaluated traditionally manufactured AFOs made from ther-
moplastic or carbon composites, using a manual AFO testing device to match different
walking cadences. Considering the large variety of available AFO devices and the inherent
elastic and hysteretic properties of the materials used to construct them, more evidence is
needed before viscoelastic effects can be dismissed. This becomes increasingly important
as novel materials and manufacturing methods are utilized for AFO construction.
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Assessing Patient Gait Performance
Researchers and clinicians utilize various metrics to evaluate a particular assistive device
and/or quantify the severity of a patient’s pathological gait. The metrics utilized depend on
the sensors and tools available to make these measurements. In research environments, gait
analysis laboratories may be equipped with instruments such as motion capture systems,
force plates, instrumented treadmills, electromyography electrodes, calorimeters, and heart
rate sensors. Researchers use these tools to target reductions in metabolic cost [26, 50–53]
and muscle activity to indicate better device performance [51, 54]. Joint kinematics (of
the ankle, knee and hip) and segment kinetics are calculated to identify metrics of interest
in joint motion and moment trajectories; many of these metrics are included in Table 1.1.
In [55], Hollman et al. assessed 23 gait parameters and, using factor analsysis, identified
five key domains for evaluating gait in older populations: rythm, phase, pace, base of
support and variability. Each domain relates to a certain gait parameters, for example
cadence, mean stance time, and single support time all fall under the rythm domain. The
authors "recommend that data representing each of these domains be collected when gait
analyses are conducted" [55]. Other metrics often used to asses patient gait outcomes
are walking speed, with one article even dubbing it "the sixth vital sign" [56], and range
of motion [57]. Additionally, symmetry between left and right gait cycle kinematics and
spatio-temporal parameters is often cited as an important performance metric [58, 59]. In
[60], AFO selections considered increased symmetry in muscle activity patterns. Moreover,
the symmetry metric closely corresponds to visual evaluations observed by orthotists in the
clinic during the AFO fitting process.
Qualitative visual observation is the most common method of assessment in clinics.
While some clinics may have access to some of the tools mentioned above, they are
more likely to utilize equipment like instrumented walkway mats (e.g. Strideway™ from
Tekscan®) to assess kinematics measures such as stride length. Clinicians and clinical re-
searchers also utilize gait indices or scores that quantify deviations from normative gait,
such as: Normalcy Index or Gillette Gait Index [61, 62], Gait Deviation Index [63], Gait
Profile Score [64], and Movement Deviation Profile [65]. These scores generally repre-
sent a cumulative deviation from normative values of several gait parameters such as angle
trajectories or peak values of ankle and knee joints.
There is a gap between the metrics used in the clinic (largely visual and focusing on
kinematics parameters and gait scores or indices) and those used in the lab, which tend to
include kinetics, metabolic cost and muscle activity evaluations. An opportunity arises here
to utilize laboratory equipment and tools to study the effects of particular design choices
on clinically-relevant performance metrics. In the case of AFOs, understanding which
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Table 1.1: A collection of spatiotemporal, kinematic and kinetic metrics used in
pathological gait analysis studies. ∗GRF: ground reaction force
Spatiotemporal Kinematics
Double support period [57, 66] Peak knee extension during stance [33, 67]
Paretic single support period [57, 66] Peak knee flexion [66]
Step width variability [68] Knee flexion at inital contact [33, 67]
Foot placement variability [68] Knee flexion velocity at toe-off [66]
Ankle moment zero-cross point [33] Paretic ankle range of motion (ROM) [57]
Peak ankle plantarflexion angle [33]
Kinetics Peak ankle dorsiflexion angle [66]
Peak propulsion force [66] Ankle angle at initial contact [33]
GRF∗ vector alignment relative to knee [67] Ankle angle at toe-off [66]
Peak ankle plantarflexion moment [66] Peak hip extension angle [66]
Peak ankle dorsiflexion moment [33] Step length
Peak knee extension moment [66] Cadence (walking speed) [68]
Peak knee flexion moment [33]
Peak hip flexion moment [66]
performance metrics are affected by stiffness is necessary, as those are the metrics likely to
benefit from AFO design tuning.
Utilizing Robotic Devices for Prototype Emulation
While robotic assistive devices are usually required to be mobile to effectively assist the
user as they navigate the world, tethered versions of these devices have their own uses in-
side research settings. These tethered systems consist of active exoskeleton (or prosthetic)
devices controlled by off-board motors. The off-boarding of the motor systems makes for
light-weight devices that can be easily controlled to facilitate the exploration of much larger
parameter spaces. The separation of the actuator and controller from the device also allows
researchers to vary different device parameters independently and study their effects. The
presence of these emulators inside the laboratory means that a multitude of sensors and
patient assessment tools could be potentially utilized that would not be otherwise available.
Some research groups have utilized such systems to explore the optimality of different
control parameters and schemes based on various measures, such as metabolic cost [52]
or muscle activity [69]. One group used a prosthesis ‘emulator’ for rapid prototyping (in
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an emulated-prototype sense) to evaluate candidate prosthetic devices, by measuring user
performance metrics and preferences as they ‘try on’ the different devices [50].
These emulator systems show great potential as prototyping test beds for investigating
the effect of key device design and control parameters on user performance. However,
when validating these systems, prior research has focused solely on evaluating the con-
troller’s reference torque-tracking error and evaluating bandwidth. A more comprehensive
validation of these systems is needed before they can be claimed as tools for candidate-
device evaluation. An evaluation of the patient haptic experience with an emulated device
as it compares to the actual device prototype, i.e. the physical manifestations of the candi-
date devices the patients take home with them, remains to be investigated. Moreover, before
emulators can be deemed useful for studying the effect of a particular design parameter on
the user, we need to understand which performance metrics are affected by emulation and
which remain consistent between emulated and physical devices.
1.3 Key Literature Gaps
The current literature discussed in this chapter has gaps in the following areas:
(a) Effect of Stiffness on Patient Performance
The physiological measures and gait metrics affected by stiffness are not well-identified.
Knowing which metrics are affected and how they are affected would greatly inform
AFO device tuning.
(b) AFO Stiffness Measurement
While it is understood that rotational stiffness is an important property of AFOs, there
are no standards or guidelines for AFO measurement. Current measurement meth-
ods in the literature vary in their reliability and efficacy. Additionally, the common
representation of stiffness as a linear fit is not sufficient and does not capture AFO
hysteretic effects.
(c) AFO Viscoelasticity
Current representations of AFO torque-angle dynamics are simplified by applying a
linear fit whose slope represents the stiffness. This linear approximation ignores the
likely presence of a damping parameter in a more complete model of AFO dynamics.
However, the effect of angular velocity or flexion speed on AFO properties has not
been adequately investigated. To study AFO behavior and its influence on the user,
we need accurate models that capture all its key properties. Viscoelasticity should
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not be ignored without studying the significance of its effects on key parameters of
common linear representations of AFO behavior.
(d) Biomechanical Differences between Emulated and Physical Devices
While active devices used for stiffness emulation have been validated in terms of
their ability to mimic reference torque-angle profiles of specific physical devices,
they may differ in other ways from the physical devices (e.g. weight distribution or
compliance in other degrees of freedom). Current studies have not investigated how
user movement differs when walking in these tethered emulators from walking in the
untethered physical devices they are emulating.
1.4 Dissertation Overview and Contributions
The objective of this work was to improve our understanding of AFO stiffness and its
influence on the user. I accomplished this by addressing key gaps in the literature (Sec. 1.3)
through the following specific aims, each of which are detailed in the following chapters.
Aim 1. Understand the impact of AFO stiffness on gait
This aim addresses key literature gap (a) (Sec. 1.3) through a systematic literature
review on the influence of AFO stiffness on gait biomechanics, contained in Chapter 2.
Accomplishing this aim shaped my AFO stiffness measurement and reporting techniques
(Aims 2 and 3), and informed my focus on key kinematic lower-limb metrics affected by
stiffness (for Aim 4).
Aim 2. Develop a system for reliable AFO stiffness measurement
In this aim, I designed and built an automated stiffness measurement apparatus (SMApp)
to cyclically deflect AFOs non-destructively about the ankle joint, and collect reliable mea-
surements of dynamic AFO torque (gap (b) in Sec. 1.3). Representations of stiffness,
neutral angles and energy dissipation were then calculated from the experimental torque-
angle data to fully characterize the non-linear, hysteretic shape of the AFO stiffness curve.
A stiffness representation that balances model complexity and accuracy is necessary for
comparing AFO designs and findings. The design and evaluation of the SMApp as well as
calculations of the AFO properties are detailed in Chapter 3.
Aim 3. Evaluate the effect of rotational speed on AFO properties
In this aim, the SMApp built in Aim 2 was used to investigate AFO viscoelasticity (gap
(c) in Sec. 1.3). A study of traditional and additively-manufactured AFOs was conducted
to determine whether ankle rotational speed had an effect on the properties calculated from
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Figure 1.3: The AFO emulator system concept. A particular AFO is manually selected for
emulation, then abstracted to its torque-angle representation. An instrumented exoskeleton
measures device and human performance parameters, which are sent to a controller. The
controller modifies the stretch of a spring on the exoskeleton to mimic the torque-angle
trajectory of the AFO.
their torque-angle curves (Chapter 4). Without sufficient existing literature on speed ef-
fects, I needed to accomplish this aim to understand whether representations of the AFO
torque-angle relationship (from Aim 2) needed for emulation (Aim 4) should be evaluated
at specific testing velocities.
Aim 4. Quantify the kinematic differences between emulated and physical AFOs
To accomplish this aim, I built an active lower-limb exoskeleton outfitted with a sensing
suite and tethered to an off-board motor and controller (Chapter 5). Using AFO torque-
angle measurements (made possible by Aims 2 and 3), this ‘AFO emulator’ system was
able to haptically emulate a physical AFO by tracking its torque-angle curve during gait
(Figure 1.3). To understand the potential use of this emulator as a test bed for studying the
effect of key AFO design parameters on user performance, I validated its ability to mimic
passive AFO devices from a kinematics standpoint. I conducted a pilot study in which
a healthy subject walked on a treadmill with physical and emulated versions of the same
AFO. By comparing ankle kinematics between the two conditions, I could quantify effects
arising from AFO emulation (literature gap (d) in Sec. 1.3).
Through these four aims, this work contributed to a better understanding of the influ-
ence of AFO stiffness (a key design parameter) on walking mechanics, through examining
the current state of literature evidence, building a device to measure stiffness more effec-
tively, finding the small, but significant influence of speed on torque-angle dynamics, and
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exploring whether stiffness could be effectively emulated for laboratory studies of AFO
design effects on user movement. These contributions form a framework for investigating
AFO properties and their effects on the user. They enable future studies of user-specific
assistive device design innovations and bring us closer to improving measurable patient
outcomes through effective, optimized devices.
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CHAPTER 2
The Impact of Ankle-Foot Orthosis Stiffness on
Gait: A Systematic Literature Review1
Summary
Background: Ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) are commonly prescribed to provide ankle
support during walking. Current prescription standards provide general guidelines for
choosing between AFO types, but are limited in terms of guiding specific design parameter
choices. These design parameters affect the ankle stiffness of the AFO. Research Ques-
tion: The aim of this review was to investigate the impact of AFO stiffness on walking
mechanics. Methods: A literature search was conducted using three databases: Pubmed,
Engineering Village, and Web of Science. Results: After applying the exclusion criteria,
25 of 287 potential articles were included. The included papers tested a range of stiffnesses
(0.02 to 8.17 Nm/deg), a variety of populations (e.g. healthy, post-stroke, cerebral palsy)
and various gait outcome measures. Ankle kinematics were the most frequently reported
measures and the most consistently affected by stiffness variations. Greater stiffnesses gen-
erally resulted in reduced peak ankle plantarflexion, dorsiflexion, and total range of motion,
as well as increased dorsiflexion at initial contact. At the knee, a few studies reported in-
creased flexion at initial contact, and decreased peak extension and increased peak flexion
during stance when stiffness was increased. Stiffness did not affect hip kinetics and there
was low evidence for its effects on hip or pelvis kinematics, ankle and knee kinetics, muscle
activity, metabolic cost, ground reaction forces and spatiotemporal parameters. There were
no generalizable trends for the impact of stiffness on user preference. Significance: AFO
stiffness is a key factor influencing ankle movement. Clear reporting standards for AFO
design parameters, as well as additional high quality research is needed with larger sample
1A version of this chapter was published as [70]: Totah, D., Menon, M., Jones-hershinow, C., Barton,
K., & Gates, D. H. (2019). The Impact of Ankle-Foot Orthosis Stiffness on Gait: A Systematic Literature
Review. Gait and Posture, 69(January), 101–111. https://doi.org/S0966636218303084
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sizes and different clinical populations to ascertain the true effect of stiffness on gait.
2.1 Introduction
Ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) are braces used to provide support about the ankle joint. Gait
abnormalities commonly treated with AFOs include plantarflexor [71] or dosriflexor [72]
weakness, motor control deficits [73], spasticity [74], instability, and/or balance problems
[75]. Three main categories of passive AFOs are available to address these deficits: non-
articulated (also called solid-ankle or rigid); hinged or articulated; and posterior leaf spring
(PLS) AFOs [76]. Recent guidelines for AFO prescription (e.g. [16, 28, 77]) provide
recommendations for choosing between these categories. However, within each category of
AFO, clinicians have to make numerous additional design decisions, e.g. drawing trimlines
and material selection. These choices are likely to affect a patient’s gait performance while
wearing the device. Unfortunately, current clinical standards for choosing AFO design
parameters are limited, likely because the impacts of design choice on patient outcomes
are unclear.
One key AFO characteristic that can be affected by design decisions is the stiffness at
the ankle. Here, AFO stiffness is defined as resistance to sagittal plane rotation, described
by the slope of the ankle torque vs ankle angle curve of an AFO. AFO stiffness is affected
by trimline location and shape, as well as material type and thickness used for fabrication
[23, 24]. Clinical guidelines may suggest utilizing AFOs with higher rigidity for more se-
vere patient deficits, for example, but do not provide specific, quantitative standards beyond
this. Thus clinicians must rely on qualitative patient assessments and their own expertise
to make these design choices.
An AFO’s stiffness affects the level of support the AFO can provide, as well as its
energy storage and return capacity, which would be expected to influence the gait perfor-
mance of the user. More compliant devices may offer less support but greater energy return
in comparison to their rigid counterparts. Rigid AFOs are often used to promote medial-
lateral stability [78]. The increase in stability could manifest itself in increased preferred
walking speeds [79] or lowered energetic cost [13]. In contrast, rigid AFOs can also help
with spasticity. Muscle spasticity often results in stiff or tight muscles, which limit joint
ranges of motion and cause hyper- or hypo-extension of the ankle or knee [74]. AFOs
fabricated with a dorsiflexed neutral angle, for example, can prevent excessive plantarflex-
ion of the ankle and bring its angle trajectory closer to normal gait. On the other hand,
compliant PLS and hinged AFOs outfitted with spring-loaded or elastic joints can pro-
vide propulsion assistance. Depending on the location of the elastic components, energy is
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stored in the AFO during dorsiflexion or plantarflexion and released to aid individuals with
plantarflexor [71] or dorsiflexor [72] weakness, respectively.
Several literature reviews have found positive effects of AFO-use in general on per-
formance in various patient populations, including individuals with cerebral palsy [80],
spinal-cord injury [81], multiple sclerosis [9] and those post-stroke [28, 82]. However,
none have explored the impact of AFO stiffness specifically, and many do not report it. In
fact, a recent review by Eddison et al. [83] found that only 3.6% of research papers re-
porting AFO-use for children with cerebral palsy included AFO stiffness information. One
recent review investigated the impact of a specific AFO, the Intrepid Dynamic Exoskeletal
Orthosis (IDEO), on gait in individuals with lower-limb salvage [84]. The review included
a brief discussion of the impact of AFO stiffness stating it significantly affected joint kine-
matics as a whole but had varying statistical effect sizes. The specific parameters affected
were not specified. The authors also found moderate-level evidence to support the claim
that “stiffness should be considered with respect to patient preference." Apart from [84],
which included only one type of AFO (the IDEO) and three stiffness values (described only
qualitatively as “nominal, compliant and stiff"), there are no published systematic reviews
investigating the effect of AFO stiffness on gait.
The purpose of this literature review was to determine whether AFO stiffness at the
ankle has a significant impact on walking mechanics. The review focused on key outcome
measures related to walking performance including lower limb kinematics and kinetics,
muscle activity and gait metabolic cost. Our secondary aim was to determine the specific
stiffness ranges over which these parameters changed.
2.2 Methods
We used the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
Guidelines as a methodological template for this review [1].
2.2.1 Search Strategy
We conducted database searches in February 2018 using Pubmed (1781-2018), Engineering
Village (Compendex & Inspec) (1666-2018), and Web of Science (1900-2018) with the
following search terms:
(ankle-foot orthosis OR AFO OR ankle foot orthosis) AND (stiffness OR resistance OR
compliance OR rigidity OR flexibility OR energy storage OR energy return) AND (gait
OR walking OR outcomes OR performance)
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Figure 2.1: PRISMA flow diagram of article search and selection process [1].
In the Pubmed database, the species was restricted to ‘human only’. Database search strate-
gies are detailed in Appendix A.
The search process is summarized in the flow diagram in Figure 2.1. A single reviewer
verified and removed duplicate works. Then, three reviewers independently selected poten-
tially relevant articles from titles and abstracts. Finally, the full text articles were screened
against the following exclusion criteria:
• No experimental subject data was presented.
• The study did not include an AFO/AFO-like device.
• No comparisons were drawn across stiffness conditions or only one stiffness was
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tested for each subject.
• The intervention applied powered assistance and not passive resistance at the ankle.
• AFO stiffness varied (was not constant) within a single stiffness condition.
• The study did not test walking on level ground.
Each article was screened by two reviewers and final reasons for exclusion were agreed
upon through consensus. When an article could be excluded using several criteria, a sin-
gle reason for exclusion was chosen with priority given in the order listed. In addition
to querying the databases, reference lists of included articles, and included and excluded
review papers were reviewed for potential additional articles.
2.2.2 Assessment of Study Quality
The quality of each of the included articles was rated by three authors, using a modified PE-
Dro scale [85] consisting of a 10-item checklist (Appendix Table B.1). Articles were given
one point for each criterion met (10 possible points). The scale was adapted by excluding
the therapist and assessor blinding criteria since blinding is not possible considering the
nature of the AFO interventions [82]. Cross-over studies met the ‘blind allocation’ (3rd)
criterion if participants were allocated to receive all conditions since assessor bias has no
influence on group allocation if all participants received all interventions [82]. Addition-
ally, studies that tested for stiffness effects between all AFO stiffness conditions met the
‘between-group statistics’ (8th) criterion, while papers that only compared with the baseline
condition did not. The final (10th) criterion, adapted from a modified STROBE scale [86],
was added to evaluate whether studies reported the test-retest reliability and/or accuracy
of the devices and/or analyses used to measure AFO stiffness. Studies that utilized a pre-
validated measurement method such as a three point bend test also met this criterion, while
articles that did not report any quantitative stiffness measurements did not. When the three
raters’ scores disagreed, a final score was reached by consensus.
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Table 2.1: A summary of the participants and interventions included in the reviewed articles.
Paper QS
(0-10)
Participant Details Description of AFO Stiffness Intervention
Amerinatanzi,
2016 [87]
5 1 healthy adult, age n/a Unilateral articulated AFO that resisted ankle rotation (direction not specified) using one of two
springs: a stainless steel spring and a superelastic Nickel Titanium spring
Amerinatanzi,
2017 [88]
4 2 healthy adults (all male), 30-31 yrs Unilateral articulated AFO that resisted ankle rotation (direction not specified) using one of two
springs: a stainless steel spring and a superelastic Nickel Titanium spring
Arch, 2015
[4]
7 2 healthy adults (1 female), 24-25 yrs Unilateral passive dynamic AFO that resisted both DF and PF at three stiffnesses that spanned about
35 - 80% of each subject’s natual ankle pseudo-stiffness
Arch, 2016
[89]
6 2 healthy adults (1 female), 24-25 yrs Unilateral passive dynamic AFO that resisted both DF and PF at two stiffnesses tuned to match
about 40% and 80% of each subject’s natural ankle pseudo-stiffness
Bolus, 2017
[90]
7 1 healthy adult (male), 23 yrs Unilateral articulated, instrumented AFO (iAFO) that resisted PF using four different linear springs
Brunner,
1998 [91]
5 14 children with spastic hemiplegia
(8 female), 6.5-20.1 yrs
Unilateral rigid and spring-type AFOs that resisted DF and blocked any PF
Choi, 2017
[3]
8 8 healthy adults (2 female), 25.3
(4.5) yrs
Unilateral articulated AFO that resisted DF using four different elastic bands
Collins,
2015 [51]
7 9 healthy adults (2 female), 23 (3.7)
yrs
Bilateral exoskeleton that resisted DF using five different linear steel springs with a clutch
Guillebastre,
2009 [92]
7 11 healthy adults (5 female), 19-37
yrs
Unilateral rigid AFO that resisted both DF and PF and a dynamic AFO with an adjustable elastic
band that only resisted PF at two stiffness conditions: 30% and 70% of maximal strain
Harper,
2014 [93]
7 13 adults with unilateral lower
extremity injuries (all male), 21-40
yrs
Unilateral IDEO with three interchangeable, posteriorly mounted struts that resisted both DF and
PF at each patient’s prescribed stiffness and ±20% of prescribed
Kerkum,
2015 [94]
9 15 children with cerebral palsy (4
female), 6-14 yrs
Bilateral (n=14)/unilateral (n=1) spring-hinged ventral-shell AFO that resisted both DF and PF
using different springs at three stiffness conditions (two of which had the same PF resistance but
different DF resistances)
Kobayashi,
2011 [95]
6 10 adults post-stroke (all male),
46-62 yrs
Unilateral articulated AFO that resisted DF and PF independently using four oil-damper stiffness
conditionsa
Kobayashi,
2013 [2]
6 5 adults post-stroke (all male), 42-64
yrs
Unilateral articulated AFO that resisted PF using four oil-damper stiffness conditions
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Kobayashi,
2015 [33]
6 10 adults post-stroke (2 female),
45-67 yrsb
Unilateral articulated AFO that resisted PF using three interchangeable steel springs and a baseline
stiffness (close to zero) without springs
Kobayashi,
2016 [34]
6 6 adults post-stroke (all male), 38-64
yrs
Unilateral articulated AFO that resisted PF using three interchangeable steel springs and a baseline
stiffness (close to zero) without springs
Kobayashi,
2017 [73]
6 10 adults post-stroke (2 female),
45-67 yrsb
Unilateral articulated AFO that resisted PF using three interchangeable steel springs and a baseline
stiffness (close to zero) without springs
Kobayashi,
2017 [96]
5 1 adult post-stroke (female), 50 yrs Unilateral articulated AFO that resisted DF and PF independently by adjusting the stiffness of a
Becker Triple Action joint prototype to test four stiffnesses in each direction
Lehmann,
1983 [97]
5 6 adults with hemiplegia, 47-76 yrs
& 4 healthy adults, 55-63 yrs
Unilateral thermoplastic AFOs (Engen and Teufel) at one trim and a unilateral polypropylene AFO
(Seattle) at three trims that each resisted both DF and PF
Ramdharry,
2012 [72]
9 14 adults with CMT (5 female),
24-52 yrs
Bilateral footup splint, push brace and multifit achilles drop foot orthosis that each resisted both DF
and PF at specific stiffnesses
Russell
Esposito,
2014 [98]
8 13 adults with lower limb salvage (all
male), 21-36 yrs
Unilateral IDEO with three interchangeable, posteriorly mounted struts that resisted both DF and
PF at each patient’s prescribed stiffness and ±20% of prescribed
Singer,
2014 [5]
5 5 adults post-stroke (2 female), 62
(9) yrs
Unilateral articulated AFO that resisted PF using two interchangeable compression springs
Sumiya,
1996 [24]
4 1 adult with hemiplegia (male), 55
yrs
Unilateral plastic AFO that resisted both DF and PF at nine stiffness levels achieved by gradually
increasing the trimline depth from 20-60% of the lateral malleolus height
Telfer, 2012
[99]
5 1 healthy adult (male), 29 yrs Unilateral articulated AFO that resisted PF using two posteriorly-attached gas springs with
adjustable pressure to test two stiffness conditions
Yamamoto,
1993 [36]
2 15 adults with hemiplegia (4 female),
38-76 yrs
Unilateral articulated AFO that resisted PF using multiple combinations of four linear springs
Yamamoto,
1997 [45]
2 33 adults with hemiplegia, age n/a Unilateral articulated AFO that resisted PF using different linear spring combinations to test four
stiffness conditions
Acronyms: quality score (QS), dorsiflexion (DF), plantarflexion (PF), Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease (CMT), Intrepid Dynamic Exoskeletal Orthosis (IDEO). a During the PF resistance intervention, there
was no DF resistance but during the DF resistance intervention, one of the PF resistance conditions were also selected and remained constant while DF resistance varied. b Studies [73] and [33] had the
same test subjects.
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2.3 Results
The database search yielded 287 non-duplicate scholarly articles and four additional arti-
cles were identified from other sources. After applying the exclusion criteria, this number
decreased to 25 papers (Figure 2.1). A majority of the studies received low to moderate
methodological quality scores, below 8/10 (see Appendix Table B.2 for detailed scores).
Only one study ensured subjects were blinded to the test conditions, only three specified
sufficient participant eligibility criteria, 11 papers did not perform between-group statistical
analyses, and 10 papers did not report the test re-test reliability of stiffness measurements.
Eight of the 25 studies included only one to two participants and four studies had five to
six participants.
The included papers tested a range of different populations including healthy adults
(10 papers), adults with hemiplegia (11 papers), adults with severe lower limb trauma (in-
cluding salvage) (2 papers), children with spastic hemiplegia (2 papers), and adults with
Charcot-Marie-Tooth (CMT) disease (1 paper) (Table 2.1). They also included a variety
of ankle foot orthosis designs including: passive dynamic AFOs [4, 24, 79, 89, 91, 92],
the Intrepid Dynamic Exoskeletal Orthosis (IDEO) with interchangeable posterior struts
[84, 93, 98], off-the-shelf commercial braces [72], articulated AFOs with elastic bands
[3, 92], springs [94] or superelastic alloys [87, 88], and custom hinged, experimental AFOs
or exoskeletons made from metal or carbon fiber frames with steel springs [5, 33, 34, 36,
45, 51, 73, 90], gas springs [99], oil-dampers [2, 95], or modifiable Becker joints [96]. AFO
stiffness was varied to test resistance to dorsiflexion (DF) only [3, 51, 91], plantarflexion
(PF) only [2, 5, 33, 34, 36, 45, 73, 90, 92, 99], DF and PF independently [95, 96], or both
DF and PF concurrently [4, 24, 72, 89, 92–94, 97, 98]. Two studies did not specify the
direction of resistance [87, 88]. All 25 analyzed papers used a crossover study design.
In a majority, all subjects wore all AFO stiffness conditions while a variety of outcome
measures were assessed (Table 2.2).
2.3.1 Quantifying AFO Stiffness
The included studies differed in how they measured and reported AFO stiffness (Table
2.3). Stiffness was reported qualitatively in four [91, 92, 97, 99] of 25 papers, estimated
from finite element analyses in two papers [87, 88], and quantified experimentally in 19
papers. Of the 19 that quantified stiffness experimentally, three used functional stiffness
testing methods, where measurements are taken while the subject wears the AFO [31]. An-
other 13 assessed stiffness on the bench top. In this method, a mechanical testing machine
records the load or torque as it performs a three-point bend test on the AFO’s posterior strut
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[93] or flexes the AFO about the ankle in a custom fixture [73], respectively. Three studies
did not specify the type of measurement method [5, 36, 45]. For each of these functional
or bench top approaches, stiffness could be measured statically at one or more ankle flex-
ion/extension positions or dynamically through the entire gait cycle or a specified range of
motion.
Table 2.2: The outcome measures collected in the reviewed studies. Further details are
available in the supplementary material.
Paper
Joint Kinematics Joint Kinetics
EMG Walking Other Metrics
Ankle Knee Hip Ankle Knee Hip Speed
Amerinatanzi, 2016 [87] X X
Amerinatanzi, 2017 [88] X X GRF
Arch, 2015 [4] X X Spatiotemporal
Arch, 2016 [89] X X
Bolus, 2017 [90] X X Center of pressure
Brunner, 1998 [91] X X X X Spatiotemporal, GRF, arm
swing
Choi, 2017 [3] X X X X Muscle length
Collins, 2015 [51] X X X X X X X Spatiotemporal,
metabolics, COM power
Guillebastre, 2009 [92] X Spatiotemporal, midline
length
Harper, 2014 [93] X X X X X X X X GRF
Kerkum, 2015 [94] X X X X X X X Center of pressure,
metabolics
Kobayashi, 2011 [95] X X
Kobayashi, 2013 [2] X X X
Kobayashi, 2015 [33] X X X X
Kobayashi, 2016 [34] X X X X
Kobayashi, 2017 [73] X X X
Kobayashi, 2017 [96] X X X X
Lehmann, 1983 [97] X
Ramdharry, 2012 [72] X X X X X
Russell Esposito, 2014 [98] X X X X X X X Spatiotemporal, GRF,
preference
Singer, 2014 [5] X X X X
Sumiya, 1996 [24] X†
Telfer, 2012 [99] X X X X
Yamamoto, 1993 [36] X X X Spatiotemporal, preference
Yamamoto, 1997 [45] Preference
Acronyms: double support (DS), single support (SS), center of mass (COM), ground reaction force (GRF). †Only qualitative descriptions
of ankle kinematics during gait are reported without quantitative measures.
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Table 2.3: Measurement method and value of AFO stiffnesses in the reviewed studies.
Paper Method/Sensor AFO Stiffnesses
Amerinatanzi, 2016 [87] FES Resistance to PF: 0.09, 0.24 Nm/deg/kg (a)
Amerinatanzi, 2017 [88] FES, Bench/weights (b) n/a (c)
Arch, 2015 [4] Functional/forceplate Resistance to DF: 1.90, 2.94, 3.51, 3.90, 5.77, 8.17 Nm/deg
Arch, 2016 [89] Functional/forceplate Resistance to DF: 1.90, 3.51, 3.90, 8.17 Nm/deg
Bolus, 2017 [90] Bench/strain gauge Resistance to DF or PF: 0.06, 0.15, 0.30, 0.35 Nm/deg (a,f )
Brunner, 1998 [91] n/a Gas spring pressure: 8-10 kPa (Spring-type), n/a (Rigid)
Choi, 2017 [3] Bench/UTM (g) Resistance to DF: 0.25, 1.0, 2.0, 3.7 Nm/deg
Collins, 2015 [51] Bench/load cell Resistance to DF: 2.27, 3.14, 4.19, 5.41, 6.98 Nm/deg
Guillebastre, 2009 [92] n/a n/a
Harper, 2014 [93] Bench/UTM Posterior strut stiffness: 402 - 1216 N/mm
Kerkum, 2015 [94] Bench/BRUCE Resistance to DF: 0.7 (0.2), 1.6 (0.4), 3.8 (0.7) Nm/deg; PF: 0.11 (0.13),
0.12 (0.17), 4.6 (1.3) Nm/deg
Kobayashi, 2011 [95] Bench/torque meter Resistance to DF and PF: 0.32, 0.41, 0.76, 1.26 Nm/deg
Kobayashi, 2013 [2] Bench/MuscTM Resistance to PF: 0.5-1.4 Nm/deg (a)
Kobayashi, 2015 [33] Bench/torque sensor Resistance to PF: 0.02, 0.28, 0.51, 0.58 Nm/deg (a)
Kobayashi, 2016 [34] Bench/torque sensor Resistance to PF: 0.02, 0.28, 0.51, 0.58 Nm/deg (a)
Kobayashi, 2017 [73] Bench/torque sensor Resistance to PF: 0.03, 0.16, 0.37, 0.48 Nm/deg (a)
Kobayashi, 2017 [96] Bench/torque sensor Resistance to DF: 1.41, 2.02, 2.88, 3.99 Nm/deg; PF: 0.36, 0.46, 0.52,
0.89 Nm/deg (a)
Lehmann, 1983 [97] n/a n/a
Ramdharry, 2012 [72] Functional/isokinetic
dynamometer
Resistance to DF: 0.92 (0.09), 1.11 (0.09), 1.17 (0.09) Nm/deg; PF: 0.59
(0.07), 0.87 (0.05), 0.89 (0.04) Nm/deg
Russell Esposito, 2014 [72] Bench/UTM Posterior strut stiffness: 392-1236 N/mm
Singer, 2014 [5] n/a Resistance to PF: 0.4, 1.3 Nm/deg
Sumiya, 1996 [24] Bench/load cell Resistance to PF: 0.40, 0.50, 0.63, 0.94, 1.13, 1.38, 1.73, 2.0, 2.25
Nm/deg; DF: 0.20, 0.23, 0.24, 0.25, 0.38, 0.48 Nm/deg (a)
Telfer, 2012 [99] n/a n/a
Yamamoto, 1993 [36] (n/a)/load cell Resistance to PF: 0.09, 0.19, 0.50, 1.0 Nm/deg (a,h)
Yamamoto, 1997 [45] (n/a)/load cell Resistance to PF: 0.5, 0.75, 1.25, 2.0 Nm/deg; DF: 0.5, 0.75, 1.5, 3.0
Nm/deg (a,f )
Acronyms: dorsiflexion (DF), plantarflexion (PF), finite element simulation (FES), universal testing machine (UTM), Bi-articular Recip-
rocal Universal Compliance Estimator (BRUCE) [46], muscle training machine (MuscTM). aReviewers estimated stiffness by applying
linear regressions to AFO torque and angle measurements. bSimulations were validated with experiments by hanging known weights on
the AFO. cLinear fits were not possible. fAFO could be adjusted to independently resist PF/DF, but gait trials had PF resistance only.
gA UTM measured linear stiffness, then AFO stiffness was calculated based on geometry. hUnspecified combinations of two springs
were also used.
Of the 21 studies that reported simulation-estimated or experimentally-measured stiff-
ness, 19 reported AFO stiffness and two [93, 98] only reported the linear stiffness of the
compliant element at the joint (a posterior strut). Comparing studies that measured stiff-
ness linearly with those measuring rotational stiffness was not possible. Moreover, when
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measuring rotational stiffness, some studies deflected the AFO towards plantarflexion or
dorsiflexion only, while others tested both directions. Only eight of the 19 rotational
stiffness papers directly provided quantitative stiffness values of their test conditions [3–
5, 51, 72, 89, 94, 95]. We were able to estimate AFO rotational stiffness in nine additional
papers by fitting a line to torque versus angle curves or measurements provided. The in-
cluded studies spanned a large range of AFO stiffness from 0.02 to 8.17 Nm/deg (Figure
2.2).
Although all articles tested multiple AFO conditions, some study conditions may have
had similar stiffness values [97]. This was only statistically compared in four studies. One
study compared AFO stiffness measurements and found that one of three tested AFOs was
not significantly different from the rest [72]. The other three studies evaluated peak AFO
moment [3, 51, 73] and found significant differences across all test conditions.
2.3.2 AFO Stiffness Effects on Joint Kinematics
2.3.2.1 Ankle Kinematics
Ankle kinematics were reported in 22 papers and 11 included statistical comparisons across
different stiffnesses (Appendix Table C.1). Three studies reported a significant decrease in
ankle range of motion (ROM) with increasing AFO stiffness (Fig 2.3) [91, 94, 95]. Another
three articles found decreased ROM but did not perform statistical analyses [87, 88, 90].
In addition to overall range of motion, several studies reported ankle angles at various
points in the gait cycle. The ankle angle at initial contact was unaffected by AFO stiffness
in one study in children with cerebral palsy [94], while two others found that the foot was
more dorsiflexed at higher stiffnesses during initial contact in patients post-stroke [33, 73].
This difference was not significant for all tested stiffnesses. The tendency toward increased
dorsiflexion with increased stiffness (Fig 2.3) was also reported as an untested observation
in two additional studies of adults post-stroke [36, 96].
Peak PF angle during early stance decreased with increasing stiffness [5, 33, 34, 93, 97,
99]. This trend was significant for all stiffness conditions in one healthy-subject case study
[99], and significant for a subset of stiffnesses in four papers [33, 34, 93, 97]. An additional
study observed the same trend, but did not perform statistical testing [5].
While peak dorsiflexion (DF), which typically occurs in terminal stance, generally de-
creased with increasing AFO stiffness (Fig 2.3), the statistical findings were not consistent
across studies. Changes in peak DF were significant across all stiffness conditions in three
studies [3, 91, 95], significant for a subset of conditions in two studies [93, 97], and not sig-
nificant in one study [98]. The trend was also observed, but not statistically tested, in three
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Figure 2.2: The values and ranges of tested stiffness for the studies that reported, or in-
cluded sufficient information to allow estimation of, stiffness in Nm/degree. The shaded
region indicates the stiffness range, the open circles (◦) are stiffnesses resisting dorsiflex-
ion, and the dots (•) are stiffness values resisting plantarflexion. The subject population
and number of participants are written next to each study’s stiffness range. ∗Study [2] only
reported the range of tested stiffnesses.
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case studies (n=1-2) [4, 90, 96]. Comparisons of specific stiffnesses could not be made as
only four studies reported quantitative AFO stiffness values [3, 90, 95, 96]. Another case
study reported a qualitative description of ankle kinematics under various stiffness condi-
tions [24]. The subject had hemiplegia and a limited ankle DF range. As stiffness was
gradually decreased, the subject’s DF angle during terminal stance increased.
Four studies statistically compared peak plantarflexion (PF) angle, which typically oc-
curs during initial swing, across stiffness conditions. Two studies found that peak PF sig-
nificantly decreased with increasing stiffness for adults post-stroke [2, 95], while the two
others found no effect for adults with unilateral lower limb trauma [93, 98]. An additional
study with post-stroke patients also observed a decrease in PF but did not perform statistical
testing [36]. A different healthy-subject case study [99] measured PF angle at toe-off and
found significant differences across stiffnesses. Additionally, two studies compared ankle
angle at foot clearance and found no statistically significant effects [72, 98].
2.3.2.2 Knee Kinematics
Fifteen studies reported knee kinematics and 10 included statistical comparisons between
stiffness groups (Supplementary Table C2). One study measured knee range of motion and
found no significant effects of stiffness [98]. Others report knee angles at various points of
phases in the gait cycle. Increased stiffness resulted in a more flexed knee at initial contact
[33, 73]. This effect was significant only for a subset of stiffness conditions including the
least and most stiff conditions. There was a significant increase in early stance knee flex-
ion with increasing stiffness in four studies [2, 93, 98, 99], while three others reported no
change [91, 94] (Fig 2.3). This effect was significant only for a subset of stiffness com-
parisons (including least and most stiff) in three of the studies [2, 93, 98], and significant
for all stiffnesses in the fourth study of one healthy adult [99]. Two additional studies
reported peak flexion in stance without statistical testing, and neither observed notable
changes [5, 96]. Peak knee extension during stance generally decreased with increased
AFO stiffness (Fig 2.3). This decrease was significant across all stiffnesses [3], significant
across some stiffness conditions [33, 34], and significant for only some participants [36] in
different studies. Finally, there were no significant effects of stiffness on peak knee flexion
during swing [2, 93].
2.3.2.3 Hip and Pelvis Kinematics
Seven studies measured hip kinematics with five including statistical comparisons (Supple-
mentary Table C3). In general, AFO stiffness did not have an effect on sagittal plane hip
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Figure 2.3: Mean values of ankle and knee kinematics measures at the tested AFO stiffness
interventions, which resisted dorsiflexion (DFR), plantarflexion (PFR) or both. The error
bars represent ±1 standard deviation from the mean. Median measures are plotted instead
of means for study [3] at two different walking speeds (slow and very slow). Each subject’s
trial-means are plotted instead of across-subject means for studies [4] and [5]. Only the
papers that provided stiffness in Nm/deg and corresponding kinematics measures at each
stiffness level were included in this figure. The stiffness range provided in [2] was divided
into five equally spaced stiffness values for plotting purposes.
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kinematics. Measures tested include hip ROM [98], peak hip flexion and extension during
stance [98], peak hip flexion during swing [72, 91], and the hip angle during the second
double support phase [93] and contralateral initial contact [94].
Only two studies explored transverse and coronal plane hip motion. Brunner et al.
found a small (< 1◦), but significant decrease in minimum hip abduction, but no change in
external rotation for a rigid AFO compared to a “spring-like" one [91]. Neither study found
an effect of stiffness on maximum hip abduction [72, 91]. There was a significant decrease
in minimum and maximum pelvic tilt [91], but no changes in pelvic rotation [91], obliquity
[91], or elevation during swing [72].
2.3.3 AFO Stiffness Effects on Kinetics
2.3.3.1 Ankle Kinetics
In the 17 studies that reported ankle kinetics (Appendix Table C.4), there were few con-
sistent significant effects of stiffness. Several studies measured peak PF and DF moments
during gait. A majority found that stiffness did not affect peak PF moment [51, 93, 94, 98,
99]. However, one study found that while net moment was not affected, peak biological
PF moment (without the AFO contribution) significantly decreased with greater stiffness
[51]. Peak DF moment during early stance was not significantly affected by stiffness in
adults with CMT [72] or those with lower limb trauma [93, 98]. In contrast, three stud-
ies [33, 34, 36] of adults post-stroke, found a significant increase in DF moment. Two
[33, 34] of the three performed statistical comparisons against only the least stiff (near-
zero) baseline condition. The only significant comparison was with the most stiff condition
(a difference of one order of magnitude from about 0.02 Nm/deg to 0.58 Nm/deg). Singer
et al. [5] also observed an increasing trend in patients post-stroke, but did not test statistical
significance.
One study reported mechanical work [93] and a few others reported joint power during
gait. Harper et al. [93] found that neither positive nor negative ankle work was significantly
affected by stiffness. Two studies reported power absorption during stance. One found
a significant decrease in average power absorption during a stride at greater stiffnesses
[51], while the other found no differences in peak power absorption [98]. Peak power
generation was reported in four studies, three of which performed statistical analyses with
mixed results. Peak ankle power generation increased [94], decreased [72], or did not
change [98] with greater AFO stiffnesses. Where there were differences, they were not seen
across all tested stiffnesses. The fourth paper [96] was a case study, where increasing AFO
resistance to DF resulted in reduced peak power generation, but increasing PF resistance
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had no effect. Collins et al. reported average power generation, rather than peak. They
found that a significant decrease in power generation with greater DF resistance [51] .
Finally, one paper found no effect for the timing of peak power generation during push-off
[94].
2.3.3.2 Knee Kinetics
Knee kinetics were reported in nine of the reviewed papers (Supplementary Table C5).
Knee flexor moment typically has two peaks, one in early stance and another in late stance.
Peak flexor moment was not affected by AFO stiffness in early stance [93], while results for
terminal stance were mixed. Two studies conducted statistical comparisons across all tested
stiffnesses and found no effects [93, 98]. Another two studies [33, 34] made comparisons
only with the baseline (near-zero stiffness) condition and found a significant decrease in
peak moment with greater stiffness for a subset of stiffnesses. An additional case study
[96] found increased peak flexor moment with greater PF resistance, but no changes for
increased DF resistance. A final study averaged flexor moment across late stance and
found a significant increase with greater stiffness [51]. An additional paper [94] reported
knee moment at midstance (33% of the gait cycle) and found no effects. However, the same
study [94] also measured knee flexor moment at the timing of peak knee extension angle
during single support and found it increased with greater stiffness. The increase was only
significant between the least and most stiff conditions.
Five studies measured peak knee extensor moment during stance. Of these, two per-
formed statistical testing: one study found an increase in extensor moment at greater stiff-
nesses [100], while the other found no difference [93]. The increase was only significant
between the most and least stiff strut conditions. Three different studies [5, 96, 99] also
reported an increase in peak extensor moment, without statistical testing, only when resis-
tance to plantarflexion (not dorsiflexion) was increased [96]. Another paper [51] calculated
the average extensor moment during early stance, and found a significant decrease with
greater stiffness.
One study [93] measured mechanical work and two others [51, 98] reported knee power.
Harper et al. [93] found that greater stiffness resulted in decreased negative work during
first double support. This decrease was not significant for all stiffness conditions. Addi-
tionally, there was no effect of stiffness on knee power generation and absorption measured
at various portions of the gait cycle [51, 98].
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2.3.3.3 Hip Kinetics
Sagittal plane hip kinetics were measured in five studies [51, 72, 93, 94, 98]. There were
no significant effects of stiffness on mean or peak hip moments, nor on peak hip power
generation or absorption, during early or late stance (Appendix Table C.6).
2.3.3.4 Ground Reaction Force and Center of Pressure
Four studies measured ground reaction forces (GRFs) [88, 91, 93, 98] and all except one
study [88] performed statistical analyses (Appendix Table C.7). The majority of papers
reported no significant effects of stiffness on vertical GRF at initial contact [91, 93], mini-
mum vertical GRF during stance [91], peak vertical GRF during early [91, 93, 98] and late
stance [93, 98], and peak propulsive and braking GRF [91, 93, 98]. However, Brunner et al.
[91] found a significant reduction only in the 2nd peak of vertical GRF with a stiffer AFO in
children with spastic hemiplegia. This study had a lower quality score (5/10) than the other
two studies (scoring 7/10 & 8/10) that found no significant effects in the 2nd vertical peak in
adults with lower limb trauma [93, 98]. Additionally, the same two studies evaluated peak
medial-lateral GRF and only one [93] found a significant increase, but only between the
compliant and stiff strut conditions (40% difference). That study also observed the same
trend for the sound (non-AFO) limb peak medial-lateral GRF [93].
Two studies measured the foot’s center of pressure (CoP) during gait (see Supplemen-
tary Table C10 for details). Kerkum et al. [94] found that neither the excursion of CoP
position during a step nor the CoP position at midstance was affected by AFO stiffness.
Bolus et al. [90] noted a decrease in anterior displacement of the CoP as stiffness increased.
No statistics were performed in that study.
2.3.4 AFO Stiffness Effects on Spatiotemporal Gait Parameters
Ten studies measured spatiotemporal parameters (Appendix Table C.8) and found minimal
or mixed effects of AFO stiffness. Self-selected walking speed was not affected [2, 93–
95, 98] or decreased [91, 92] with increased stiffness. The trend was not significant for all
stiffness conditions [92]. AFO stiffness did not consistently affect step time [92] or stride
time [36, 98]. A majority of studies also found no effects on step length [4, 92] or stride
length [51, 98]. In contrast, [91] found step and stride length decreased when AFO stiffness
increased. This effect was small (about 0.02 - 0.04 m decrease), however. There was no
effect of AFO stiffness on stride width [98] or step width [51].
A few studies measured the time spent in various phases of the gait cycle. Two stud-
ies measured double support time: one found no changes [91], and the other performed
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within-subject comparisons and had mixed results [36]. Two studies reported single sup-
port time: one found a significant increase with greater stiffness [91] and the other had
mixed results [36]. Another study found no significant effects for the percentage of gait
spent in stance phase [92]. A healthy-subject case study (n=2) also found that stance time
remained generally consistent across stiffness conditions [4].
2.3.5 AFO Stiffness Effects on Muscle Activity and Length
Muscle activity was only measured in four of the reviewed studies, one of which [89] did
not perform statistical testing (Supplementary Table C9). The mostly commonly measured
muscles were the gastrocnemius, soleus and tibialis anterior.
There is low evidence that ankle plantarflexor electromyography (EMG) is affected by
AFO stiffness. One study found no effects for peak medial gastrocnemius (MG) activity
during stance [3]. Another study found that the average integrated MG signal during late
single-leg support decreased with increased stiffness [93]. The decrease was not signifi-
cant for all stiffnesses. A third study found a significant increase for the combined medial
and lateral gastrocnemius activity integrated over the whole stride [51]. The increase was
not significant when the signal was integrated over the early stance to midstance region
only. In addition to gastrocnemius muscle activity, one study reported muscle and tendon
length and length velocity (Supplementary Table C10). Choi et al. [3] measured normal-
ized lengths of the gastrocnemius musculotendon unit (MTU), achilles tendon (AT) and
MG muscle, as well as muscle velocity (change in length per second) of the MG during
the gait cycle in healthy adults. Increasing AFO stiffness caused statistically significant
decreases in peak MTU and AT length during mid- to terminal-stance, and increases in AT
length at heel contact and in peak MG length. However, the effect was small (0.4% - 2.9%
change). Normalized peak MG eccentric velocity was not affected. The time-integrated
electromyographic signal (iEMG) of the soleus was not affected by stiffness in one study
[93] and significantly decreased with stiffness in another [51].
Two studies compared ankle dorsiflexor activity. Collins et al. [51] found that tibialis
anterior iEMG increased with increased AFO stiffness while Harper et al. [93] found no
changes. Additionally, Harper et al. [93] found no significant stiffness effects on the gluteus
medius, rectus femoris, biceps femoris long head, and vastus medialis iEMG signals during
various regions of the gait cycle.
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2.3.6 AFO Stiffness Effects on Metabolic Cost
Only two papers measured the effects of stiffness on metabolic cost [51, 94]. Collins et
al. [51] found a significant decrease and then increase in net metabolic cost as stiffness
increased in healthy adults, with a minimum cost for moderate stiffness (3.14 Nm/deg). In
contrast, Kerkum et al. [94] found no significant effects of AFO stiffness on metabolic cost
in children with cerebral palsy. Collins et al. [51] increase dorsiflexion resistance from
2.27 to 6.98 Nm/deg, while Kerkum et al. varied resistance in both directions from 0.7 to
4.6 Nm/deg.
2.3.7 User Preference
Three studies surveyed subject preference for particular stiffness conditions [36, 45, 98].
Results varied and there were no generalizable preferences among the different stiffness
values tested (Appendix Table C.11). Moreover, one study [36], evaluating adults with
hemiplegia, found no consistent correlations between a subject’s preferred stiffness and the
stiffness at which they had optimal gait performance measures, including peak knee ex-
tenion/flexion, peak dorsiflexion/plantarflexion moments, single support phase and second
double support phase length.
2.3.8 Other Collected Metrics
Several studies reported outcomes we did not specifically include in our aims. These in-
cluded: foot midline length [92], functional ankle joint stiffness [88], and arm swinging
motion quality [91]. There were no significant effects for any of these measures. More
details can be found in Appendix Tables C.10 and C.11.
2.4 Discussion
We investigated the impact of the stiffness of ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) on gait outcomes.
The literature suggests that altering AFO stiffness mainly impacted kinematics directly at
the ankle and, more proximally, at the knee. As the stiffness of the AFO increases, the user
must generate a larger torque to deflect the AFO at the ankle. Thus, increased stiffness led
to lower peak dorsiflexion and plantarflexion and consequently, decreased ankle range of
motion. Stiff AFOs with increased plantarflexion resistance kept the foot in a more dorsi-
flexed position throughout gait, with some higher stiffnesses preventing any plantarflexion.
Reduced plantarflexion counters the effects of functional drop foot, commonly found in
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people recovering from stroke [2, 95] or those with spastic cerebral palsy [91]. It also pro-
motes an initial contact with the heel rather than forefoot. Altered ankle mechanics resulted
in compensations at the knee. There is moderate evidence that greater AFO stiffness results
in increased in knee flexion during stance. This effect was seen in both healthy unimpaired
populations [3, 99] and people with lower limb injuries [93, 98] or those recovering from
stroke [2]. As described in [2], an AFO that is too stiff can cause abrupt forward rotation
of the tibia at initial contact causing the knee to be pushed forward, thereby increasing
knee flexion at early stance and inducing gait instability. The addition of dorsiflexion resis-
tance in conjunction with the plantarflexion stiffness, like in [94], prevents the tibia from
collapsing over the foot and reduces the knee flexion effect.
AFO stiffness did not affect hip kinetics and there was low evidence for its effects on
hip or pelvis kinematics, ankle or knee kinetics, muscle activity, metabolic cost, ground
reaction forces or spatiotemporal parameters. Given the small number of available studies,
we could not find sufficiently high evidence to support either the lack or presence of stiff-
ness effects on these secondary outcome measures. It should be noted that the level and
type of impairment may influence these findings. In particular, proximal muscle contrac-
tures may affect the extent to which proximal biomechanics can be normalized. As many
of these studies included only healthy participants, these findings may not be applicable to
individuals with impairments.
Self-selected walking speed (SWS) is a common clinical measure and is often used to
gauge gait performance during patient evaluation and AFO fitting. There is low evidence
that AFO stiffness affects walking speed. Walking speed was only significantly affected by
stiffness in two of seven studies that measured it [91, 92]. These studies found that people
with cerebral palsy [91] and healthy adults [92] walked slower as AFO stiffness increased.
Comparison of these two studies with the others is difficult as neither measured the actual
stiffness of the AFOs they tested. However, SWS did improve (increase) with an AFO
compared to barefoot walking [91].
In a recent review, Highsmith et al. suggested that stiffness should be considered with
regard to user preference [84] as stiffness affected user preference more than it affected gait
parameters. Only four of the reviewed articles evaluated patient preference. The results
were varied with no generalizable patterns. Only one study investigated outcomes at the
preferred stiffness compared to the other stiffness conditions [36]. Yamamoto et al. found
that the stiffness selected by each subject did not necessarily coincide with the stiffness at
which maximum dorsiflexion corrective moment was generated [36]. Therefore, there is
insufficient evidence to establish a relationship between patient preference and quantitative
measures of gait performance. Future work should focus on understanding what factors
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drive user preferences and whether preferred stiffnesses result in improved gait mechanics.
In general, it was difficult to draw comparisons between studies when trends differed
due to differences in how stiffness was measured or reported. Because of this, we were un-
able to achieve our secondary aim of determining the stiffness ranges that impact walking
mechanics. Other reviews exploring AFO design parameters also note both the lack of suf-
ficient detail in AFO design descriptions [32] and inconsistency of measurement techniques
[31]. AFO ankle stiffness, in particular, may be less frequently reported since there are no
commercially available tools or standardized procedures to measure it. As such, research
groups must create and validate their own testing devices. Accordingly, many did not test
AFO stiffness, with some measuring only linear stiffness of the posterior strut [93, 98] and
others reporting nothing at all [92, 97, 99]. A few studies utilized functional measurement
methods, where it was unclear whether the reported stiffness was that of the AFO alone
or the AFO with the biologic ankle. Only about half of the reviewed studies reported both
AFO stiffness and the test re-test reliability of their measurement method (Appendix Table
B.2). Additionally, the direction and speed at which the AFO was deflected during stiffness
testing was inconsistent across studies. While velocity effects are not significant for ther-
moplastic AFOs [47, 49], the effect on other materials such as printed composites remains
unknown. Finally, in some cases, AFOs were chosen by type, with the assumption that one
would be stiffer than another. However, one study that statistically compared the stiffnesses
of the various devices it tested, found that the actual stiffness did not differ between some
of the AFOs [72]. Thus, it is possible that not all conditions included here had uniquely
different stiffnesses.
In this review, we utilized the standard approximation of stiffness as the slope of a
linear regression through the AFO’s torque-angle curve. However, many AFOs have a
hysteretic torque-angle curve due to their viscoelastic properties; the torque required to
flex the AFO to a specific angle is not equal to the torque generated when it is released.
Thus, a description that also includes the regression intercept, width of the curve, and/or
area inside the hysterisis loop [49] may be a better representation of the AFO’s energy
storage and dissipation properties.
It is likely that stiffness effects would differ depending on the deficits of a particu-
lar population. The current literature has an insufficient number of high quality articles
that evaluated the same clinical population under similar stiffness interventions and using
the same outcome measures for us to make meaningful conclusions. Most of the articles
had low to moderate quality rating scores (below 7/10); many did not provide sufficient
participant eligibility details or perform between-group statistical analyses across stiffness
conditions. A third of the articles were case studies of one to two individuals. About
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half of the reviewed studies tested individuals recovering from stroke but had inconsistent
stiffness ranges resisting plantarflexion, dorsiflexion or both (Fig 2.2). Differences in re-
ported outcome measures between the studies also made comparisons challenging. Similar
challenges were noted in a review by Chisholm [28].
There were several possible confounding factors in the reviewed studies. First, we only
considered AFO stiffness at the ankle joint in the sagittal plane. It is possible that other
factors such as lateral or torsional stiffness of the AFO or compliance of the footplate im-
pacted the findings across different studies. The profile and shape of the sole as well as
the pitch, i.e. the height of the sole at the heel relative to at the toe, of the AFO or AFO-
footwear combination may also impact user comfort and outcomes. Sole profile plays a key
role in the timing of knee flexion during pre-swing. A higher pitch AFO-footwear combi-
nation would increase plantarflexion during midstance. For individuals with gastrocnemius
contractures, if the increased plantarflexion is insufficient, the contracture might limit the
user’s ability to extend the knee. Second, we did not consider the shank to vertical angle of
the studied AFOs as it was often not provided. This angle affects where the AFO stiffness
(torque versus angle) curve intersects the horizontal axis. The shank to vertical angle likely
affects the timing of AFO PF or DF resistance during the gait cycle, thus affecting sev-
eral parameters including where the ground reaction force vector passes through the knee
during midstance. Third, the acclimation period for different conditions differed between
studies, with a majority testing all conditions in a single session. Longer accommodation
periods may affect outcomes differently. Fourth, the user’s walking speed may have af-
fected stiffness comparisons. The included articles required participants to walk either at a
self-selected or predetermined walking speed. Joint kinematics and kinetics are impacted
by walking speed and thus any changes might be the result of speed rather than stiffness.
However, self-selected speed was only affected in two studies [91, 92]. In addition, the
impact of stiffness may be different at different speeds. One study [3] evaluated the impact
of stiffness separately at slow and very slow walking speeds and did not find differences.
The study included only healthy adults who would choose to walk much faster. The impact
may be different for clinical populations or at faster walking speeds. Finally, the available
literature is not sufficient to determine whether other activities, such as running [100] or
walking on an incline [101], are impacted differently than level-walking by AFO stiffness.
2.5 Conclusion
This review found sufficient evidence to indicate that increasing AFO stiffness decreases
ankle range of motion and increases stance knee flexion during gait. There was low evi-
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dence for the effect of stiffness on other outcome measures including hip mechanics, mus-
cle activity and metabolics. However, differences in measured outcomes, subject popula-
tions and stiffness reporting made determining the influence of AFO stiffness on walking
performance difficult. Standardized stiffness testing and reporting guidelines should be
established to ensure AFO device characteristics are sufficiently communicated and al-
low comparison across studies. Based on this review, we suggest the following guidelines
for future studies: 1) Researchers should provide the type, material, pitch, manufacturing
method and torque-angle curve for each AFO used. They should also cite the measurement
instrument and technique used to obtain those curves. 2) AFO stiffness should be measured
in both plantarflexion and dorsiflexion directions and the speed of flexion testing should be
reported. 3) Participants should be tested at both a prescribed walking speed and preferred
speed to facilitate inter-subject comparisons. 4) Detailed descriptions of subject character-
istics should be provided, including noting any contractures. 5) Each subject’s raw data,
including preferred walking speed, rather than across-subject averages should be provided
to allow deeper analyses for individual stiffness effects. 6) Considering AFO-footwear in-
teraction effects, authors should note the type, make and model of the footwear used with
the AFO. When possible, we recommend standardizing footwear across participants. With
future studies providing this level of detail we can better understand the effects of a wide
range of stiffnesses on specific populations, and thus improve patient outcomes.
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CHAPTER 3
Design and Evaluation of the SMApp:
a Stiffness Measurement Apparatus for
Ankle-Foot Orthoses1,2
Summary
Background: Ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) are braces worn by individuals with gait im-
pairments to support ankle motion. AFO rotational stiffness is a key mechanical property
that affects gait biomechanics. However, it is unclear how design choices affect AFO stiff-
ness and what specific stiffness ranges impact gait. This stems largely from the absence
of commercial devices or established guidelines for measuring AFO stiffness. Aim: This
chapter details the design and evaluation of the AFO Stiffness Measurement Apparatus
(SMApp). Methods: The SMApp is a non-destructive, automated system that measures
torque and angle as an AFO is moved through a range of motion at a set speed. Using the
derived torque-angle curve, we can calculate rotational stiffness, neutral angle and hystere-
sis of any AFO for speeds up to 74 deg/s. The repeatability of the SMApp was evaluated
between and within two operators and three testing sessions using three AFOs cycled 10
times through flexion and extension. We also measured the stiffness of three different AFOs
with the SMApp and another published system in a comparative case study. Results: The
SMApp had excellent reliability (ICC ≥ 0.97) for all measured AFO properties. The stan-
dard error of measurement and minimum detectable difference were comparable to pub-
lished parameters from other devices for stiffness (SEM < 0.32 Nm/°, MDD < 0.88 Nm/°)
1A version of this chapter was submitted for publication to the Journal of Mechatronics: D. Totah, M.
Menon, D. Gates, and K. Barton. Design and Evaluation of the SMApp: a Stiffness Measurement Apparatus
for Ankle-Foot Orthoses. Mechatronics. (submitted May, 2020)
2Supplementary files for this chapter, including an operation manual for the SMApp and
code files, can be found at this link: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
11203bS2ZBxkzoXIUXlWmh7sLdPkfaDYD?usp=sharing
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and neutral angle (SEM < 0.30 °, MDD < 0.84 °). In comparison to a previously described,
reliable manual stiffness measurement device, the SMApp measurements had similar stiff-
ness, but different neutral angle values for one of three AFOs. Significance: We built a
device that can test a large variety of AFO types and sizes non-destructively across a wide
range of flexion angles and at speeds exceeding current alternatives. The SMApp can be
utilized in future studies for AFO material fatigue testing, to validate finite element models,
and to evaluate speed effects on AFO properties.
3.1 Introduction
Ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) are braces worn around the lower leg and foot, inside a shoe, to
support ankle motion. These devices are often prescribed to individuals with neurological
impairments to compensate for muscle weakness or contracture. Clinicians have a variety
of AFO designs to choose from, including rigid or articulated AFOs and off-the-shelf or
custom-manufactured, all with varying mechanical properties. An important mechanical
property of an AFO is its rotational stiffness, or the resistance of an AFO when it is dis-
placed about the ankle joint into plantarflexion and dorsiflexion. This is often determined
from the AFO’s ankle torque-angle curve (Figure 3.1). AFO rotational stiffness has impor-
tant functional consequences for the user, as a device that is very stiff will prevent ankle
motion, and may require compensations at the knee [70]. In contrast, AFOs that are too
compliant may not provide sufficient support to lift the toes and clear the ground during
swing. Determining the range of acceptable stiffnesses has proven difficult as stiffness is
infrequently measured or reported in clinical research [70].
Currently, there are no commercially available devices or established guidelines for
measuring rotational stiffness. Several research groups have developed custom devices
to measure stiffness using a variety of approaches, each with their own advantages and
disadvantages. Some stiffness measurement techniques use custom surrogate limbs to load
a particular AFO [102], while others compromise accurate ankle location matching for a
more modular loading mechanism that accommodates multiple AFO sizes [46, 49]. Other
approaches prioritize ensuring the AFO is securely fastened into the measurement device,
potentially damaging the AFO in the process [103, 104]. Moreover, many of the approaches
have not been evaluated for reliability or validity. A representative selection of the relevant
literature is shown in Table 3.1 and discussed in Section 3.2. From these, we have identified
three main criteria for the accurate measurement of AFO stiffness. First, testing should
mimic functional AFO use. The device should test the full range, direction, and speed of
ankle flexion during gait. The device should be able to do this for several AFO sizes and
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of an AFO’s ankle torque versus angle curve showing plantarflexion
(PF) and dorsiflexion (DF) loading and unloading regions and neutral angles (θN ).
types as well as be non-destructive to the AFO. Second, gravitational and device dynamics
effects should be isolated and removed from the AFO measurements. Finally, the reliability
of the measurements should be assessed.
Therefore, drawing from the strengths of existing designs and addressing each criterion
noted, we have designed a bench top device termed the Stiffness Measurement Apparatus
(SMApp, /’es.mæp/). To our knowledge, this is the first device to address the three criteria
identified above. The SMApp measures torque and angle as an AFO is moved through a
range of motion at a set speed. Using the derived torque-angle curve, we can then calculate
rotational stiffness, neutral angle and hysteresis area.
This chapter details the design of the SMApp and evaluation of the reliability of stiff-
ness measurements obtained with the device. The chapter is organized as follows. Section
3.2 discusses key features of current measurement methods of AFO rotational stiffness in
the literature. The SMApp design and operation details are presented in section 3.3. Sec-
tion 3.4 details the data processing methods, dynamics equations used to isolate device
dynamics and gravitational components, and calculation of AFO properties including stiff-
ness, neutral angle, and hysteresis area. Section 3.5 details an evaluation of the SMApp
reliability within and between sessions and operators. Section 3.6 describes a compari-
son of SMApp measurements with those made with an alternative, highly reliable, manual
measurement device, termed the BRUCE [46]. A discussion of the results and a summary
with conclusions are provided in sections 3.7 and 3.8, respectively.
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Table 3.1: A representative selection of existing bench top stiffness measurement
techniques in the literature and their key features. A dash (-) means that this feature or
criterion was not addressed in the corresponding publication. Abbreviations: Automatic,
automatic continuous device operation; Manual, manually-operated continuous flexion;
Discrete, manually-operated discrete flexion (static measurements); s, between-session
reliability; o, between-operator reliability; c, between-cycle reliability; v, velocity effect
testing; n/a, insufficient information available.
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3.2 Current Methods to Measure Stiffness
There are generally two approaches to measuring AFO stiffness [31]: functional and bench
top. In functional methods [95, 105] an AFO is worn by a human user while the stiffness
is measured. As it is difficult to isolate the AFO’s stiffness from the user’s ankle stiffness,
we instead focus on bench top measurement techniques, which do not include a user (Table
3.1). Key attributes of bench top measurement techniques are discussed in the following
subsections.
3.2.1 Mimicking Functional AFO Use
3.2.1.1 Device Operation
The majority of AFO flexion testing devices are operated manually and deflect the AFO
to static angle positions [21, 44, 103, 104, 106–111] or continuously between two angles
[46, 49, 112, 113]. Manual devices deflect AFOs using hanging weights [21, 44, 109], lead
screw mechanisms [111], or lever arms [46, 49, 104, 112, 113]. However, thermoplastics,
carbon fiber and other materials used to manufacture AFOs can exhibit hysteretic and some-
times viscoelastic properties [107]. This means that the velocity of flexion testing could
affect the measured stiffness properties. Thus, automatic operation [23, 43, 102, 114, 115]
is necessary for continuous flexion at a controlled speed. Since different AFO-users have
varying mobility levels, AFO properties should be characterized at the walking speeds they
are expected to be used.
3.2.1.2 Range and Direction of Flexion Testing
AFOs exhibit hysteretic and nonlinear torque-angle relationships. Accordingly, the direc-
tion and range of deflection during stiffness testing should be carefully designed. To capture
the unloading and loading portions of the hysteresis loop, AFOs should be flexed in both
plantarflexion (PF) and dorsiflexion (DF) directions. Bregman et al. [46] asserted the im-
portance of testing AFOs from 10° in PF to 20° DF and back to 10° PF to assess functional
gait ranges. However, some AFOs are designed to restrict the range of motion to satisfy a
functional need.
One solution is to determine the range to deflect each AFO from the range of ankle
movement during user gait trials with the AFO [115]. Another approach that does not
require clinical gait assessment is testing the AFO at the full range of motion during typical
gait of healthy individuals or until a maximum torque threshold is reached [21].
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3.2.1.3 Ankle Location Matching
Measuring stiffness by deflecting the AFO about an axis that does not match the ankle’s
axis of sagittal-plane rotation results in a shifted torque-angle curve. In some studies, forces
were applied directly at the shank and/or footplate without using a joint, forgoing a fixed
rotation axis altogether [23, 110].
For measurement devices that use a joint, the device’s deflection axis can be made to
match the location of the ankle, marked by the lateral malleolus protrusion, by using a
custom surrogate lower-limb model for each AFO-user [103, 104, 106, 107, 113]. Mak-
ing custom surrogates can be laborious. Bregman et al. [46] proposed a compromise by
manufacturing a selection of surrogate feet in several sizes to choose from. While the dif-
ferent sizes may not perfectly match the ankle axis, they can get close without the need to
manufacture custom surrogates. Alternatively, a more modular approach is to make the de-
vice’s surrogate ankle axis translatable so it can be shifted to match the biological location
for each tested AFO [115]. Another approach, which we employ in this chapter, does not
require any additional hardware and simply shifts the collected data in post-processing by
applying a coordinate transformation using geometric parameters of the device and AFO
[44].
3.2.2 Device Dynamics and Gravitational Effects
The devices used to deflect the AFO are assembled from multiple components. The iner-
tia of these components, their weight due to gravity and any resulting friction from their
motion will cause disturbances and increase measured torques. These extraneous torques
should be minimized and/or subtracted from sensor data to ensure that the resulting torque-
angle curves represent the AFO properties alone.
Design choices can also help reduce extraneous torques. Gravitational effects can be
reduced by mounting the AFO horizontally such that gravity acts in the transverse rather
than sagittal plane [104]. Torques due to the surrogate limb weight can be countered by
pre-loading the device with a spring [46]. Alternatively, initial gravitational effects can
be accounted for by zeroing the torque sensors prior to mounting the AFO [23, 113], or
estimated through torque calculations and subtracted from the original signal [43, 102].
Finally, spurious hysteresis, resulting from slip between the AFO and the surrogate limb
during testing, can be mitigated by adding lubrication [104] or a linear bearing [46] between
the surrogate calf the AFO is mounted on and the surrogate shank it slides along during
deflection (Figure 3.2).
While these approaches successfully minimize extraneous torques, they do not account
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for all device inertial and damping effects during the entire range of flexion testing. Utiliz-
ing redundant sensors (3-axis load cell for single-axis motion), Cappa et al. [43] was able
to account for mechanism friction effects in off-axis planes of motion. To account for the
remaining inertial and damping effects along the plane of interest (sagittal plane), torques
resulting from device dynamics can be measured by operating the device, without an AFO,
through its full range of flexion at the same speed an AFO will be tested, then subtracting
these torques from the torque measurements obtained with the AFO. Ielapi et al. [115] em-
ployed a similar approach, but did not specify the speed at which these calibration curves
were acquired.
3.2.3 Device Assessment and Evaluation
When a new measurement device is designed, it is important to evaluate the precision
(i.e. reliability) and accuracy (i.e. validity) of the measurements it produces. However,
only a few studies included a formal analysis of the stiffness measurement systems. A
reliability analysis provides insight into the robustness or repeatability of measurements
of the same AFO under different experimental conditions. A few devices were found to
be reliable for torque or stiffness measures across different operators [46, 115], sessions
[46, 49, 104, 115], and cycles [46, 115]. Cycling an AFO refers to flexing it through a
specified range without removing it from the testing apparatus. One testing session may
consist of multiple cycles. Between-cycle (within-session) reliability, also called test-retest
reliability, captures inconsistencies in the device’s operation. The AFO is removed from
the device fixture between each session. This way the between-session reliability testing
captures errors due to differences in AFO placement in the measurement apparatus for a
single-operator.
Validity refers to measurement accuracy as compared to a true known stiffness. Making
a reference specimen is difficult, which is why most studies forego experimental validation
altogether. While validity assessment is not common in AFO testing, some methods used
in literature include estimating measurement accuracy through a theoretical uncertainty
analysis [43], or using a steel sheet reference specimen whose ‘true’ stiffness was measured
with a commercial, universal mechanical testing machine [115]. Given the limitations of
these approaches, we instead chose to compare measurements of a sample set of AFOs
from the SMApp with another reliable, manual measurement device [46].
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Figure 3.2: The stiffness measurement apparatus (SMApp) components.
3.3 SMApp System Design and Operation
3.3.1 Hardware
The stiffness measurement apparatus (SMApp) is comprised of a surrogate leg driven by
a linear actuator to rotate about a surrogate ankle joint (Figure 3.2). The surrogate leg
consists of a metal foot, shank and calf ring. The AFO is clamped to the base of the testing
device by tightening four lead screws. The clamp is made of an aluminum surrogate foot
and a steel bottom plate. Rubber half-spheres, lining the clamp, mold to the shape of the
AFO insole and hold it in place during testing. The surrogate ankle joint was custom-
machined from a steel bar and is connected to the foot with a shoulder screw through two
bearing mounts, which allow it to rotate freely. The steel ankle joint is also fixed to an
aluminum rod or "surrogate shank". The AFO cuff is mounted on a 3-D printed PLA ring
and held in place with a hook and loop strap. The PLA ring is attached to the aluminum rod
with a linear bearing to minimize slip. Several sizes of calf rings are available, and custom
geometries can be produced, to accommodate different AFO sizes. The proximal end of
the surrogate shank is attached to a linear belt drive actuator (MXB32S, Tolomatic, Hamel,
MN) through an in-line tension/compression load cell (LC201, Omega, Norwalk, CT). The
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load cell attachments on both ends consist of eye-bolts with bearings allowing free rotation
in the sagittal plane and some minimal movement in the frontal plane (to accommodate
any misalignment). The linear actuator is driven by a servo motor (SGM7J-06A7D6C,
Yaskawa, Waukegan, IL) to allow continuous and autonomous operation. The servomotor
is rated for 3000 rpm but was tested in the SMApp to up to 1200 rpm which corresponded
to a 74°/s ankle angular speed. Additionally, the SMApp has a maximum flexion range
of 37° starting from either -17° or -20°, which meets functional gait assessment needs
(Section 3.2.1.2). The surrogate leg assembly is rotated about its’ vertical axis by 180° to
switch between the two range of motion options.
3.3.2 Device Control and Software Interface
The user specifies the range of motion, rotational speed, and number of cycles. The SMApp
flexes an AFO according to these specifications and outputs a time series of the surrogate
ankle angle and force applied to the shank through the load cell connection. The SMApp
control architecture involves an outer control loop employing ankle position feedback and
an inner loop for servo speed control. An Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller board man-
ages the outer control loop and communicates with a motor drive (Servopack SGD7S,
Yaskawa, Waukegan, IL) that executes the inner loop. The motor drive modulates the
SMApp’s servo speed through closed-loop feedback control using the servo’s built-in en-
coder. The desired rotation speed is inputted through the motor drive’s proprietary software
(SigmaWin+ v7, Yaskawa, Waukegan, IL). For the outer control loop, a user specifies the
desired flexion range and number of cycles for AFO testing through a PC interface that
communicates with the Arduino controller through a serial connection. The Arduino reads
the current ankle angle from a magnetic rotary encoder (AS5048B, ams, Unterpremstätten,
Styria, Austria) mounted to the surrogate ankle joint. A bang-bang position-feedback con-
trol loop on the Arduino sends a command of forward or backward rotation to the motor
drive (through a serial connection) until the desired maximum or minimum flexion angle is
reached. This is repeated until the desired number of cycles is reached. The Arduino con-
troller also collects sensor data from the ankle encoder and load cell through I2C protocol.
The load cell force, outputted as a voltage differential signal, is first amplified and filtered
through an in-line signal conditioner (IN-UVI, Omega, Norwalk, CT) before it is sent to
an analog-to-digital converter chip (ADS115, Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX), which trans-
fers it to the Arduino via an I2C communication protocol. The Arduino then converts the
voltage to a force reading using a calibration curve. Both the magnetic encoder and load
cell readings were calibrated experimentally using a goniometer and calibration weights
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Figure 3.3: Illustration showing parameters used to calculate torque applied to the shaft
from the load cell force measurements.
to validate angle and force readings, respectively. The Arduino outputs the collected data
including timestamps, ankle angle, current cycle and load cell force values to a PC through
a serial port at a sampling rate of about 35 Hz. The data is saved into a text file on the PC
for post-processing in Matlab® (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA).
3.3.3 Safety Considerations
Several features were added to ensure safety during device operation:
• Hardware-activated Soft Limits - a limit switch was placed at each end of the linear
actuator. If triggered, these switches stop motor rotation using dynamic braking to
ensure the actuator does not move beyond a specified range.
• Manually-activated Stop Button - an emergency stop button can be manually acti-
vated to trigger the motor limit switches and stop the motor through its driver soft-
ware.
• Emergency Power Shut-off - a power shut-off switch can be manually activated in
case of an emergency to cut power to the motor.
• Hard Stops - long metal screws attached to the bearing mount on the surrogate foot
prevent the surrogate ankle joint from rotating beyond a specified maximum range
from −30°to 32°.
3.4 Calculating AFO Properties
3.4.1 Data Processing
The surrogate limb ankle angle (θS) and the force from the SMApp’s load cell (FLC) were
input into a custom code to identify and remove artifacts. Artifacts were identified as points
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Figure 3.4: Flowchart of the data processing steps for isolating AFO torque to produce a
torque versus angle stiffness curve to calculate AFO properties.
with sample-to-sample variations of greater than 10 degrees or 10 N, which corresponded to
approximately a 350 °/s or N/s slope. This threshold was determined empirically through
visual inspection. The signals were then interpolated such that they retained the same
number of data points. Ankle torque was then calculated using:
τ = lshankFLC cos(φLC) (3.1)
where lshank is the length of the SMApp’s surrogate shank (0.4817 m) and φLC is the angle
of the load cell joint (Figure 3.3). The angle φLC was calculated from θS as:
φLC = θS + ψ, (3.2)
where ψ = sin−1
(
hv − lshank cos(θS)
lLC
)
(3.3)
Parameter lLC is the length of the load cell segment (0.0770 m) and hv is the vertical height
from the surrogate ankle joint to the joint connecting the actuator to the load cell segment.
Height hv is measured when the AFO is clamped in the SMApp as it is affected by the
thickness and shape of the AFO footplate.
The total torque when the AFO is in the SMApp can be represented as a linear combi-
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nation of the torque resulting from the AFO dynamics and the torque contribution from the
SMApp device dynamics (equation 3.4).
τtotal = [kAFOθS +BAFOθ˙S + IAFOθ¨S]︸ ︷︷ ︸
τAFO
+ [kSMAppθS +BSMAppθ˙S + ISMAppθ¨S +GSMApp]︸ ︷︷ ︸
τSMApp
(3.4)
The stiffness (k) and damping (B) terms come from the compliance and hysteretic proper-
ties of the AFO materials and from the compliance and friction in the SMApp joints and
bearings. The mass of the SMApp components contributes to the inertia (I) and gravi-
tational (G) terms. The following assumptions were made when formulating this torque
equation:
A1. The gravitational contribution to AFO torque (GAFO) is negligible,
A2. The SMApp’s surrogate shank is modeled as a rigid body with infinite stiffness.
The first assumption holds since GAFO = (moment arm) × mg sin(θS) and the only
portion of the AFO that moves is the upright section, whose mass (m) is small. The range
of motion is also small enough that the sin(θS) term lowers the gravitational contribution
even further. The second assumption (A2) allows the stiffnesses of the SMApp and AFO to
be modeled as two in-parallel springs and ignores any in-series stiffness components. The
in-series stiffness comes from the compliance of the surrogate shank on which the AFO
is mounted. The shank’s compliance can be neglected because its’ stiffness is far greater
than the AFO’s. We verified this with a beam equation calculation. A maximum applied
moment of 150 Nm would deflect this aluminum beam by a negligible angle of less than
2× 10−10 degrees.
This representation (equation 3.4) allowed us to treat the system dynamics (stiffness,
damping, inertia and gravity) of both the SMApp and the AFO as independently measur-
able. We measured these by first collecting data with the AFO in the SMApp and then
repeating the test without the AFO. We then subtracted the SMApp dynamics from the to-
tal dynamics in order to isolate the AFO’s torque. In a pilot study of the device, we found
a negligible effect of speed on SMApp torque, with a 6 °/s speed increase resulting in a
< 0.02 Nm change in torque. Therefore, the values for τSMApp can be subtracted from
τtotal at each θS value to isolate the τAFO values even if they were collected at different
speeds,
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τAFO(θS) = τtotal(θS)− τSMApp(θS). (3.5)
Importantly, to collect τSMApp, the AFO is removed but the surrogate calf ring used to fit the
AFO onto the SMApp must stay in place. A piece of electrical tape placed on the surrogate
leg rod directly below the ring’s linear bearing kept the ring at the same height as when
the AFO was placed in the SMApp in the upright position (zero degrees). This insured
the inertia of the system remained consistent between the with AFO and without AFO
data collections. The motion of the linear bearing along the surrogate leg during testing is
assumed sufficiently small that its effects on the system’s inertia can be neglected.
Before equation 3.5 could be practically applied, two data processing steps were needed.
First, the torque and angle signal pairs for each test (with and without the AFO) were sep-
arated according to the rising and then falling portions of the torque versus angle curve
(Figure 3.1). Next, these monotonic rising and falling sections of each of the τtotal and
τAFO signals were resampled to find their values at a set of angles θ¯S that lie within the
range of the measured θS , i.e. θ¯S ∈ [θSmin , θSmax ]. Then, the AFO torque corresponding
to each angle in θ¯S was found by applying equation 3.5 to each of the falling and rising
segments when ˙¯θS < 0 and ˙¯θS > 0, respectively.
Recall from equation 3.4, the AFO’s dynamics were modeled as: τAFO = KθS+Bθ˙S+
Iθ¨S . Flexion speed is constant during each of the rise and fall portions of the torque-angle
curve, meaning θ¨S = 0 and AFO torque becomes a function of θS and a constant θ˙S:
τAFO = f(θS, θ˙S) (3.6)
3.4.2 Ankle Location Matching
Custom AFOs are made to match a user’s anthropometry. An AFO’s ankle location may
not match the SMApp’s surrogate limb ankle location. This results in a mismatch in the
center of rotation and, therefore, the AFO’s ankle angle (θAFO) will not match the measured
surrogate ankle angle (θS). We utilized geometric relationships when an AFO is mounted in
the SMApp to find an expression relating θS to θAFO. First, consider the AFO in the SMApp
at a particular instant in time during a testing cycle (Figure 3.5), where the instantaneous
point P is located on the surrogate calf ring. Two origins were defined in this system, one at
the AFO’s ankle location (OA) and one at the SMApp’s surrogate ankle (OS). The location
of P was described relative to the AFO’s ankle (~rP/OA) and to the surrogate ankle location
(~rP/OS ). The two position vectors were related by equation 3.7 (unknown variables are in
bold, all others are measured):
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Figure 3.5: Schematic for ankle location matching between the surrogate limb ankle (origin
OS) and the AFO’s ankle (origin OA). The schematic is drawn for an instantaneous point
P located at the top of the surrogate calf ring and the middle of the surrogate shank.
~rP/OA = ~rOS/OA + ~rP/OS (3.7)
~rP/OS = hi[− sin(θS) iˆ+ cos(θS) jˆ] (3.7a)
~rP/OA = hA[− sin(θAFO) iˆ+ cos(θAFO) jˆ] (3.7b)
~rOS/OA = −∆x iˆ+ ∆y jˆ (3.7c)
The variables θS , θAFO and hi are time-varying, where hi is the instantaneous distance
of point P from the surrogate ankle (Figure 3.5). The parameters hA, ∆x and ∆y are
constants measured for each tested AFO.
Substituting equations 3.7a-c into 3.7 yielded:
hA[− sin(θAFO) iˆ+ cos(θAFO) jˆ]
= −∆x iˆ+ ∆y jˆ + hi[− sin(θS) iˆ+ cos(θS) jˆ] (3.8)
and applying small angle approximations linearized equation 3.8 to:
hA[−
:θAFO
sin(θAFO) iˆ+
:
1
cos(θAFO) jˆ]
= −∆x iˆ+ ∆y jˆ + hi[
:−θS− sin(θS) iˆ+:1cos(θS) jˆ]
− hA θAFO iˆ+ hA jˆ = −∆x iˆ+ ∆y jˆ − hiθS iˆ+ hi jˆ (3.9)
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(a) Inter-operator Reliability (b) Inter-session Reliability (c) Inter-cycle Reliability
Figure 3.6: Example torque-angle curves from the SMApp reliability analysis of one AFO.
a) The average of all sessions for each operator. b) The average of all cycles in each session
for one operator. c) 10 cycles from a single session.
Grouping the iˆ- and jˆ-component directions resulted in the following two equations
with:
iˆ : −hA θAFO = −∆x− hiθS (3.9a)
jˆ : hA = ∆y + hi (3.9b)
We solved for hi from equation 3.9b and substituted it into equation 3.9a to derive
an expression for θAFO that depends only on the collected signal θS and other measured
geometric parameters:
θAFO =
∆x
hA
+
[
1− ∆y
hA
]
θS (3.10)
Let g(θS) represent the function in equation 3.10. Then, taking the inverse of g(θS)
allowed us to transform the torque equation from a function of θS to a function of θAFO:
τAFO = f(θS) = f(g
−1(θAFO)) (3.11)
3.4.3 AFO Neutral Angle
The neutral angle of an AFO is the angle (measured from vertical) at which the torque
is equal to zero. A neutral angle for each of plantarflexion and dorsiflexion was found
from the x-intercepts of the rising and falling sections of the torque versus angle curve,
respectively.
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θN :=
θNPF = {θAFO | τAFOrise(θAFO) = 0}θNDF = {θAFO | τAFOfall(θAFO) = 0} (3.12)
3.4.4 AFO Stiffness
Stiffness can be calculated as the slope of a linear torque versus angle curve. This linear
model assumes the damping term is negligible. A piece-wise linear regression of four seg-
ments was applied to the AFO ankle torque versus angle curve to yield four stiffness values
(Fig. 3.1). The four segments were found by splitting the rising and falling portions of
the curve at the neutral angle, where angles larger than the neutral angle were considered
dorsiflexion angles and those smaller as plantarflexion. A linear regression was fitted to
each combination of plantarflexion or dorsiflexion during loading or unloading portions of
the torque-angle curve. Loading and unloading states were determined from the flexion
direction. For example, plantarflexion loading is when the AFO ankle angle is negative
(plantarflexed) relative to neutral and the AFO is flexed in the direction of increasing plan-
tarflexion (making the ankle angle more negative).
Only the loading portions of the curve were used to acquire a linear fit slope repre-
senting loading plantarflexion and loading dorsiflexion AFO stiffness (kLDPF and kLDDF ,
respectively). The unloading portions were not considered good estimates of the AFO
stiffness. This is because during unloading the AFO springs back and exerts a torque in the
same direction as the actuator torque. The load cell measures both these torques and we
cannot separate them.
3.4.5 Hysteresis Area
The area inside the hysteresis loop represents the energy dissipation of an AFO. The inte-
gral of the rising curve was subtracted from the integral of the falling portion to find the
loop’s inner area. Numerical integrals were calculated in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA,
USA) from the collected torque versus angle data. The result was then multiplied by pi/180
to convert the angle units from degrees to radians such that the energy value had units of
Joules.
3.5 Evaluation of SMApp Reliability
We evaluated the reliability of SMApp stiffness measurements across different operators,
testing sessions, and flexion cycles with three custom made AFOs (Figure 3.7): a tradi-
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(a) PEBA AFO (b) Nylon AFO
(c) Thermoplastic AFO I (d) Thermoplastic AFO II
Figure 3.7: The four AFOs tested in this chapter. AFOs (a), (b), and (c) were used in the
SMApp reliability study. AFOs (b), (c), and (d) were used in the cross comparison with
an alternative device. The AFOs had wall thicknesses of 7.5, 3.6, 3.5, and 4.0 mm, foot
lengths of 27.0, 28.0, 27.0, and 20.0 cm, and heights of 39.0, 36.0, 41.5, and 36.5 cm,
respectively.
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tional polypropylene and polyethylene composite AFO thermoformed under vacuum over
a plaster cast, a 3-D printed nylon, and 3-D printed polyether block amide (PEBA) AFO.
The latter two were printed using fused deposition modeling. Two operators tested each
AFO during three different sessions on a single day. At the start of a session, the operator
tightly clamped the AFO’s footplate into the SMApp, using a level to ensure the footplate
clamp fasteners were tightened equally. Next, a custom-sized surrogate calf was fixed to
the linear bearing on the shank and the AFO upright portion was secured tightly around the
surrogate calf with a hook and loop strap. The SMApp then flexed the AFO through its full
range of motion 10 times. The AFOs were removed from the SMApp after each testing
session. Both operators followed the same randomized testing order and ran the SMApp at
the same actuator speed (78 rpm). The geometric measurements needed to calculate torque
and angle using the equations in Section 3.4 were collected by one operator (Operator 2)
and used for all data analyses.
3.5.1 Statistical Analysis
We assessed the reliability of five parameters measured by the SMApp: the stiffness of
plantarflexion loading and dorsiflexion loading, the neutral angle in plantarflexion and dor-
siflexion, and the hysteresis area. Reliability of each parameter was measured using intr-
aclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) using SPSS v 22 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). ICCs
were calculated as a measure of relative within- and between-operator or session reliability
for each AFO parameter using a two-way mixed model for absolute agreement. A valid ICC
ranges between 0 and 1, with a value of 0.95, for example, meaning that 95% of the total er-
ror of a measurement comes from the true error and conversely only 5% of the total error is
due to measurement error [116]. A high ICC indicates low relative measurement error be-
tween the different cycles, operators, or sessions. Between-operator reliability calculations
used averaged parameters across sessions and cycles for each operator. Between-session
(within-operator) reliability calculations used the average of 10 cycles for each session for
one of the operators (Operator 2). Finally, Between-cycle (within-session) reliability calcu-
lations used the data collected by operator 2 during their first testing session. As suggested
in [117], an ICC > 0.75 indicated good reliability and an ICC > 0.90 was considered
good for clinical measures.
The standard error of measurement (SEM) and the minimum detectable difference
(MDD) were calculated as measures of absolute error. The SEM was estimated as the
root mean square average of the within-AFO standard deviations for each measurement
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Table 3.2: The intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for between-cycle
(within-session), between-operator, and between-session (within-operator) reliability for
five key AFO properties.
Table 3.3: The standard error of measurement (SEM), minimum detectable difference
(MDD) and average measured values for five key AFO properties.
parameter:
SEM =
√
(SDAFO1
2 + SDAFO2
2 + SDAFO3
2)/N (3.13)
whereN equaled 2 (operators), 3 (sessions), and 10 (cycles) for between-operator, between-
session, and within-session reliability, respectively. The MDD was derived from the SEM
as follows [116]:
MDD = SEM× 1.96×
√
2 (3.14)
where 1.96 is the z score for a 95% confidence interval.
3.5.2 Reliability Results
All measured AFO parameters had high reliability within-session, between-sessions, and
between-operators (ICC ≥ 0.97; Table 3.2) for both single and mean scores. Single scores
show the reliability of a typical cycle, operator, or session; while mean scores show the
reliability of average measurements from multiple cycles, operators or sessions. The SEM
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(a) Printed Nylon AFO (b) Thermoplastic AFO I (c) Thermoplastic AFO II
Figure 3.8: Torque and angle curves for three AFOs measured with the SMApp (light blue)
and the BRUCE (dark blue). Data are shown for three full test cycles.
for stiffness, neutral angle, and hysteresis area parameters ranged between 0.01 − 0.32
Nm/°, 0.06− 0.30 °, and 0.07− 0.15 J, respectively (Table 3.3). The within-session SEM
ranges were < 1.2 % of AFO measurements for stiffness and < 8 % of the neutral an-
gle values, while between-session and between-operator reliability SEM’s were 3-38 % of
stiffness and angle measurements. The hysteresis area had the lowest absolute reliability of
4-24 % of the tested AFOs’ values for within-session, and 8-52 % for between-session and
between-operator reliability.
3.6 Cross Comparison with an Alternative Device
We compared the SMApp measurements of three AFOs (a printed nylon and two ther-
moformed plastic composite AFOs; Figure 3.7) to those taken with another, reliable (ICC
> 0.90) testing device, the BRUCE [46]. The BRUCE is a manually operated bench-top
device that measures the torque versus angle curve of an AFO at an operator chosen speed.
Each AFO was tested for at least three flexion cycles using the BRUCE and 10 cycles in the
SMApp. The first three full cycles from each device were used. We compared the measures
of dorsiflexion and plantarflexion loading stiffness, dorsiflexion and plantarflexion neutral
angles, and area inside the hysteresis loop between the measurement devices for each AFO.
For this cross-comparison study, the operator attempted to set the SMApp test speeds to
match each AFO’s tested speed in the BRUCE. However, the BRUCE speeds varied both
within and across cycles since it is a manually-operated device. Therefore, the SMApp
speed was set to within 2 °/s of the median speed for each AFO with the BRUCE. The
median speeds for the nylon and two thermoplastic AFOs were 10 °/s, 18 °/s, and 31 °/s in
the BRUCE and 8 °/s, 20 °/s, and 33 °/s in the SMApp, respectively.
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Figure 3.9: The average stiffness in loading (kLd) and neutral angles (θN ) for three AFOs
measured with the SMApp and the BRUCE devices. Each (•) represents data from an
individual cycle.
3.6.1 Comparison Results
For all three AFOs, loading stiffness values were similar between the SMApp and Bruce.
The torque-angle curves were more similar between the SMApp and BRUCE for the two
thermoplastic AFOs compared to the 3-D printed nylon AFO (Figure 3.8). The curves
for the SMapp and BRUCE were similarly sloped, but offset. This is also seen in the
large difference in neutral ankle for this AFO (Figure 3.9). Neutral angles were more
plantarflexed with the SMApp compared to the BRUCE for all AFOs. The torque-angle
curves with the SMApp demonstrate a hysteretic effect at the end range, not seen with the
BRUCE.
3.7 Discussion
In this study, we designed a non-destructive, automated AFO testing device that could
accommodate a variety of AFO sizes and types, flexion speeds and ranges of motion. The
SMApp had excellent reliability between operators, sessions and cycles when measuring
AFO loading stiffness, neutral angle, and hysteresis area. The main function of the SMApp
is to measure AFO stiffness. The loading stiffness had excellent relative and absolute
reliability. Stiffness ICC, SEM, and MDD values obtained were similar to or better than
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other devices [46, 115]. Stiffness also matched closely between the SMApp and BRUCE
devices (Figure 3.9).
The neutral angle measures had high reliability, and SEM and MDD values, comparable
to those found in a published reliability study of the BRUCE [46]. In our comparison study,
the BRUCE measures had a shifted neutral angle for the Nylon AFO, but similar values for
the two thermoplastic AFOs tested. The shift could be due to the placement of the AFO
in the BRUCE. The nylon AFO’s ankle location may not have matched the surrogate ankle
of the dummy leg used. The BRUCE has a number of finite surrogate limbs of different
sizes, which makes it more modular while the SMApp uses a custom fitted calf and shifts
the ankle location in post-processing, which may improve the accuracy. Because of the
difference in locating the ankle between the two devices, the BRUCE’s angle data (Figure
3.8) corresponds to the device’s surrogate ankle angle, while the SMApp’s data include the
true AFO angle θAFO shifted from the surrogate angle θS (Equation 3.10, Section 3.4.2).
The area inside the hysteresis loop of the stiffness curve is a measure of energy dissi-
pation. Few studies have calculated this measure. The area values measured in the SMApp
had very good relative reliability and an SEM < 0.2 J, which represented an error of 4-8%
of the mean for the Nylon and Thermoplastic AFOs (Table 3.3). This is compared with
another published device that had differences up to 40% of the mean area of tested AFOs
[49]. For AFOs with a small hysteresis area, such as the PEBA AFO we tested, this small
SEM accounts for a larger percent error, up to 52% of the PEBA’s mean area. Such low-
hysteresis curves are described as highly linear, elastic curves with low energy dissipation.
It follows that the area measure is only relevant for AFOs with sizable hysteresis areas > 1
J, where the SEM is <10% of the measured area.
The SMApp design has several advantages not explored in this study. First, the au-
tomated speed control can be used to study the viscoelastic properties of AFOs. While
a few others have implemented automatic speed control, the SMApp’s range of speed and
range of motion exceed current alternatives (Table 3.1). The automatic operation allows the
SMApp to be used to cyclic test the AFO for analysis of material fatigue. Fatigue testing
is especially important for ensuring AFOs manufactured from new materials and methods
such as 3-D printing are suitable for long-term use. Finally, while only posterior leaf spring
AFOs were tested in this study, the SMApp can test both the plantarflexion and dorsiflexion
dynamic stiffness of a multitude of AFO types including anterior leaf spring designs.
Backlash is often an issue in mechanical devices such as the SMApp. While there is
some play in the joints, backlash does not affect the control of nor the data collected with
the SMApp. This is because the speed control is handled through the servo drive with
feedback from the servo encoder which is placed before the gear box and any joints that
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would be affected by backlash. Conversely, the AFO torque and angle data is collected
from sensors placed after the gearbox and hinge joints. Additionally, The SMApp pre-
loads the AFO to the maximum dorsiflexion angle before beginning the cyclic testing. This
keeps any initialization effects confined to the start of the rise and fall segments of the
torque-angle curve. Since the stiffness and neutral angle properties are calculated from
the loading portions of the rise and fall segments, the initialization dynamics, which occur
during unloading, do not affect the calculated properties.
The design of the SMApp is not without its limitations. First, the SMApp does not
test AFO footplate stiffness about the MTP joint [46, 109], inversion/eversion nor inter-
nal/external rotation [43, 44]. The SMApp only tests sagittal plane loading about the ankle,
which is the dominant plane of ankle motion during walking. Second, the AFO some-
times twisted during testing. This occurred due to the geometry of some AFOs, where
the AFO’s vertical axis through the shank was not always centered about its ankle width.
This torsional motion contradicts modeling the AFO as a single-degree-of-freedom rota-
tional spring acting on a hinge joint. It may be accommodated in future work by fitting
custom-footplate clamps and allowing rotation of the clamp fixture and/or adjustment of
the surrogate leg to better align the SMApp’s loading action with the AFO’s primary plane
of motion. Third, during the unloading portions of the curves, the actuator torque and
AFO’s torsional spring torque are both contributing to the AFO’s return to its neutral an-
gle and cannot be decoupled in the SMApp’s load cell readings. This could potentially
be resolved by compromising on speed control and releasing the AFO from the actuator
during unloading. Finally, while the SMApp can accommodate a variety of AFO sizes, it is
restricted to AFOs with a minimum ankle width of about 2 inch (5 cm) due to the footplate
clamp geometry.
The SMApp’s speed is set as a rotational speed of its motor that can correspond to dif-
ferent ankle flexion speeds for different AFOs. This occurs because the thickness of the
AFO changes the height of the SMApp’s footclamp. This change in geometry alters the
gear ratio between the linear actuator speed, dictated by the motor’s rotational speed, and
the angular speed at the surrogate ankle. Therefore, while we performed the reliability
study at the same motor speed for all AFOs, each AFO had a different angular speed at
the ankle. In this study, all comparisons were made within an AFO rather than between
them, so this difference did not affect the comparisons. Future studies comparing AFOs
directly should adjust the motor speed for each AFO to match the same angular speed
at the surrogate ankle. Speed transitions in the SMApp were handled by the internal set
speed control of the servo drive. We selected a square velocity profile, with zero acceler-
ation/deceleration times and a constant speed, however, a square profile is not physically
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possible and transition times are limited by the motor capabilities. While the transitions had
minimal effects on our AFO properties, which are calculated from steady-state segments
of the torque-angle curve, future work should consider a trapezoidal velocity profile and
explore different acceleration/deceleration rates to soften speed transitions. Additionally,
utilizing a reference generator to perform speed control would allow tracking of velocity
profiles, to match profiles during gait, rather than a set constant speed currently utilized
through the servo’s internal set speed control method.
3.8 Conclusion
The stiffness measurement apparatus (SMApp) is a non-destructive, automated device that
can test a large array of AFO sizes and types across ranges of motion and flexion speeds that
exceed current alternatives. The SMApp measurements were shown to be highly repeatable
and the stiffness properties were comparable to an alternative manual measurement device.
Future work will include using the SMApp for material fatigue testing to ensure longevity
of new and existing AFOs, to validate finite element models, and to evaluate speed effects
on AFO properties.
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CHAPTER 4
The Effect of Rotational Speed on Ankle-Foot
Orthosis Properties1
Summary
Background: Ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) are devices that support ankle motion. The
rotational stiffness of the AFO in the sagittal plane, can affect gait kinematics. Stiffness
is calculated from linear regressions of an AFO’s torque-angle curve. These regressions
do not include damping and viscoelastic parameters. Because AFOs are often made from
viscoelastic materials, their torque-angle dynamics may vary at different walking speeds
and these models may not capture true AFO properties. The influence of rotational speed
on AFO dynamics has not been thoroughly investigated. Research Question: What is the
impact of ankle rotational speed on AFO properties? Methods: We tested a sample of
three AFOs: one thermoplastic, one 3-D printed nylon and one 3-D printed polyether block
amide (PEBA). Each AFO’s dynamic ankle torque was measured as it was flexed at four
speeds (5 − 20 °/s) using a custom-built stiffness measurement apparatus (SMApp). We
compared linear approximations of loading stiffness, neutral angle, and energy dissipation
parameters for each AFO across speeds. Results: There was a statistically significant
effect of speed on stiffness for all AFOs tested (p < 0.05). The neutral angle of the ther-
moplastic AFO was affected by flexion speed (p < 0.001), while there was no effect on the
two printed AFOs. Energy dissipation, as indicated by hysteresis area, was significantly
affected by speed for all AFOs (p < 0.001). Significance: Flexion speed can influence the
properties of a variety of different AFOs. The differences in AFO stiffness, neutral angle,
and energy dissipation were quite small (< 0.5 Nm/°, < 0.6 °, and < 0.6 J), however. Fu-
ture work should assess whether these small variations of stiffness and neutral angle have a
1A version of this chapter was submitted for publication to the Journal of Biomechanics: D. Totah, K.
Barton, and D. Gates. The Effect of Rotational Speed on Ankle-Foot Orthosis Stiffness. Journal of Biome-
chanics. (submitted July, 2020)
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clinically meaningful impact on user performance, explore effects of higher speeds on a va-
riety of AFO materials and designs, and investigate more complex models for representing
AFO dynamics that include damping and viscoelastic parameters.
4.1 Introduction
Ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) are used to support the ankle during walking. The benefit of
an AFO may depend on its design. In particular, AFO rotational stiffness affects ankle
and knee kinematics during gait [70]. Many of the thermoplastics used to make AFOs are
viscoelastic, meaning their properties are speed-dependent. The AFO’s effectiveness may
therefore vary at different walking speeds.
AFO behavior is often represented and discussed by its stiffness parameter, which is
typically the slope of a linear regression applied to either a segment of or the entire torque-
angle curve for that AFO. This representation follows a model without damping parameters.
If an AFO’s dynamics are not affected by speed, then this model should hold regardless of
speed, and stiffness can easily be calculated from this linear model. However, if viscoelastic
effects are present, then the linear model no longer applies and the stiffness it approximates
will be muddied by torque components from a missing damping term. In this chapter refer,
‘stiffness’ refers to the slope of this linear model that ignores damping.
Only a few studies have investigated the effect of speed on AFO properties [31]. Two
studies visually observed the stiffness curve when AFOs were tested at different speeds.
One noted that thermoplastic AFOs were not affected by speed [47], while the other had
mixed results across speeds for an AFO with oil-damper joint [48]. A third study statis-
tically compared stiffness of thermoplastic AFOs across speeds and found no effect [49].
This study used a manual testing device, where speed cannot be controlled precisely. Thus,
there is limited evidence of the true effect of speed variations on AFO stiffness.
Given the limited prior evidence and increased prevalence of new materials and orthosis
manufacturing methods, such as 3-D printing [14, 15, 118], the purpose of this study was to
determine if ankle rotational speed affects the stiffness of traditional and printed AFOs. We
used a custom-designed mechatronic testing apparatus to control speed consistently within
a cycle and from trial to trial. We also measured effects on AFO neutral angle and energy
dissipation, since much of an AFO’s supportive function comes from its energy storage and
return capabilities due to material elasticity.
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(a) Nylon AFO (b) PEBA AFO (c) Thermoplastic AFO
Figure 4.1: The three AFOs used in this study. The nylon, PEBA, and thermoplastic AFOs
had wall thicknesses of 7.5, 3.6, and 3.5 mm, foot lengths of 27.0, 28.0 and 27.0 cm, and
heights of 39.0, 36.0, and 41.5 cm, respectively.
4.2 Methods
We tested a sample of three solid-ankle, i.e. non-articulated, AFOs (Figure 4.1): one
traditionally-manufactured thermoplastic AFO made from a polyethylene and polypropy-
lene composite, and two 3D-printed AFOs made using fused deposition modeling, one with
carbon fiber enforced nylon and one with polyether block amide (PEBA). Each AFO was
clamped, by the same operator, to a custom Stiffness Measurement Apparatus (SMApp,
Figure 4.2a) [119]. The SMApp cycled the AFO through its range of motion in dorsiflex-
ion and plantarflexion, 10 times, at each of four speed conditions in ascending and then
descending order. Forty cycles were collected for each of the three AFOs, for a total of 240
cycles. Eight cycles were excluded because a sensor error caused them to terminate before
completion.
The four commanded motor speed conditions (78, 156, 234 and 313 rotations per
minute) corresponded to sagittal plane ankle speeds of 5, 10, 15 and 20 °/s, calculated
without an AFO in the device. The rotational speeds varied slightly when the AFOs were
mounted in the SMApp due to differences in AFO geometries, specifically in footplate
thickness and ankle location. The differences in speed conditions between the AFOs has
no effect on the results since all comparisons were made within each AFO group.
Measurements from the SMApp were used to create a torque-angle curve for each AFO.
Several AFO properties were calculated from these curves (Figure 4.2b). First, AFO stiff-
nesses in plantarflexion and dorsiflexion were calculated as the slope of a linear regression
of the loading portions of the rising and falling curve segments, respectively. AFO dor-
siflexion and plantarflexion neutral angles were the x-intercepts of the falling and rising
curves, respectively. Due to material hysteresis, the resistive torque during unloading is
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) An AFO mounted in the Stiffness Measurement Apparatus (SMApp). (b)
Schematic of an AFO’s ankle torque versus angle curve showing plantarflexion (PF) and
dorsiflexion (DF) loading and unloading regions and neutral angles (θN ). The shaded area
inside the hysteresis loop represents the AFO’s energy dissipation.
different than that during loading, resulting in a torque angle curve with a loop shape. The
area in this hysteresis loop represented the AFO’s energy dissipation.
We tested for differences in each of these AFO properties across speed conditions using
a series of one-way ANOVAs (α = 0.05), separately for each AFO, using SPSS v26 (IBM,
Armonk, NY, USA). To aid in interpretation, we then compared the measured differences
to their minimum detectable difference values [119].
4.3 Results
While the torque-angle curves may appear similar at different speeds (Figure 4.3), statistical
analyses of the AFOs’ properties reveal significant effects. Differences in dorsiflexion
loading stiffness were significant across speeds for all three AFOs (p ≤ 0.010; Figure 4.4).
There were also significant speed effects for plantarflexion loading stiffness for the printed
AFOs (p ≤ 0.002), but not for the thermoplastic AFO (p = 0.612). Of these effects, only
differences in the nylon AFO’s plantarflexion stiffness (0.43 − 0.50 Nm/°) were greater
than the minimum detectable difference (MDD) of 0.13 Nm/° [119] (Table 4.1).
The neutral angles in dorsiflexion and plantarflexion were affected by speed. These
effects were significant for the nylon (p ≤ 0.015) and thermoplastic (p < 0.001) AFOs,
but not the PEBA (p = 0.241 and p = 0.519). While the differences in neutral angle were
quite small (< 0.6°), those for the thermoplastic AFO were greater than the MDD of 0.2°.
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(a) PEBA (b) Nylon
(c) Thermoplastic
Figure 4.3: The torque-angle curves of three AFOs at four different flexion speeds.
Following the same trend as dorsiflexion stiffness, differences in hysteresis area across
speeds were significant for all three AFOs (0.03−0.57 J; p < 0.001). However, differences
in the PEBA AFO’s area were lower than the MDD of 0.20 J.
4.4 Discussion
This study demonstrated that traditional and 3-D printed AFOs exhibit viscoelastic effects.
Changes in ankle rotational speed caused small but statistically significant differences in
approximations of AFO stiffness, neutral angle and hysteresis area. Changes in stiffness or
energy dissipation patterns could alter the orthosis’s resistance torques and degree of sup-
port it provides. For example, for patients using AFOs to assist with drop-foot, alterations
to stiffness and neutral angle may mean changes to plantarflexion resistance affecting the
ability to achieve ground clearance during swing [120].
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Figure 4.4: AFO properties of dorsiflexion (DF) and plantarflexion (PF) loading stiffness
and neutral angle (θN ), and hysteresis area at the four tested flexion speeds for the three
AFOs (PEBA, nylon, and thermoplastic). * Significant main effect of speed (p < 0.05).
Our results differ from those of another study, where there were no speed effects on
the stiffness of 18 traditionally-manufactured, thermoplastic AFOs [49]. There are several
differences between these studies that may explain the contrasting findings. First, the mea-
surement devices differed in their approaches to controlling speed. While we used a me-
chanical device to automate angular speed, the study in [49] used a manually-operated mea-
surement device, where the operator targeted specific walking cadences (30−60 steps/min.)
by following a metronome. Second, there are differences in how stiffness was quantified
between the two studies. Novachek et al. measured stiffness by fitting a linear regression
to the entire torque-angle hysteresis loop, rather than separately to the loading and unload-
ing phases [115, 119]. The slope of the overall curve may mask the effects on hysteresis.
Finally, the AFOs tested in this study had larger stiffness ranges (1 − 13 Nm/°) than those
tested in [49] (≤ 1.3 Nm/°).
While the SMApp followed a constant speed in each flexion direction (PF and DF), the
velocity profile at the transition between the two directions is not known. The profile was
dictated by the servo motor’s capabilities and controlled through an internal speed control
loop within the servo drive. Nonetheless, the transition profile has a minimal effect on the
calculated AFO properties in this chapter. This is because the speed transitions occur at the
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edges of the flexion testing range of motion and the dynamics described by the stiffness,
neutral angle and hysteresis mainly occur during the steady-state portions.
In conclusion, this study provided preliminary evidence that both printed and traditional
AFOs have viscoelastic properties. Current representations of AFO stiffness as a linear fit
ignore these viscoelastic effects and so a more complex model that includes damping and
viscoelasticity parameters may be more appropriate. Future work should investigate the
development of such a model. Future work should also assess whether the small variations
of AFO stiffness, neutral angle, and energy dissipation found in this study have a clinically
meaningful impact on user performance, as well as explore effects of higher speeds and
different velocity profiles on a variety of AFO materials and designs, including different
printing techniques and orientations.
Table 4.1: The measured properties of each AFO at four speed conditions (S1, S2, S3, and
S4) and the results of statistical testing for speed effects.
Continued on next page
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CHAPTER 5
Quantifying the Kinematic Effects of AFO
Emulation
5.1 Introduction
Actuated exoskeleton devices with tethered off-board motors (i.e. not mounted to the ex-
oskeleton body) have been proposed for rehabilitation robotics [121]. Recently, their use
as emulation test beds for prototyping and device parameter tuning has emerged [25, 50,
52, 69]. The off-boarding of the motor systems makes for light-weight devices that can be
easily controlled to facilitate the exploration of much larger parameter spaces. The separa-
tion of the actuator and controller from the device also allows researchers to vary different
device parameters independently and study their effects.
These emulator systems show great potential as prototyping test beds for investigating
the effect of key device design and control parameters on subject performance and patient
benefit. Some research groups have utilized such emulator systems to explore the opti-
mality of different control parameters and schemes based on various measures, such as
metabolic cost [52] or muscle activity [69] for unimpaired individuals. One group used a
prosthesis emulator to evaluate candidate lower-limb prosthetic devices, by measuring user
performance metrics and preferences as they ‘try on’ the different devices [50]. In [50],
Caputo et al. mimic only active devices with the exception of an elastic-response passive
prosthesis emulated for evaluation as a candidate device.
In Chapter 2, we discussed the need for standardized studies to investigate AFO stiff-
ness effects on the user. Emulators could be a promising solution; providing precise control
of key design parameters in one wearable device. While the use of active exoskeletons to
emulate passive devices has not been extensively investigated, the prevalence of compliant
actuation schemes used in these devices makes them promising for tracking AFO stiffness.
Series-elastic actuation is a common form of compliant actuation used for haptic rendering
of stiffness [50, 121–124].
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Unfortunately, it is not known whether emulated and physical devices have the same
influence on human performance. Designers of these emulation systems aim to recreate
the torque-angle profiles of active or passive physical devices. The emulators are validated
in terms of torque reference tracking errors and bandwidth [25, 124]. However, physical
and emulated versions of the same device may have different weight and mass distribu-
tions and compliance in other planes of motion not captured in the emulated torque-angle
relationship, all of which could influence motion. There is a need to understand how user
movement differs when walking in these tethered emulators from walking in the untethered
physical devices they are emulating. Moreover, before emulators can be deemed useful
for studying the effect of a particular design parameter on the user, we need to understand
which performance metrics are affected by emulation and which remain consistent between
emulated and physical devices.
Therefore, the objective of this work was to develop a methodology to validate an AFO
emulator from a biomechanical sense by comparing kinematic differences between emu-
lated and physical AFOs. We did this by first building an AFO emulator system that used
series-elastic actuation of an ankle exoskeleton to track the stiffness of physical AFOs,
as measured by methodology developed in Chapter 3. Next, we quantified differences in
kinematics while walking with a physical AFO and its emulated representation. The study
focused on ankle kinematics since they are the most consistently reported measure to be
affected by rotational stiffness in AFO literature (Chapter 2).
5.2 The AFO Emulator System1
To test the biomechanical effects of walking with an emulated AFO, we built an AFO
emulator system consisting of a hinged ankle exoskeleton, instrumented with a sensing
suite, and an off-board motor for applying plantarflexion torques via series-elastic actuation
(Figure 5.2).
Exoskeleton Design
The exoskeleton had a single joint at the ankle with one degree of freedom. It was con-
structed from a surgical shoe with an embedded steel plate for rigidity and to allow it to
interface with hinged upright metal struts (Figure 5.1). The metal struts met at the calf,
1Supplementary files including code to configure and operate the AFO emulator sys-
tem can be found at this link: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
11203bS2ZBxkzoXIUXlWmh7sLdPkfaDYD?usp=sharing
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Figure 5.1: The instrumented and uninstrumented exoskeletons of the AFO emulator sys-
tem worn on the right leg and left leg, respectively.
Figure 5.2: The AFO emulator system and its control diagram. A particular AFO is man-
ually selected for emulation, then abstracted to its stiffness representation. Sensors on the
exoskeleton measure ankle angle (θankle), foot inclination velocity (ψ˙foot), torque (Tmeas),
and the state of three footswitches, which are used to calculate an appropriate motor veloc-
ity (vm) command through proportional (P) feedback control.
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where they were welded to a cuff outfitted with a hook and loop strap for securing the ex-
oskeleton around the shin. The metal footplate embedded in the shoe also extended past
the shoe posterior side, slightly beyond the heel. This extension provided an attachment
point for the actuation spring discussed in the following subsection.
The exoskeleton was designed with a certain degree of adjustability in mind to fit a
range of users. The metal struts can be adjusted for different calf heights, and can be de-
tached from the surgical shoe to be used with a different shoe size. The metal band around
the calf has padding for user comfort; several padding options of different thicknesses are
available to accommodate different calf widths or circumferences. The padding pieces are
outfitted with hook and loop patches so they can be easily switched out. Finally, the open
style of the surgical shoe and its highly adjustable hook and loop straps, make it easy to
accommodate a range of foot sizes.
Actuation
Torque was applied about the exoskeleton joint using series-elastic actuation. A Bowden
cable was run through a conduit from the motor spindle and attached to a metal plate
extending posteriorly from the exoskeleton footplate via an in-line extension spring. As
the motor shaft rotates, the cable is wound up around the spindle and extends the spring to
apply an upward force on the footplate. The point of force application is located posterior
to the hinge joint, which provides the moment arm to convert the force to a plantarflexion
moment.
The motor’s position and rotation direction dictate the stretch of the spring and, thus, the
amount of torque applied to the exoskeleton user’s ankle. By commanding motor motion
parameters, we can track different torque trajectories to emulate a variety of AFO stiffness
patterns. The spring used in the pilot study in this chapter had a stiffness rate of 2.85
N/mm (Extension Spring 37090GS, Gardner Springs). The motor, drive, and Bowden cable
assembly was purchased from Humotech (Pittsburgh, PA).
Sensing
The exoskeleton was outfitted with several sensors:
• A load cell (LC201, Omega, Norwalk, CT) was placed in-line between the series-
elastic spring and Bowden cable to measure the total force causing a plantarflexion
moment about the ankle. Ankle torque was calculated by multiplying the force mea-
surement with the exoskeleton moment arm (0.07 m).
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Figure 5.3: The calibration curve of the potentiometer sensor.
• A potentiometer (6637-Precision Potentiometer, Bourns Inc., Riverside, CA) coupled
with the exoskeleton hinge joint provided ankle angle measurements.
• Three touch pad switches (7692K3, McMaster-Carr, Elmhurst, IL) were placed in
the exoskeleton shoe to serve as footswitches for detecting ground contact at the heel
and the first and fourth metatarsals.
• A single-axis gyroscope (ENC-03RC, KNACRO through www.Amazon.com) at-
tached to the exoskeleton shoe measured foot inclination velocity for gait phase de-
tection.
These analog sensor signals were collected by a set of data acquisition modules (DAQ)
from Beckholf Automation LLC and transmitted to a target PC through EtherCAT proto-
col. The DAQ modules consisted of a main EtherCAT coupler (EK1100), a 5-volt power
supply terminal (EL9505), a differential analog input module (EL3102) for reading the
load cell signal, and an 9-channel single-ended analog input terminal (EL3068) for read-
ing the remaining sensors. The load cell signal was filtered and amplified through a signal
conditioner before it was read by the DAQ. The same transmission and receive lines of the
EtherCAT protocol handled exoskeleton sensor readings and communication with the mo-
tor drive, managed by custom code using Simulink Real-Time software (Mathworks Inc.,
Natick, MA).
The load cell calibration was tuned before each trial using a shunt calibration resister
according to the manufacturer’s manual. We also checked the calibration by hanging a
weight from the load cell prior to its assembly into the exoskeleton system. The poten-
tiometer sensor was calibrated after it was mounted on the exoskeleton. We used a manual
goniometer to position the exoskeleton’s ankle joint between -20 and 30° (in increments
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of 5°) while the potentiometer voltage was measured, to produce a linear model relating
voltage readings to ankle angles (Figure 5.3).
Torque Trajectory Tracking
To emulate a particular physical AFO, we need the abstracted representation of the AFO
in the form of its measured stiffness curve (see Chapter 3). From the AFO’s torque-angle
curve (Figure 5.4b), we get the plantarflexion (PF) neutral angle and the dorsiflexion (DF)
loading segment of the curve. These AFO properties are used to determine the desired
reference torque the emulator should track during a walking trial based on sensor readings.
A gait detection algorithm, adapted from [125], uses the footswitch and gyroscope
sensors to determine the subject’s gait cycle phase in real-time. During stance, the DF
loading portion of the torque-angle curve is used to look up the desired resistance torque
for joint angles greater than the emulated AFO’s PF neutral angle. The desired torque
is divided by the moment arm (0.07 m) to yield a desired force value that is sent to the
controller. During swing and when the exoskeleton’s joint angle is smaller than neutral, the
desired force is set to 8 N (ankle torque of 0.56 Nm) to just keep the series elastic actuation
cabling taught without transferring significant torque to the user. This passive tension force
was found empirically through trial and error.
A proportional feedback control loop compares load cell force readings with the desired
force. The force error is multiplied with a proportional gain (kP = 0.300) and sent as a
velocity command to the motor drive, which has its own feedback control inner-loop.
Safety Features
Several features were implemented to maintain the safety of the emulator test bed:
• A hardware stop at the exoskeleton joint limits plantarflexion to a maximum of 42°.
Note that dorsiflexion limits are not needed since the emulator can only apply forces
by pulling the Bowden cable towards greater plantarflexion, and has no way to apply
dorsiflexion moments.
• A manually-activated emergency stop button cuts power to the motor.
• Participants wear a safety harness, tethered to a gantry system, while walking on the
treadmill. A magnetic stop switch is also clipped to the participants’ clothing, which
triggers an emergency stop in the treadmill belt if detached.
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(a) AFOQ1
(b) AFO torque
(c) Reference torque
Figure 5.4: This figures shows (a) a photo of the AFO used in the pilot study in this chapter,
(b) the AFO’s measured torque-angle curve with the dorsiflexion loading segment to be
emulated highlighted, and (c) the generated reference torque-angle trajectory for emulating
this AFO. The reference torque trajectory follows the AFO’s loading torque profile for
angles greater than the plantarflexion neutral angle (θN ), a constant torque (0.56 Nm) at
angles smaller than neutral. The emulated AFO (AFOQ1) had a wall thickness of 2.5 mm,
foot length of 16.5 cm, and height of 32.5 cm.
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• A break-away cable connects the Bowden cable rope to the rope around the emula-
tor’s motor spindle, to ensure excessive forces are not transferred to the end-effector
exoskeleton.
• A rope is tied in parallel with the series-elastic spring to ensure the Bowden cable,
load cell and exoskeleton footplate stay connected in case the physical spring breaks.
• Limits in the control software:
– Maximum commanded motor velocity saturates at 100 rpm.
– A safety check triggers a fault to disable motor power if the load cell reads
forces exceeding 300 N.
5.3 Pilot Study
One healthy subject (29 yrs, female) with no gait impairments walked on a treadmill (2.2
mph) to a metronome (100 steps/min) for five minutes at each of three test conditions.
The conditions tested were: 1) Physical AFO - wearing an AFO on the right leg inside
the instrumented exoskeleton, disconnected from the motor, 2) Emulated AFO - wearing
the exoskeleton as it emulates the physical AFO’s stiffness, and 3) No AFO - wearing the
exoskeleton disconnected from the motor. The subject also wore an unactuated exoskele-
ton on the left leg during all conditions, for symmetry. This study was approved by the
University of Michigan’s Institutional Review Board.
To accommodate a malfunction of the gyroscope sensor at the start of this collection,
two changes were made to the emulator framework. First, the gait detection algorithm was
modified to use only the footswitch sensors to detect the current gait phase. Second, during
the emulated AFO condition, the exoskeleton was set to emulate AFO stiffness for any
angle greater than the plantarflexion neutral angle regardless of the current gait phase. This
is a change from the emulator’s normal operation, where stiffness is emulated past neutral
during the stance phase only and not during swing.
The Physical AFO
An off-the-shelf posterior leaf spring, plastic AFO (Figure 5.4) was purchased in a size
that would fit the pilot subject. The torque-angle curve, or stiffness curve, of the AFO was
measured with a custom stiffness measurement apparatus (SMApp) described in Chapter
3. We determined the ankle angle range and angular speed at which to test the AFO in
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the SMApp from ankle trajectories collected from our subject in a prior walk test. The
subject walked on a treadmill (2.2 mph, 100 steps/min) while wearing the instrumented
exoskeleton for five minutes. The first minute and final minute of data were discarded,
leaving three minutes of walking for analysis. Right leg walking strides were isolated
from the collected right ankle trajectory and averaged. The maximum dorsiflexion angle
(15°) and mean absolute angular velocity (60°/s) of the averaged stride’s stance phase
determined the range and speed of AFO testing in the SMApp, respectively.
Data Analysis
Three minutes of data were analyzed after discarding the first and last minutes of each of the
five-minute walking trials, to avoid initiation and termination effects. The potentiometer
sensor angle data were segmented into individual strides starting at heel-strike and ending
at toe-off, as detected by the exoskeleton’s footswitch sensors. The stride ankle angle
trajectories were then normalized to a percentage of the stance phase of the gait cycle.
Finally, we calculated the range of motion, maximum dorsiflexion angle, angle at toe-off,
and timing of maximum dorsiflexion. These ankle kinematics features were calculated for
each of the three test conditions and any similarities or differences were observed.
5.4 Results
Walking with or without a physical or emulated AFO resulted in similarly shaped ankle
trajectories during stance (Figure 5.5). The trials with a physical or emulated AFO had a
lower maximum dorsiflexion angle and lower range of motion than the trials without an
AFO (Figure 5.6). The timing of the maximum angle occurred at a similar percentage of
stance for all three walking conditions. The toe-off angle during the emulated AFO trial
was lower than for the physical AFO and no AFO conditions, which had similar toe-off
angles. Additionally, the modified gait detection algorithm (excluding gyroscope data)
worked well during this pilot study, clearly showing distinct gait phases (Figure 5.7).
5.5 Discussion
An AFO emulator system was successfully constructed and pilot tested with promising
results. This study showed that AFO emulation by stiffness trajectory tracking is able to
elicit user ankle kinematics similar to those while wearing a physical AFO, for a single-
subject pilot. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we were unable to conduct a full subject
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Figure 5.5: Average stride ankle trajectories during stance for the three conditions: without
an AFO (No AFO), with a physical AFO, and with the emulator. The emulator condition
tracks a constant force for ankle angles below the AFO’s neutral angle (Emulated Constant
Force) and tracks the AFO torque-angle trajectory when the ankle angle is greater than the
neutral (Emulated AFO). Positive angles denote dorsiflexion. The neutral angle for this
AFO was −0.80°. Time was normalized to a percentage of stance. The shaded regions are
+/− one standard deviation of the average.
Figure 5.6: Features of ankle kinematics during three walking trials: with an emulated
AFO, physical AFO, and without an AFO. The bars show average values and the circles
are the values for individual strides.
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Figure 5.7: An example interval of data from a pilot walking trial showing identified gait
phases and the states of the three footswitch signals used to identify them. The footswitches
were placed at the heel and first (M1) and fourth (M4) metatarsals. The white (unshaded)
regions depict swing phase, which starts at toe-off detected by M1’s state change.
trial with a greater number of participants1. Nonetheless, these results show promise for
emulation as a test bed for studying design parameter effects and encourage further analysis
with a full subject trial. The trial should include an evaluation of knee and hip kinematics
in addition to ankle kinematics. Future work should also assess emulation effects on other
common measures such as heart rate, metabolic cost, and muscle activity.
Future human subject trials should test emulation for a wider range of AFOs of varying
stiffnesses. A variety of off-the-shelf physical AFOs of different sizes could be purchased
to accommodate different participants. To test the effect of different stiffnesses for a par-
ticular AFO design, multiple units of the same AFO could be purchased and modified.
We tested this with one plastic AFO and were successfully able to increase the slope of
its torque-angle curve (Figure 5.8). The stiffness was increased iteratively by heating and
shaping sheets of thermoplastic onto the AFO using a heat gun. We increased the stiff-
ness in three iterations or AFO modifications and measured the torque-angle curve in the
SMApp after each modification.
There are a few limitations in the emulator system to consider before conducting a full
subject trial. First, the exoskeleton’s potentiometer is aligned to it’s hinge which may not
exactly match the user’s ankle location. Adjustability in the hinge joint location would
1An experimental protocol for a full subject trial with a larger sample size was designed
and approved by the University of Michigan’s Institutional Review Board, but could not be
completed due to safety restrictions during the COVID-19 pandemic. A copy of the proto-
col document can be found at this link: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
11203bS2ZBxkzoXIUXlWmh7sLdPkfaDYD?usp=sharing
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be a welcome addition. Second, the emulator can only apply dorsiflexion resistance with
plantarflexion torques. A more complex cabling system or the addition of a second actuator
could provide the capability for dorsiflexion torque emulation too. Finally, as is the case
for series-elastic actuators, the stiffness of the physical series-spring must be greater than
the stiffness of the emulated AFO in order to maintain passivity [123]. The spring must
also be able to withstand high loads without undergoing plastic deformation.
In conclusion, this AFO emulator system will serve as test bed for understanding the
effects of different AFO designs (with corresponding torque-angle trajectories) on AFO
users. It will allow the investigation of user performance with, responses to, and perception
of changes in torque trajectories. This system not only allows the investigation of passive
AFO effects, but also opens the door for investigating the effectiveness of active torque
assistance and novel torque trajectories.
The approach presented in this chapter extends beyond ankle-foot orthosis work. This
chapter introduces the need to evaluate assistive device emulators of all types in terms
of kinematic affects in addition to the current evaluations of tracking error and system
bandwidth. The addition of clinically-relevant metrics to the emulator validation process
will increase the efficacy of studies conducted with such devices, and enable the translation
of design research innovations to measurable improvements in patient outcomes.
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(a) (b)
(c) AFOQ2 (d) AFOQ2Mod3
Figure 5.8: The torque-angle curves of (a) two AFOs and (b) three modifications of one
of the AFOs to increase its stiffness. All curves were measured in the SMApp at 800 rpm
motor speed. Photos of AFOQ2 and the third modification of the AFO are shown in (c),
and (d), respectively. The stiffness was increased by adding layers of thermoplastic, formed
with a heat gun, and embedding a steel bar posteriorly along the AFO height.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions, Broader Impact and Future Work
This work set out to inform AFO design and selection by developing a better understand-
ing of AFO properties and their effects on the user. The findings have improved our un-
derstanding of the influence of AFO properties on walking mechanics, through examining
the current state of literature evidence, building a device to measure AFO torque-angle
dynamics more effectively, finding the small, but significant influence of speed on linear
approximations of this torque-angle relationship, and exploring whether AFOs could be
effectively emulated for laboratory studies of AFO design changes on user movement.
This dissertation resulted in the development and evaluation of two test beds, one for
understanding AFO mechanical properties and another for studying AFO user movement
and performance. Accordingly, contributions fell into two areas. Chapters 3 and 4 explored
AFO properties and measurement, and Chapters 2 and 5 investigated effects on the AFO
user.
In Chapter 2, I conducted an exhaustive systematic literature review on the effects of
AFO stiffness on gait. I found sufficient evidence to indicate that increasing AFO stiffness
decreases ankle range of motion and increases stance knee flexion during gait. There was
low evidence for the effect of stiffness on other outcome measures including hip mechan-
ics, muscle activity and metabolics. However, differences in measured outcomes, subject
populations and stiffness reporting made determining the influence of AFO stiffness on
walking performance difficult. Therefore, I called for the establishment of stiffness testing
and reporting guidelines and provided recommendations for future research to allow com-
parison of findings across studies. These recommendations included detailed reporting of
trial participant contractures and controlling for footwear and walking speed during data
collection.
While reviewing the AFO stiffness literature, it became clear that more effective stiff-
ness measurement techniques were needed to study AFO design before its effects on the
user can be investigated. Therefore, I developed an AFO stiffness measurement apparatus
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(SMApp) and detail its design in Chapter 3. The SMApp is an automated device that non-
destructively flexes an AFO to acquire operator- and trial-independent measurements of its
torque-angle dynamics. It was designed to test a variety of AFO types and sizes across a
wide range of flexion angles and speeds exceeding current alternatives. The SMApp mea-
surements were shown to be highly repeatable and the stiffness properties were comparable
to an alternative manual measurement device.
The SMApp was designed to measure AFO torque-angle dynamics at a controllable
fixed speed. These dynamics tend to be non-linear. Common models of AFO torque-angle
dynamics in literature have simplified the relationship to a linear fit whose slope represents
stiffness. This linear approximation ignores damping parameters. However, as previous
studies were unable to precisely control AFO flexion speed, the presence of speed effects
has not been adequately investigated. Thus, in Chapter 4, I used the SMApp to explore
the effect of rotational speed on AFO properties. I tested a set of AFOs at several speeds
typically achieved during walking and evaluated speed effects on AFO loading stiffness,
neutral angles, and energy dissipation (i.e. hysteresis area). I found preliminary evidence
that both printed and traditional AFOs have viscoelastic properties, suggesting that more
complex models that include damping parameters could be more suitable for modeling
AFO dynamics.
After establishing a tool for investigating AFO torque-angle dynamics, and determin-
ing that flexion speed changes affected these dynamics, I moved on to developing an ex-
perimental platform to investigate how these AFO properties affect human movement. In
Chapter 5, I explored the potential use of active devices with off-board actuators as AFO
emulators. I developed an AFO emulator system and used it to test for the effects of em-
ulation on subject ankle kinematics compared to using a physical AFO. Since the work
in Chapter 2 highlighted ankle kinematics as the most consistently reported parameter to
be affected by stiffness in literature, I proposed validating the efficacy of AFO emulation
by investigating whether ankle movement is affected the same way by emulated AFOs
as it is by physical AFOs. This single-subject pilot study showed that AFO emulation by
torque-angle trajectory tracking is able to elicit user ankle kinematics similar to those while
wearing a physical AFO. These results show promise for the use of emulation as a test bed
to study design parameter effects. The results encourage further analysis with a full subject
trial.
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6.1 Broader Impact
The framework developed in this dissertation, which includes two experimental platforms,
provides a unique method for evaluating new AFO designs, materials, and fabrication tech-
niques, in a research-type environment, to better understand the impact of these modi-
fications on AFO properties that affect AFO device efficacy. While these experimental
platforms may not be used within a clinical setting, they will directly impact how AFO
technology moves forward and provide a quantitative approach to ensuring novel advance-
ments that positively affect AFO user outcomes.
This framework enables researchers to map the effects of different design parameters on
AFO properties and then on various user metrics of import, which will inform AFO tuning
and selection in the clinic. I published a conceptual example where such information could
be used to to select custom-optimal AFO parameters [27] (Appendix D). In [27], a pub-
lished curve relating exoskeleton ankle stiffness to metabolic cost for healthy individuals
was used to inform a multi-objective optimization of AFO design parameters. Emulation
test beds make it easier to produce similar curves for specific patient populations, relating
any set of design and user metrics that can be measured.
The representations of AFO torque-angle profiles and findings of viscoelastic proper-
ties, in Chapters 3 and 4, extend beyond AFO rotational stiffness at the ankle. We should
not dismiss the presence of hysteresis or speed-dependence when measuring the footplate
torque-angle relationship at the metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joint, evaluating stiffness in
motions besides those in the sagittal plane, or studying prosthesis end-effector dynamics,
without testing for these effects first. The linear approximations of the torque-angle curve
used in literature may not be sufficient models of AFO properties. More complex models
that include viscoelasticity and damping parameters could be more appropriate.
The emulator validation approach presented in Chapter 5 also extends beyond ankle-
foot orthosis work. The investigation of AFO emulation introduces the need to evaluate
assistive device emulators of all types in terms of kinematic affects in addition to the current
evaluations of tracking error and system bandwidth. The addition of clinically-relevant
metrics to the emulator validation process will increase the efficacy of studies conducted
with such devices, and enable the translation of design research innovations to measurable
improvements in patient outcomes.
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Work
The work accomplished in this dissertation inspires future work in: establishing guidelines
and standards for testing AFOs and reporting of future AFO studies, further investigating
AFO mechanical properties and modeling, and utilizing emulation to understand user per-
formance, perception, and preferences in relation to torque-angle profile changes. These
future directions are enabled by the development of two test beds in this thesis which com-
prise a framework for investigating AFO properties and user effects.
We propose that the standardization of AFO testing and reporting guidelines for future
subject studies will unify the field and facilitate comparisons of findings. We suggest sev-
eral guidelines for future studies. First, researchers should provide the type, material, pitch,
manufacturing method and torque-angle curve for each AFO used. They should also cite
the measurement instrument and technique used to obtain those curves. Second, AFO stiff-
ness should be measured in both plantarflexion and dorsiflexion directions and the speed
of flexion testing should be reported. Third, participants should be tested at both a pre-
scribed walking speed and preferred speed to facilitate inter-subject comparisons. Fourth,
detailed descriptions of subject characteristics should be provided, including noting any
contractures. Fifth, each subject’s raw data, including preferred walking speed, rather than
across-subject averages should be provided to allow deeper analyses for individual stiff-
ness effects. Finally, considering AFO-footwear interaction effects, authors should note
the type, make and model of the footwear used with the AFO. When possible, we recom-
mend standardizing footwear across participants. With future studies providing this level
of detail we can better understand the effects of a wide range of stiffnesses on specific
populations, and thus improve patient outcomes.
The SMApp framework developed in this work should be utilized by future studies to
conduct material fatigue testing to ensure longevity of novel and traditional AFO designs;
validate finite element models of AFO loading; and investigate how changes in design and
manufacturing parameters affect stiffness properties. The preliminary findings of viscoelas-
tic effects in this dissertation should be expanded, by investigating the effects of higher
speeds on a variety of AFO materials and designs including different printing techniques
and orientations. Additionally, the viscoelastic effects found in more complex models that
include viscoelasticity and damping parameters may be able to more fully capture AFO dy-
namics. It is possible that more complex models could represent AFO behavior regardless
of testing speed, flexion direction, or plane of motion. Future studies should also develop
models of the AFO’s footplate compliance. Such models could also help us understand
AFO-shoe interactions to inform user fitting, and facilitate experimental design to avoid
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confounding factors during subject trials.
The AFO emulator system should be utilized to investigate changes in user perfor-
mance, perception, and preferences. Once the COVID-19 pandemic improves and safe
trials become possible, a full subject trial will be conducted to verify the preliminary find-
ings of the pilot study in Chapter 5. A full trial with a diverse subject population would
reveal the kinematic effects of emulation on individuals with and without gait impairments.
Effects on knee and hip kinematics and other physiological measures such as heart rate,
metabolic cost, and muscle activity should be investigated as well. Future studies should
also assess the effects of small and large variations of AFO stiffness, neutral angle, and
energy dissipation to understand whether they have a clinically meaningful impact on user
performance. To investigate human stiffness perception, the emulator can be used to quan-
tify the minimum stiffness or torque changes that can be detected by a typical AFO user
and the change that has an effect on their movement.
In conclusion, this dissertation has introduced new tools in the form of test beds, AFO
property representations, and frameworks to validate these test beds. These tools enable:
a) the needed exploration of new models to fully describe AFO dynamics, b) innovations
in active and passive AFO design, and c) the investigation of user metrics and how they
are affected by design changes. The AFO emulator system can be used to investigate
user responses to a variety of torque-angle profiles. Optimal profiles can be translated
to designs of passive or active AFOs that can be validated and studied with the SMApp
system. This opens doors to a greater understanding of AFO design and how it relates to
the user experience, to ultimately revolutionize AFO design and improve clinical outcomes.
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APPENDIX A
Literature Review Search Strategy
Database: Engineering Village (Compendex & Inspec)
User Query:
(Keyword Search)
((ankle-foot orthosis OR AFO OR ankle foot orthosis) AND (stiffness OR resis-
tance OR compliance OR rigidity OR flexibility OR energy storage OR energy
return) AND (gait OR patient outcomes OR walking OR outcomes OR patient
performance OR subject performance OR performance))
Filters Activated: none
Autostemming: ON
Number of Results 177
Database: Web of Science
User Query:
(Keyword Search)
TOPIC: ((ankle-foot orthosis OR AFO OR ankle foot orthosis) AND (stiffness
OR resistance OR compliance OR rigidity OR flexibility OR energy storage OR
energy return) AND (gait OR patient outcomes OR walking OR outcomes OR
patient performance OR subject performance OR performance))
Filters Activated: none
Number of Results 194
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Database: PubMed (includes Medline)
User Query:
(Keyword Search)
((ankle-foot orthosis OR AFO OR ankle foot orthosis) AND (stiffness OR resistance OR compliance OR
rigidity OR flexibility OR energy storage OR energy return) AND (gait OR patient outcomes OR walking
OR outcomes OR patient performance OR subject performance OR performance))
Filters Activated: Humans
Query Translation: “joint”[All Fields]) OR “ankle joint”[All Fields]) AND (“foot orthoses”[MeSH Terms] OR (“foot”[All
Fields] AND “orthoses”[All Fields]) OR “foot orthoses”[All Fields] OR (“foot”[All Fields] AND “ortho-
sis”[All Fields]) OR “foot orthosis”[All Fields]))) AND (stiffness[All Fields] OR resistance[All Fields]
OR (“patient compliance”[MeSH Terms] OR (“patient”[All Fields] AND “compliance”[All Fields])
OR “patient compliance”[All Fields] OR “compliance”[All Fields] OR “compliance”[MeSH Terms])
OR (“muscle rigidity”[MeSH Terms] OR (“muscle”[All Fields] AND “rigidity”[All Fields]) OR “mus-
cle rigidity”[All Fields] OR “rigidity”[All Fields]) OR (“pliability”[MeSH Terms] OR “pliability”[All
Fields] OR “flexibility”[All Fields]) OR ((“Energy (Oxf)”[Journal] OR “energy”[All Fields]) AND stor-
age[All Fields]) OR ((“Energy (Oxf)”[Journal] OR “energy”[All Fields]) AND return[All Fields])) AND
((“gait”[MeSH Terms] OR “gait”[All Fields]) OR ((“patients”[MeSH Terms] OR “patients”[All Fields]
OR “patient”[All Fields]) AND outcomes[All Fields]) OR (“walking”[MeSH Terms] OR “walking”[All
Fields]) OR outcomes[All Fields] OR ((“patients”[MeSH Terms] OR “patients”[All Fields] OR “pa-
tient”[All Fields]) AND performance[All Fields]) OR (subject[All Fields] AND performance[All Fields])
OR performance[All Fields])) AND “humans”[MeSH Terms]
Translations: orthosis “orthotic devices”[MeSH Terms] OR (“orthotic”[All Fields] AND “devices”[All
Fields]) OR “orthotic devices”[All Fields] OR “orthosis”[All Fields]
ankle “ankle”[MeSH Terms] OR “ankle”[All Fields] OR “ankle joint”[MeSH Terms] OR
(“ankle”[All Fields] AND “joint”[All Fields]) OR “ankle joint”[All Fields]
foot orthosis “foot orthoses”[MeSH Terms] OR (“foot”[All Fields] AND “orthoses”[All Fields]) OR
“foot orthoses”[All Fields] OR (“foot”[All Fields] AND “orthosis”[All Fields]) OR
“foot orthosis”[All Fields]
compliance “patient compliance”[MeSH Terms] OR (“patient”[All Fields] AND “compliance”[All
Fields]) OR “patient compliance”[All Fields] OR “compliance”[All Fields] OR “com-
pliance”[MeSH Terms]
rigidity “muscle rigidity”[MeSH Terms] OR (“muscle”[All Fields] AND “rigidity”[All Fields])
OR “muscle rigidity”[All Fields] OR “rigidity”[All Fields]
flexibility “pliability”[MeSH Terms] OR “pliability”[All Fields] OR “flexibility”[All Fields]
energy “Energy (Oxf)”[Journal] OR “energy”[All Fields]
gait “gait”[MeSH Terms] OR “gait”[All Fields]
patient “patients”[MeSH Terms] OR “patients”[All Fields] OR “patient”[All Fields]
walking “walking”[MeSH Terms] OR “walking”[All Fields]
Humans[Mesh] “humans”[MeSH Terms]
Number of Results 110
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APPENDIX B
Literature Quality Assessment Scales
(see tables on the following pages)
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Table B.1: The modified PEDro scale used to assess the quality of the reviewed papers. Papers are awarded a point if a
criterion is satisfied (Y) and zero points if the criterion is not satisfied (N) for a total score out of 10.
Modified PEDro Criteria Satisfied?
1. Eligibility criteria were specified* Y/N
2. Subjects were randomly allocated to groups*
(in a crossover study, treatment order was randomized)
Y/N
3. Allocation was concealed* Y/N
4. Groups were similar at baseline in most important indicators* Y/N
5. Subjects were blinded* Y/N
6. Data was obtained for more than 85% of the subjects* Y/N
7. Consideration of available data if subjects did not receive conditions they were allocated to* Y/N
8. Between-group statistical comparisons were reported* Y/N
9. Both point measures and variability measures are provided* Y/N
10. Reliability or accuracy of stiffness measurement devices or analyses was reported† Y/N
*Criterion adapted from the original PEDro scale [85].
†This additional criterion was adapted from a modified STROBE scale [86].
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Table B.2: Quality scores of the reviewed papers.
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1. Eligibility criteria 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
2. Random allocation 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
3. Blind allocation 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
4. Similar at baseline 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
5. Subject blinding 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
6. Outcomes from >85% 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
7. Intention to treat 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
8. Between-group statistics 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
9. Point measures & variability 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
10. Test re-rest reliability 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
Total Score: 5 4 7 6 7 5 8 7 7 7 9 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 9 8 5 4 5 2 2
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APPENDIX C
Summary of AFO Stiffness Effects on Gait
Outcome Measures in Current Literature
The following tables contain the parameters measured in the studies reviewed in Chapter 2.
The trends indicated with the arrows show the changes in that parameter as AFO stiffness
was increased (i.e. the AFO was made more stiff). References in this appendix are self-
contained, with the bibliography included at the end of the appendix.
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Table C.1: Measures of Ankle Joint Kinematics
Ref. Paper N ROM Peak PF 
Peak PF - 
Early Stance 
Peak DF 
DF - Initial 
Contact 
DF - 
Midstance 
PF/DF - 
Late Stance 
DF - Foot 
Clearance 
Studies with statistical testing 
[1] Brunner, 1998 14 * 4 * 
[2] Choi, 2017 8 * 
[3] Harper, 2014 13 - 5 *, - 8 *, - 11 
[4] Kerkum, 2015 15 * - - 
[5] Kobayashi, 2011 10 * * * 
[6] Kobayashi, 2013 5 * 
[7] Kobayashi, 20171 10 *, - 14 
[8] Lehmann, 1983 10 *, - 9 *, - 12 
[9] Ramdharry, 2012 14 - 
[10] Russell Esposito, 2014 13 - 6 - - 
[11] Telfer, 2012 1 * - 18
Studies without statistical testing 
[12] Amerinatanzi, 2016 1  
[13] Amerinatanzi, 2017 2  
[14] Arch, 2015 2 , - 13 
[15] Bolus, 2017 1   
[16] Collins, 20152 9 
[17] Kobayashi, 20151,3 10 *, - 10 *15 
[18] Kobayashi, 20163 6 *, - 10 
[19] Kobayashi, 2017 1   16 
[20] Singer, 2014 5  
[21] Sumiya, 1996 1  19 
[22] Yamamoto, 1993 15  7  17 
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Symbol Key Abbreviations & Acronyms 
 Parameter decreased as stiffness increased 
 Parameter increased as stiffness increased 
- No change observed / change was not significant
* Changes were statistically significant
N: Number of study participants 
DF: Dorsiflexion 
PF: Plantarflexion 
ROM: Range of Motion 
Footnotes 
1 Kobayashi et al. [7] had the same subject population as Kobayashi et al. [17]. 
2 Only ankle trajectories are reported and little change can be seen in the curves across stiffnesses.  
3 Did not run between-group statistics for all stiffnesses, only compared to the least stiff (near-zero) baseline condition (S1). 
4 Only resistance to dorsiflexion was varied. 
5 Measured during initial swing.  
6 Measured during late stance.  
7 Curves for only one subject are presented and for a subset of the stiffness conditions, however, the text mentions that more rigid springs resulted in smaller 
plantarflexion angles.  
8 Significance was only between compliant and nominal stiffnesses, where nominal equaled the prescribed stiffness and compliant and stiff strut conditions 
were -20% and +20% of the nominal, respectively. 
9 Measured during heelstrike phase (right/affected-side heelstrike to toe-strike). The study tested one trim of two AFOs (Engen and Teufel) and three trims of 
the Seattle AFO. The trend was significant across all the Seattle AFO trims and between the Teufel and the first two Seattle trims. It was not significant 
between the Engen and the Seattle trims, between the Engen and the Teufel, or between the Teufel and the most flexible Seattle trim (trim 3).  
10 Only the two stiffest conditions (S3 and S4) were significantly different from the near-zero baseline stiffness (S1). 
11 A significant trend was found only between the nominal and stiff struts, where nominal equaled the prescribed stiffness and compliant and stiff strut 
conditions were -20% and +20% of the nominal, respectively. 
12 Measured during push off phase (right/affected-side heel-off to toe-off). The study tested one trim of two AFOs (Engen and Teufel) and three trims of the 
Seattle AFO. The trend was significant across all comparisons except for between the Engen and the first two Seattle trims and between the Teufel and the 
most flexible Seattle trim (trim 3). Note: This study also found a decrease in peak DF during swing phase (right/affected-side toe-off to heelstrike) without 
statistical testing.  
13 Trend observed for only one of the two subjects.  
14 Four increasing stiffness levels resisting PF were tested (S1-S4). The trend was significant only between S4 or S3 and S1 or S2 (the two most stiff vs the 
two least stiff conditions).  
15 All stiffness groups were significantly different from the near-zero baseline condition (S1).  
16 Trend found only when resistance to PF was varied (effects for this parameter were not discussed with DF resistance variation). 
17 The text mentions that PF angle at the time of foot contact decreased for all nine subjects. 
18 PF angle measured at toe-off.  
19 Changes in DF angle in late stance were described only qualitatively for the different stiffness conditions. 
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Table C.2: Measures of Knee Joint Kinematics
Ref. Paper N ROM 
Peak 
Flexion 
- Stance
Peak 
Flexion 
- Swing
Peak 
Extension 
- Stance
Contra. 
Extension 
- Stance
Flexion 
- IC
Angle 
- Early
Stance
Angle 
- Midstance
Angle 
- cTO
Angle 
- Late Swing
Studies with statistical testing 
[1] Brunner, 1998 14 - - 
[2] Choi, 2017 8 * 
[3] Harper, 2014 13 *, - 5,6 - 
[4] Kerkum, 2015 15 - 6 - 19 - 
[6] Kobayashi, 2013 5 *, - 7 - 
[7] Kobayashi, 20171 10 *, - 17 
[9] Ramdharry, 2012 14 - 
[10] 
Russell Esposito,
2014
13 - *, - 8
[11] Telfer, 2012 1 *
[22] Yamamoto, 19932 15 *, - 11 *, - 12 
Studies without statistical testing 
[16] Collins, 20153 9 
[17] Kobayashi, 20151,4 10 *, - 13 *, - 18 
[18] Kobayashi, 20164 6 * 14 
[19] Kobayashi, 2017 1 - 9 , - 15, 16 
[20] Singer, 2014 5 - 10
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Symbol Key Abbreviations & Acronyms 
 Parameter decreased as stiffness increased 
 Parameter increased as stiffness increased 
- No change observed / change was not significant
* Changes were statistically significant
ROM: Range of Motion 
LR: Loading Response 
Contra: Contralateral 
IC: Initial Contact 
cTO: Contralateral Toe-Off 
Footnotes 
1 Kobayashi et al. [7] had the same subject population as Kobayashi et al. [17].  
2 Yamamoto et al. [22] performed statistical analyses for each participant individually, they did not run group statistics. 
3 Only knee angle trajectories are reported and little change can be seen in the curves across stiffnesses.  
4 Did not run between-group statistics for all stiffnesses, only compared to the least stiff (near-zero) baseline condition (S1). 
5 Significant differences were seen between the compliant and nominal, and compliant and stiff struts only, where nominal equaled the prescribed stiffness and 
compliant and stiff strut conditions were -20% and +20% of the nominal, respectively. 
6 Measured during single support phase. 
7 This paper tested four stiffness levels, the increasing trend was significant only when comparing the stiffest condition (level 4) to the lowest two stiffness 
levels (levels 1 and 2).   
8 Within the parameter, the compliant stiffness was significantly lower than both the nominal and stiff struts, but the nominal and stiff struts were not 
significantly different.
9 There was no observable effect for either plantarflexion or dorsiflexion resistance changes.  
10 Increased nominally for two out of five subjects and decreased nominally for three out of five subjects.  
11 Peak knee flexion was measured during stance and during swing, but in the outcomes, it was not specified which was reported. Changes were significant for 
five out of the nine subjects, but no generalizable trend was indicated.  
12 Change in peak knee extension was significant for seven out of nine subjects, though no generalizable trend was indicated. 
13 Only the two intermediate stiffnesses (S2 and S3) were significantly different from the near-zero baseline stiffness (S1). 
14 All stiffness groups were significantly different from the near-zero baseline condition (S1).  
15 No effect was observed when plantarflexion resistance was increased, only for increasing resistance to dorsiflexion.  
16 Subjects did not go into extension in this study, and the parameter was named “minimum flexion during stance.”  
17 This paper tested four stiffness levels (S1-S4) resisting plantarflexion only. The increasing trend was only significant when comparing the stiffest conditions 
(S3 & S4) with the least stiff (S1: near-zero stiffness), and the stiffest (S4) with the second least stiff (S2).  
18 Only the two stiffest conditions (S3 and S4) were significantly different from the near-zero baseline stiffness (S1) 
19 Measured during midstance: “the moment that malleolus marker of the contralateral leg passed the malleolus marker of the ipsilateral leg” [23]. 
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Table C.3: Measures of Hip Joint and Pelvis Kinematics
Ref. Paper N 
ROM - 
Sagittal 
Peak 
Flex - 
Stance 
Peak 
Flex - 
Swing 
Peak 
Ext 
Peak 
Ext - 
Stance 
Angle - 
Early 
Stance 
Angle - 
cIC 
Peak 
Abduction - 
Swing 
Min 
Abduction 
Pelvic 
Elevation - 
Swing 
Max 
Pelvic 
Tilt 
Min 
Pelvic 
Tilt 
Studies with statistical testing 
[1] Brunner, 1998
1
14 - - - * * * 
[3] 
Harper, 2014
13 - 3
[4] 
Kerkum, 2015 
15 - 
[9] Ramdharry, 2012 14 - - - 
[10] 
Russell Esposito,
2014
13 - - - 
Studies without statistical testing 
[2] Choi, 2017 8 -  4 
[16] Collins, 20152 9 
Symbol Key Abbreviations & Acronyms 
 Parameter decreased as stiffness increased 
 Parameter increased as stiffness increased 
- No change observed / change was not significant
* Changes were statistically significant
ROM: Range of Motion 
Ext: Extension 
Flex: Flexion 
cIC: Contralateral Initial Contact 
Min: Minimum 
Max: Maximum 
Footnotes 
1 They also measured the minimum, maximum, and difference of pelvic tilt, pelvic obliquity, pelvic rotation, hip flexion, hip abduction, and hip external 
rotation. The parameters not shown in the table did not have statistically significant stiffness effects.  
2 Only hip angle trajectories are reported and little change can be seen in the curves across stiffnesses.  
3 Measured during second double support phase (from non-AFO Heel-Strike to AFO toe-off).  
4 Only hip angle trajectories for one participant are shown, and the text mentions an increase in late-stance hip extension for this participant. 
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Table C.4: Measures of Ankle Joint Kinetics
Ref. Paper N 
Pk PF 
Mom - 
Stance 
Pk DF 
Mom - 
Early 
Stance 
Bio 
Mom 
Mom 
Trajectory 
Mom 
Zero-cross 
Point 
[%GC]14 
Work 
Pk Pow 
Abs - 
iLoad 
Pk Pow 
Abs - 
Mid/Late 
Stance 
Pk Pow 
Gen - Late 
Stance 
Avg Pow 
Abs/Gen 
Avg 
Net 
Pow 
Timing of 
Pk Pow 
Gen 
- PO
Studies with statistical testing 
[16] Collins, 2015 9 - * 9 * 19 -
20
[3] Harper, 2014 13 - - - 
[4] Kerkum, 2015 15 - *, - 16 - 
[9] Ramdharry, 2012 14 - *, - 17 
[10] 
Russell Esposito,
2014
13 
- - - - - 
[22] Yamamoto, 1993
1 15 *, - 5 * 7  10 
Studies without statistical 
testing 
[12] 
Amerinatanzi, 
20162 
1 
 
[13] 
Amerinatanzi, 
20172 
2 
 
[14] Arch, 2015 2 ,  11, 12 
[24] Arch, 2016 2  
[17] Kobayashi, 20153, 4 10 *, - 8 * 15 
[18] Kobayashi, 20164 6 *, - 8 
[19] Kobayashi, 2017 1 , - 18 
[7] Kobayashi, 2017
3 10 - 13
[20] Singer, 2014 5  
[11] Telfer, 2012 1 - 6
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Symbol Key Abbreviations & Acronyms 
 Parameter decreased as stiffness increased 
 Parameter increased as stiffness increased 
- No change observed / change was not significant
* Changes were statistically significant
Pk: Peak 
PF: Plantarflexion 
DF: Dorsiflexion 
Mom: Moment 
Bio Mom: Biological Moment 
Pow: Power 
Abs: Absorption 
Gen: Generation 
PO: Push-off 
 iLoad: Initial Loading 
Footnotes  
1 Yamamoto et al. [22] performed statistical analyses for each participant individually, and only for those that preferred the intermediate stiffness orthotic (nine 
subjects total). They did not run group statistics. 
2 Only one patient's data was reported, and only trajectories and ranges for the parameters were indicated. 
3  Kobayashi et al. [7] had the same subject population as Kobayashi et al. [17].  
4 Did not run between-group statistics for all stiffnesses, only compared to the least stiff (near-zero) baseline condition (S1). 
5 In this paper, the methods state that peak PF during stance and during swing was measured but the statistical results only state ‘plantarflexion moment’ and 
don’t specify the gait phase. There was a significant difference in PF moment for three out of the nine participants that preferred the intermediate stiffness, 
but no general trend was reported.  
6 Statistical significance was only reported for peak plantar flexion moment of AFO conditions compared to the shoes-only condition, no observable difference 
was inferred between the stiffness conditions. 
7 There was a significant difference for all nine participants that preferred the intermediate stiffness.  
8 Only the most stiff condition (S4) was significantly different from the near-zero baseline stiffness (S1). 
9 This study found a significant decrease in the peak and average biological ankle moment (without the AFO contribution) during a stride and during early to 
mid-stance.  
10 The ankle moment trajectories of only one subject are presented. The text states that more rigid springs resulted in larger dorsiflexion ankle joint moments 
for all nine subjects who preferred intermediate stiffness springs. 
11 Only two subjects were tested. One's net moment decreased as stiffness increased, and the other's increased only slightly. 
12 The study stated that the moment reported is the net moment of both the biological ankle and the AFO device.  
13 This paper only provided ankle moment trajectories and no clear trend can be inferred across the stiffness conditions. 
14 Moment Zero-Cross Point is the percentage of the gait cycle at which the ankle moment switches directions, “crosses zero.”  
15 All stiffness groups were significantly different from the near-zero baseline condition (S1).  
16 The power generation when wearing the rigid strut was significantly lower than both the stiff and flexible stiffnesses.  
17 Peak power generation decreased significantly when going from the Push Brace (moderate stiffness) to Multifit AFO (high stiffness).  
18 A decrease was found when resistance to dorsiflexion was increased. No change was observed when resistance to plantarflexion was increased.  
19 The magnitude of both the biological and total (combined subject and exoskeleton contribution) average positive (Gen) and negative (Abs) power decreased 
with greater stiffness.
20 Average net power calculated as the sum of positive and negative work divided by stride time. Subject biological contribution and exoskeleton contribution 
reported separately and together. 
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Table C.5: Measures of Knee Joint Kinetics
Ref. Paper N 
Peak 
Extensor 
Moment - 
Stance 
Peak 
Flexor 
Moment 
- Early
Stance
Peak 
Flexor 
Moment 
- Late
Stance
Avg. 
Extensor 
Moment 
- Early
Stance7
Moment 
- Mst
Avg. 
Flexor 
Moment 
- Late
Stance9
Avg. 
Absolute 
Knee 
Moment -
Whole 
Stride10 
Flexor 
Moment at 
Timing of Pk 
Extension 
- SS
Neg 
Work 
- 1st DS
Power 
Gen 
- iL
Power 
Gen 
- After
LR
Power 
Abs 
- Early
Stance
Studies with statistical 
testing 
[16] Collins, 201514 9 * * -
[3] Harper, 2014 13 -2 - - *, - 12, 13
[4] Kerkum, 2015 15 - 8 *, - 11 
[10] 
Russell
Esposito, 2014
13 
*, - 3 - - - - 
Studies without statistical 
testing 
[17] 
Kobayashi, 
20151 
10 
*, - 5 
[18] 
Kobayashi, 
20161 
6 
*, - 5 
[19] 
Kobayashi, 
2017 
1 
,  4 , - 6 
[20] Singer, 2014 5  
[11] Telfer, 2012 1  
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Symbol Key Abbreviations & Acronyms 
 Parameter decreased as stiffness increased 
 Parameter increased as stiffness increased 
- No change observed / change was not significant
* Changes were statistically significant
Mst: Midstance 
SS: Single Support 
DS: Double Support 
iL: Initial Loading 
LR: Loading Response 
Neg: Negative 
Gen: Generation 
Abs: Absorption 
Footnotes  
1 Did not run between-group statistics for all stiffnesses, only compared to the least stiff (near-zero) baseline condition (S1). 
2 Peak extensor moment was measured during early single leg support phase.
3 Only the compliant stiffness (20% less stiff than prescribed) was significantly lower than the stiff strut (20% more stiff than prescribed). Comparisons with 
the nominal condition (prescribed stiffness) were not significant.  
4 Peak extensor moment had a decreasing trend with greater stiffness resisting plantarflexion, and increased only nominally when resistance to dorsiflexion 
was increased.  
5 Only the two stiffest conditions (S3 and S4) were significantly different from the near-zero baseline stiffness (S1). 
6 Peak flexor moment increased with higher stiffnesses resisting plantarflexion, and remained generally unchanged when resistance to dorsiflexion was 
increased.  
7 This is the average knee moment during early stance, defined as “the positive impulse within approximately 10–30% stride divided by stride period.” 
8 Moment was measured at midstance (33% of gait cycle), which was close to the timing of peak flexor moment during late stance.  
9 This is the average knee moment during late stance, defined as “the negative impulse within approximately 30–50% stride divided by stride period.” Its 
magnitude increased as stiffness increased.   
10 Average absolute (rectified) knee moment over the entire stride.  
11 Significant differences were found only between the most and least stiff conditions.  
12 Negative mechanical work was only significantly different between the nominal (prescribed) and stiff (20% greater than prescribed) and between the 
compliant (20% less stiff than prescribed) and stiff strut conditions.  
13 Changes in positive and negative mechanical work during other regions of the gait cycle were not significant. 
14 This study also measured the knee power trajectory during gait and found no effect.  
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Table C.6: Measures of Hip Joint Kinetics
Ref. Paper N 
Moment - 
Contralateral 
Initial Contact 
Peak 
Moment 
Peak 
Flexor 
Moment 
Peak Extensor 
Moment - 
Early Stance 
Peak Power 
Generation - 
Early Stance 
Peak Power 
Generation - 
Late Stance 
Peak Power 
Absorption - 
Late Stance 
Work 
Studies with statistical testing 
[3] Harper, 2014 13 - - - 
[4] Kerkum, 2015 15 - 
[9] Ramdharry, 2012 14 - 
[10] Russell Esposito, 2014 13 - - - - - 
Studies without statistical testing 
[16] Collins, 20151 9 
Symbol Key 
- No change observed / change was not significant
Footnotes  
1 Only hip moment and power trajectories are reported and little change can be seen in the curves across stiffnesses. 
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Table C.7: Ground Reaction Force Measures
Ref. Paper N 
Vertical 
- Initial
Contact
Peak Vertical 
- Early SS
(First Peak)
Peak Vertical 
- Late SS
(Second Peak) 
Peak 
Vertical 
- 2nd DS
Minimum 
Vertical - 
Stance 
Peak A/P - 
Braking 
Peak A/P - 
Propulsive 
Peak 
M/L 
Studies with statistical testing 
[1] Brunner, 19981 14 - - * - - - 
[3] Harper, 2014 13 - 3 - 4 - - - - *, - 5 
[10] Russell Esposito, 2014 13 - - - - - 
Studies without statistical testing 
[13] Amerinatanzi, 20172 2 
Symbol Key Abbreviations & Acronyms 
 Parameter decreased as stiffness increased 
 Parameter increased as stiffness increased 
- No change observed / change was not significant
* Changes were statistically significant
DS: Double Support 
SS: Single Support 
A/P: Anterior/Posterior 
M/L: Medial/Lateral  
Footnotes 
1  Brunner et al. [1] also reported the difference between the two vertical peaks, and the load reduction from the first and second peaks to the minimum 
vertical load. None had significant changes across stiffnesses. 
2  The ground reaction force profile during gait is presented in the paper, but no comparisons or conclusion are made.  
3  Measured the impulse during 1st double support
4 No effect for both AFO limb and non-AFO (sound) limb. 
5 Significant differences were only seen between the compliant (20% less stiff than prescribed) and stiff (20% stiffer than prescribed) conditions. No change 
when compared to the prescribed stiffness. These results were the same for both the AFO and non-AFO limbs. 
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Table C.8: Spatiotemporal Measures
Ref. Paper N SWS Cadence 
Stride 
Len. 
Step 
Len. 
Stride 
Wid. 
Step 
Wid. 
Stride 
Time 
Step 
Time 
tDS tSS 
Stance 
Time 
Swing 
Phase 
Heel 
Off-On 
HC to 
FC 
Studies with statistical testing 
[25] Brunner, 1998 14 * * * * - *
[16] Collins, 2015 - - 
[26] Guillebastre, 2009 11 *, - 2 - - - 7 - 8
[3] Harper, 2014 13 - 
[4] Kerkum, 2015 15 - 
[5] Kobayashi, 2011 10 - 
[6] Kobayashi, 2013 5 - 
[10] 
Russell Esposito,
2014
13 
- - - - 
[22] Yamamoto, 1993
1 15 *, - 4 *, - 5 *, - 6 *, - 6  9 
Studies without statistical testing 
[14] Arch, 2015 2 - 3 - 3
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Symbol Key Abbreviations & Acronyms 
 Parameter decreased as stiffness increased 
 Parameter increased as stiffness increased 
- No change observed / change was not significant
* Changes were statistically significant
SWS: Self-selected Walking Speed 
Len.: Length 
Wid.: Width 
tSS: Single Support Time 
tDS: Double Support Time 
HC: Heel-Contact 
FC: Forefoot-Contact 
Footnotes  
1 Yamamoto et al. [22] performed statistical analyses for each participant individually, and only for those that preferred the intermediate stiffness spring (nine 
subjects total). They did not run group statistics. 
2 The study included three stiffness variations of dynamic AFOs (minimal, moderate and stiff) and one rigid AFO. The observed decrease in SWS was 
significant only when comparing the moderate stiffness to the rigid AFO, but not when comparing minimal and stiff dynamic AFO conditions. Stiffness 
values were not reported.  
3 The text stated that this parameter remained generally consistent across experimental conditions.  
4 The effect for this parameter was significant for 4/9 subjects that preferred the intermediate stiffness. No general trend was reported, but all nine subject who 
preferred the intermediate stiffness had a minimum cycle time at that stiffness. 
5 This paper measured first and second DS time separately. Stiffness effects were significant in 5/9 and 4/9 subjects for first and second DS, respectively. No 
clear trends were reported but first DS time was minimized at the intermediate stiffness for the subjects that chose it as their preferred stiffness.  
6 The effect for this parameter was significant for 3/9 subjects that preferred the intermediate stiffness. No stiffness effect trend was reported.  
7 Guillebastre et al. [26] measured stance time as a percentage of the gait cycle.  
8 Heel off-on was defined as the percentage of time during which the rear third of the foot was on the ground. 
9 The interval from heel-contact to forefoot-contact increased with greater stiffnesses for all nine participants that preferred an intermediate stiffness. 
Statistical significance was not reported for this parameter. 
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Table C.9: Muscle Activity Measures
Ref. Paper N 
Medial 
Gastrocnemius 
Medial + Lateral 
Gastrocnemius 
Soleus 
Tibialis 
Anterior 
Gluteus 
Medius 
Biceps 
Femoris 
(Long 
Head) 
Rectus 
Femoris 
Vastus 
Medialis 
Studies with statistical testing 
[2] Choi, 2017 8 - 3
[16] Collins, 2015
1 9 *, - 6 *, -  7 *, - 8 
[3] Harper, 2014
2 13 *, - 4 - - - - - - 
Studies without statistical testing 
[24] Arch, 2016 2 - 5 - 5
Symbol Key 
 Parameter decreased as stiffness increased 
 Parameter increased as stiffness increased 
- No change observed / change was not significant
* Changes were statistically significant
Footnotes  
1 This study calculated average muscle activity as the time integral of the muscle electromyographic signal during the period of interest divided by the stride 
period. They measured average activity during a whole stride, during early and mid-stance only and during late stance. Activity was normalized to the 
maximum activity during normal walking.  
2 This study calculated average activity by first time-normalizing the electromyographic signal to 100% of the gait cycle, value-normalizing to the maximum 
activity during walking, and then integrating the normalized signal across different portions of the gait cycle. Average activity was calculated during six 
regions of the gait cycle: 1st and 2nd double support, early and late single support, and early and late swing.  
3 Measured peak normalized medial gastrocnemius activity during stance. 
4 Significant differences were only found for integrated activity during late single-leg support and between the nominal (prescribed) and compliant (20% less 
stiff) struts. 
5 This study reported the electromyography data for only one of the two subjects, no clear trends are observed.  
6 Measured combined average activity of the medial and lateral gastrocnemius. The trend was significant for average activity during the whole stride and 
during late stance, but not during early and mid-stance.   
7 The decrease was significant only for average activity during the whole stride and during early and mid-stance, but not during late stance. 
8 An increase was found for average activity during a whole stride and during early and mid-stance. The increase was significant only for the whole stride 
average. No change was found for late stance average activity. 
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Table C.10: Other Quantitative Measures
Ref. Paper N 
Lengthwise 
Plantar CoP 
CoP 
Excursion 
Midline 
Length 
COM 
Power 
Peak MTU 
Length 
- Stance
Peak MG 
Length 
Peak Achilles 
Tendon Length 
MG Length 
Change 
Velocity 
Studies with statistical testing 
[2] Choi, 2017 8 *, *, - 
4 * * *, * 5 - 
[16] Collins, 2015
1 9 
[26] Guillebastre, 2009 11 - 3
[4] Kerkum, 2015 15 - 2
Studies without statistical testing 
[15] Bolus, 2017 1  1 
Symbol Key Abbreviations & Acronyms 
 Parameter decreased as stiffness increased 
 Parameter increased as stiffness increased 
- No change observed / change was not significant
* Changes were statistically significant
CoP: Center of Pressure 
COM: Center of Mass 
MTU: Gastrocnemius Musculotendon Unit 
MG: Medial Gastrocnemius Muscle  
Footnotes  
1 Measure was defined as the location of the plantar CoP along the lengthwise axis of the subject's right foot over the course of the gait cycle.   
2 Measure was defined as the CoP position with respect to the position of the calcaneus at initial contact. 
3 Midline length was defined as “the length between the pivot points of the two-dimensional sensor structure of heel and toe area.” 
4 This study calculated only the human contribution to power (biological power) by removing the exoskeleton's work contribution. Average rebound power 
(during mid-stance) increased and average push-off power (during late stance) decreased significantly with greater stiffness. There were no effects for 
collision or preload power calculated during early and mid-stance, respectively. 
5 Achilles tendon length increased at heel contact and decreased during midstance to terminal stance with increasing AFO stiffness. 
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Table C.11: Preference and Qualitative Measures
Ref. Paper N Qualitative Measure Results 
[25] Brunner, 1998 14 
Arm swinging motion was 
assessed qualitatively from 
video recordings (rated as yes or 
no improvement) 
The stiff AFO slightly improved arm movement compared to no AFO, but arm 
movements were closest to normal in the spring-type (flexible) AFO. With the flexible 
AFO, ``the arm on the plegic side was held more extended, less pronated and swing 
much wider compared with barefoot and the stiff orthosis."  
[10] 
Russell Esposito, 
20141 
13 Patient preference 
Preferences varied, 3/13 preferred the compliant, 5/13 preferred the nominal, 3/13 
preferred the stiff, 1/13 preferred the nominal and stiff AFOs equally, and 1/13 had no 
preference. 
[22] Yamamoto, 1993 15 Patient preference 
No generalizable preference, there were 4 springs to choose from and combine, 
subjects who didn’t use an AFO (2/15) preferred No AFO, 2/15 didn't answer, 2/15 
walked with a cane and selected the most rigid, and the remaining 9/15 selected 
intermediate flexibility spring combinations. 
(Note: For the 9/15 subjects that preferred intermediate stiffness, the selected stiffness 
conditions also exhibited the shortest first double support phase and cycle time.) 
[27] Yamamoto, 1997 33 Patient preference 
Preferences varied, but only 2/33 hemiplegic patients preferred the stiffest springs, the 
rest preferred one of the first three stiffness levels, which varied between about 0.5 -
1.5 Nm/deg. 
Footnotes 
1 This paper tested three stiffness conditions of the AFO posterior, where nominal equaled the prescribed stiffness and compliant and stiff strut conditions were -
20% and +20% of the nominal, respectively. 
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APPENDIX D
Manufacturing Choices for Ankle-Foot
Orthoses: A Multi-objective Optimization
This appendix was published as [27]: Totah, D., Kovalenko, I., Saez, M., & Barton, K.
(2017). Manufacturing Choices for Ankle-Foot Orthoses: A Multi-objective Optimization.
In Procedia CIRP (Vol. 65, pp. 145–150).
Summary
Increased interest in additive manufacturing of medical devices leads to a greater number
of manufacturing choices, from processes to product designs, with little research compar-
ing these new techniques. This paper proposes a multi-objective optimization approach for
choosing the appropriate process, material and thickness that minimizes production cost
and time, and maximizes device performance. We tested our framework with a simulated
case study to choose between traditional plaster casting and additive manufacturing tech-
niques for an ankle-foot orthosis. This evaluation tool provides early quantitative support
for additive manufacturing, and it can be expanded to fit various patient, clinic and insur-
ance provider needs.
D.1 Introduction
An ankle-foot orthosis (AFO) is a custom-made medical device used to correct a patient’s
walking gait. AFOs are prescribed to individuals with various lower-extremity disabilities,
ranging from patients with debilitating disorders like cerebral palsy [13], to multiple scle-
rosis [9] and stroke recovery patients [10], as well as injuries due to sports and recreation
[127].
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AFOs come in various shapes and sizes with different stiffness values that correspond
to varying levels of movement flexibility to accommodate the diverse populations need-
ing assistance. Some designs involve hinged AFOs that allow/restrict various ranges of
ankle motion, others do not include a joint and are referred to as non-articulated AFOs.
Both articulated and non-articulated designs may offer energy return either through added
elastic components or a leaf spring design [14, 128]. The traditional and most-widely
adopted method for AFO manufacturing involves plaster casting [129], which is a highly-
customized patient-centered process. Plaster casting is also an imperfect process producing
non-repeatable results and is highly dependent on skilled labor.
More recently, additive manufacturing (AM) methods have been proposed as alterna-
tives to the traditional approach. Several published studies [14, 21, 40] outline novel AFO
manufacturing methods utilizing foot scanning, computer-aided design (CAD) and additive
manufacturing. For example, Faustini et al. [21] outline AFO production through selective
laser sintering (SLS), while Jin et al. [14] propose a fused deposition modeling (FDM)
AM technique. Both AM approaches require scanning of the foot and utilizing AFO model
simulations [14, 40, 41]. AM pioneers claim that these methods will improve production
times, lower waste, decrease costs, and improve AFO performance. Additionally, an AM
approach has the potential to lead to greater customization, and enhanced repeatability. De-
spite the multitude of potential benefits, adoption of AM fabrication of AFOs has been very
slow. One key reason for this stems from the lack of quantitative and qualitative metrics
comparing AM to more standard manufacturing approaches. As AM technologies become
more popular, a clinic’s ability to identify the optimal manufacturing method for a specific
custom device will become increasingly important.
In this paper, we propose a multi-objective optimization approach to compare the differ-
ent manufacturing methods and associated materials. We present a framework that identi-
fies the optimal combination of process, material and material thickness that balances cost,
production time and performance for various AFO sizes. Performance is defined in terms
of the user‘s predicted energy cost while wearing the AFO. The framework is implemented
with a simulated clinic case study explained in section D.2. The framework is meant to
serve as a guideline and its parameters may be adjusted according to a clinic’s available
technologies and individual costs as well as to specific patients’ performance patterns and
anthropometry.
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D.2 Current AFO Manufacturing Technique
The most-widely adopted AFO manufacturing method is plaster casting [129]. After a
referral from a physician, a patient will come into the clinic where an orthotist takes rel-
evant anthropometric measurements and fits the patient with a cast mold by wrapping the
affected leg in a plaster wrap. Plaster is then poured into the resulting negative mold to
produce a positive mold of the leg. The orthosis is then made by heating and vacuum-
forming sheets of thermoplastic onto the plaster mold, which is left to cool and then cut
to the correct orthosis shape. Polypropelyne (PP) and polyehtylene (PE) are commonly
used thermoplastics [129]. Alternatively, a carbon fiber (CF) orthosis might be made in a
meticulous, manual layering and lamination process. Additional steps might be involved,
depending on the patient’s needs, where the plaster mold might be modified or additional
components added. Accessories and straps are added to finalize the orthosis production and
the patient returns for a fitting visit, where further adjustments might be needed. This is a
highly customized process and involves one-on-one interaction between the orthotist and
the patient, which allows the patient to give verbal feedback regarding the comfort and sup-
port of the orthosis. It also allows the orthotist to visually evaluate the AFO’s functionality
while in use. However, this process lacks quantitative evaluation metrics. Moreover, the
process could take from one to several days, sometimes with weeks between patient visits,
and might require several return visits depending on the patient’s needs. The plaster casting
method produces a lot of wasted materials, which can be costly, and it requires skilled labor
to complete this highly manual build.
D.3 Simulated Case Study
The framework proposed in this paper solves an optimization problem from a simulated
case study of a clinic faced with choosing between traditional plaster casting and addi-
tive manufacturing for producing its AFOs. The clinic must decide on the manufactur-
ing method, material and thickness that would minimize production cost and time and
maximize performance for an AFO of a specific size. Three sizes are simulated in this
implementation (section D.4.1). For simplicity, our implementation considered only a non-
articulated AFO with a leaf spring design, however the algorithm is modular and can be
expanded to other designs as more data becomes available.
The clinic is assumed to have access to three manufacturing processes: traditional plas-
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Table D.1: Manufacturing processes and associated materials and thickness options used
in the case study implementation of the optimization framework.
Process Materials Thicknesses (inch)
Plaster Casting Polypropelyne (PP), Polyethelyne (PE) 3
32
, 1
8
, 3
16
, 1
4
SLS Rilsan D80 (RD80), DuraForm PA (DFPA), DuraForm GF (DFGF), PP, PE 0.03 to 1 with resolution 0.01
FDM Carbon Fiber (CF), PP, PE 0.03 to 1 with resolution 0.01
ter casting, and two additive manufacturing processes, SLS and FDM. Certain materials
can be used and certain thicknesses can be produced with each process, as shown in table
D.1. For instance, the AM processes can print a range of AFO thicknesses with a mini-
mum resolution of 0.01 inch, while the plaster casting process uses sheets of material with
discrete thicknesses. For SLS, process and material information was obtained from [21]
and production cost and time from [130]. Information from [15, 129] and [22] informed
the plaster casting and FDM process assumptions, as well as word-of-mouth and internal
documents at the University of Michigan Orthotics and Prosthetics Center.
D.4 Optimization Framework Setup
The following subsections describe the mathematical setup and implementation of this
framework for the simulated case study. Due to the custom nature of these devices and
the variability of patient anthropometry, a wide range of AFO sizes may be manufactured.
Thus, the model takes the size of the AFO as an input, and in this implementation, three
AFO sizes were investigated as explained in section D.4.1. The weights and geometries
associated with each size were determined using published weight [6] and anthropometry
data [7]. The model uses the AFO size input to determine size-dependent variables, such as
stiffness, through regression functions based on finite element analysis (FEA) results (sec-
tion D.4.2). The design variables used in the mathematical representation of this framework
are described in section D.4.3. Finally, section D.4.4 details the optimization constraints in
terms of the design variables.
D.4.1 Model Input Variable
The optimization algorithms take the size of the AFO as an input. Our implementation
allows the user three sizes to choose from: small, medium and large. Each of the sizes is
associated with corresponding patient data: weight, foot length, calf circumference and calf
height. The patient measurements for the small, medium and large sizes were respectively
chosen as the values of the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles of population data published in
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[6] and [7]. A CAD model of a non-articulated AFO was produced and adjusted for each
of the three sizes. The foot and calf measurements determined the geometry of the CAD
model, on which finite element analysis (FEA) was performed (section D.4.2). The patient
weight values determined the ankle moment values simulated in the FEA analysis. The
FEA results then determined the safety factor constraint (section D.4.4) and performance
metric (section D.5.3).
D.4.2 Finite Element Analysis
Part performance is affected by design factors (material, thickness, and dimensions), and
external factors (load from the user). In order to analyze the effect of both design and
external factors, we performed FEA using Autodesk® Inventor™ software. This tool al-
lowed us to simulate every combination of material, thickness, AFO geometry size and
ankle moment, as mentioned in section D.4.1.
The focus of this analysis was: 1) to evaluate yield through the safety factor, and 2)
to calculate AFO deflection from the torque applied during ankle plantarflexion. The de-
flection measurement is used to calculate an effective ankle stiffness of a particular design,
which is related to device performance (section D.5.3).
In order to reduce computational time a simplified geometry was created based on the
geometry of a scanned 3D model of an AFO. This reduced the number of nodes in the
simulation. The mesh in the model was adjusted to increase density in the critical areas.
Also, a 10% convergence requirement was specified to ensure correct results. Figure D.1
shows the scanned, simplified and meshed geometry. The load used in the simulation
was determined based on ankle torque for patients with disability [17] and converted into
N mKg−1. This value was then multiplied by the appropriate patient weight based on
the AFO size (see table D.2), to determine the applied torque value for that size. The
anthropometric dimensions of calf circumference, foot length and calf height for the 10,
Table D.2: The anthropometric measurements (calf circumference, calf height, and foot
length) and patient weight values used for each AFO size taken from the 10th, 50th, and
90th percentiles of published data from [6] and [7].
Anthropometry (cm)
Size Wt. (Kg) Calf Circ. Calf Ht. Ft. Lgth.
Small 53.5 33.4 320 25.1
Medium 70.3 36.4 354 26.7
Large 101.8 40.1 389 28.4
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Figure D.1: From left to right, a 3-dimensional scan of a plaster cast AFO, mesh of a
modeled AFO, and a contour map showing stresses from an FEA simulation.
50th and 90th percentiles, were similarly used to generate three CAD models of the AFO.
Each of the models was subjected to the appropriate torque loading according to their
size. The maximum stress and displacement of the AFO at the calf were extracted from
the FEA simulations. The equivalent ankle stiffness was calculated from the resulting
displacement. The safety factor was calculated as a ratio of the maximum stress and the
material strength.
An FE analysis was run for each of the sizes with each material and each of the four
discrete thicknesses of the plaster casting process shown in table D.1. The safety factor
and ankle stiffness was determined from the FEA for each size, material and thickness
combination. Moreover, a regression model was implemented to correlate safety factor and
stiffness to the entire range of thicknesses with an R2 between 0.8 and 1.0.
D.4.3 Model Design Variables
The mathematical model representing this optimization problem includes several design
variables: the type of process, p, the material, m, and the thickness of the material, k, used
to create the AFO. There are a processes available with b total possible materials.
One vector, x, was created containing a+ b+ 1 variables:
xi ∈ {0, 1}, for i = 1, 2, ..., a+ b, and
xa+b+1 = k, where
k ∈ {y | 0.03 < y < 1, y = 0.01n, n ∈ Z+} ∪ { 332 , 18 , 316 , 14}
x1, x2, ..., xa are binary decision variables indicating the selected process; xa+1, xa+2, ..., xa+b
are binary decision variables of the material chosen; and xa+b+1 is the variable represent-
ing the thickness of that material, which includes all the discrete thicknesses of the additive
manufacturing processes (in increments of the minimum resolution) and the four discrete
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thicknesses of the plaster casting method. This implementation involved three processes
(a = 3) and six materials (b = 6).
D.4.4 Model Constraints
As mentioned in section D.3, there are certain constraints associated with which materials
can be selected given the selection of a process for example. The mathematical model
representing the optimization problem included several constraints:
1. Only one process can be selected.
(
a∑
j=1
xj)− 1 = 0 (D.1)
2. Only one material can be selected.
(
a+b∑
a+1
xj)− 1 = 0 (D.2)
3. If casting is selected, then PP or PE must be selected.
x1 + (
9∑
j=6
xj)− 1 = 0 (D.3)
4. If SLS is selected, then PP, PE, RD80, DFPA, or DFGF must be selected.
x2 + x4 + x5 + x9 − 1 = 0 (D.4)
5. If 3D printing is selected, then PP, PE, or CF must be the selected material.
x3 + (
8∑
j=6
xj)− 1 = 0 (D.5)
6. If casting is selected, then the thickness must be 3/32 ′′, 1/8 ′′, 3/16 ′′, or 1/4 ′′.
x1
4∏
i=1
(x10 − ki) = 0,where ki = 3
32
,
1
8
,
3
16
,
1
4
. (D.6)
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7. The safety factor must be greater than a specified value, SFmin, to prevent product
yield and failure. The safety factor is a ratio of material strength to maximum stress,
calculated as a function of the material chosen,m, the thickness, k, and the AFO size,
z, as depicted in equation D.7. This function was calculated using a combination of
FEA and regression analysis (section D.4.2).
SF (m, k, z) ≥ SFmin (D.7)
D.5 Multi-Objective Optimization
The AFO fabrication analysis is posed as a multi-objective optimization, where a clinic
would aim to minimize production cost and time, while maximizing AFO performance.
minimize
x
fc(x), ft(x),− fp(x)
subject to equations (D.1)− (D.7)
The mathematical representation of this objective is a function of the cost, fc(x), and
time, ft(x), to produce a single AFO, and the performance, fp(x), of the AFO based on the
material, size and thickness chosen. The derivation of each of these functions is described
below. The cost and time were determined using data from various literature sources and
following a cost analysis method termed ’activity-based costing for manufacturing’ out-
lined in [131]. The performance function was more complex to determine; using published
data [132], a performance metric based on predicted patient energetic cost was used.
For our implementation, we resolved the multi-objective optimization into minimizing
a single weighted-sum (equation D.8). Since production costs are usually carried over to
insurance providers, a clinic might value performance and production time more than the
cost. The objective weightings chosen followed this logic and were selected empirically
after investigating the solution space.
F = 0.01fc(x) + ft(x)− 100fp(x) (D.8)
D.5.1 Cost
Manufacturing cost is calculated as the sum of direct and indirect costs associated with the
part [133]. Direct costs include material and labor directly in contact with the part. Indirect
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costs include machine cost. Overhead costs such as administrative and production overhead
are not evaluated at this stage, working under the assumption that all the manufacturing
processes are available in the same shop and processes share administrative expenses. The
cost model, fc, with material, labor and equipment cost terms, is shown in equation D.9.
For the casting process, the material is available in specific sheet dimensions and the
price is a function of the material and thickness chosen. Because of the discrete set of
sizes available, excess material might be wasted and is included in the cost. For the laser
sintering process, a powder block of material of a fixed volume must be used for each
production cycle. Only a portion of this material can be recycled and this is reflected in
the cost. Finally, for the 3D printing process, the excess material is in the form of support
material needed to support the shape of the AFO while printing. This is a fixed volume of
material, 9 inch3 in our case study, with a cost dependent on the material chosen.
fc = CM + CL + CEQ (D.9)
CM =
a+b∑
i=a
cmi−a [(kxi + 123.34/cmi−a)x1
+ ρi−a(Vbuild(1− α) + Vbedα)xix2 + (Vpart + Vsup)xix3]
CL =
3∑
i=1
2∑
h=1
cli,htli,hxi CEQ =
3∑
i=1
n∑
e=1
ceqi,eteqi,exi
ρ : material density cm : cost of material
α : material waste rate cl : cost of labor
Vpart : volume of part ceq : cost of equipment
Vbed : volume of machine bed tl : labor time
Vsup : volume of support material teq : machine runtime
e : machine ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., n}
h : operator class ∈ {1, 2 | 1: orthotist, 2: technician}
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Table D.3: An example of a breakdown for calculating time taken for each process for a
medium-sized AFO.
Plaster Casting
Total Time: 29 hours 11 minutes
(1) Impression (2) Plaster Mold (3) Adjustment (4) Shaping (5) Finishing
Value added time (hr): 1 0.5 1 0.58 0.5
Non-value added time (hr): 0.1 1 0 24.5 0
Number of operators: 1 (Orthotist) 1 (Technician) 1 (Orthotist) 1 (Technician) 1 (Orthotist)
Equipment: N/A Miscellaneous Miscellaneous Kiln + Vacuum Miscellaneous
Laser Sintering
Total Time: 32 hours 57 minutes
(1) Surface Model (2) Build CAD (3) Fabrication (4) Cleaning
Value added time (hr): 0.2 0.45 26 0.3
Non-value added time (hr): 0 0 6 0
Number of operators: 1 (Orthotist) 1 (Technician) 1 (Technician) 1 (Technician)
Equipment: Laser Scanner PC + Software SLS Machine Miscellaneous
FDM
Total Time: 26 hours 9 minutes
(1) Surface Model (2) Build CAD (3) Fabrication (4) Finishing
Value added time (hr): 0.45 0.45 0.1 1.5
Non-value added time (hr): 0 0 24 0
Number of operators: 1 (Orthotist) 1 (Technician) 1 (Technician) 1 (Technician)
Equipment: Laser Scanner PC + Software 3-D Printer Miscellaneous
D.5.2 Time
Each manufacturing processes has a specific flow and steps involved in making the part.
Time taken by each step as considered in our implementation depends on part size. A value
stream mapping was developed for every process to identify time and equipment involved.
A simplified version of the map for the medium size case is shown in table D.3.
The effect of size on the production time was assumed to be negligible for our purposes.
The justification of this choice being that the change in size is small compared to the overall
product volume and would not greatly affect the additive manufacturing time. As for the
plaster casting process, the orthotist and technician would need to spend the same amount
of time on a device regardless of its size.
D.5.3 Performance
Metabolic rate is a widely used metric for evaluating the performance of wearable medical
devices. For this particular device, the patient metabolic rate is most directly affected by
the bending stiffness of the AFO [132, 134]. A study varying the bending stiffness of an
exoskeleton device, emulating an AFO, worn by healthy subjects while they walked on a
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treadmill showed a relationship to metabolic rate [132]. Leveraging their research, aver-
aged metabolic rate data they obtained from nine subjects were fit to a quadratic function,
resulting in equation D.10, where k is the stiffness at the ankle measured in N mrad−1
and r is the predicted metabolic rate at that stiffness with units of W Kg−1. Since reduced
metabolic rate indicates better performance, we aimed to maximize performance, which
we defined as the reciprocal of metabolic rate.
r = 5e−6k2 − 0.0019k + 2.9 (D.10)
As explained in section D.4.2, FEA was used to create functions which took material,
thickness and AFO size as an input and returned the stiffness of the device. This stiffness
was then inputted into equation D.10 to calculate metabolic rate and thus performance. This
allowed us to relate material choice, thickness and AFO size to a performance metric for
our objective function. FEA was performed for each of the four discrete thicknesses used
by traditional plaster casting manufacturing technique (see table D.1). A linear regression
model, fit to the FEA results, for each size category was used to calculate bending stiffness
for the entire range of thickness values.
D.5.4 Optimization Algorithms
An exhaustive search of the variable space, implemented using Matlab® software (Math-
works Inc., Natick, MA), was possible in our implementation because of the limited num-
ber of materials and possible thicknesses associated with the three manufacturing pro-
cesses. Nonetheless, the optimization problem was also solved using a heuristic search
method, Simulated Annealing (SA), and results were compared with the exhaustive search
optima. The heuristic, also implemented in Matlab®, was tested for practicality, since
it might have to be used if the number of points in our feasible set increases. The in-
crease could be due to the addition of process, materials, and ranges of possible thickness.
Eventually, an exhaustive search might not be able to solve the optimization problem in a
reasonable time. Because of the large number of local minima, a heuristic will have to be
implemented in order to relatively quickly solve our optimization problem.
D.6 Results and Discussion
Using an exhaustive search, all of the design variable combinations were created and eval-
uated. The result was a total of 1818 points in the design space. After the model con-
straints were applied, 744, 726, and 669 points remained as part of the feasible set for
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Table D.4: The global optimal selections and corresponding optimization function values
for each AFO size considered.
Process Material Thickness (in.) Cost ($) Time (hr.) Performance (KgW−1) Obj. Func. Value
Small FDM PE 0.17 425.91 26.5 0.35 -3.79
Medium FDM PP 0.11 425.90 26.5 0.36 -5.13
Large FDM PP 0.19 425.95 26.5 0.23 8.10
small, medium, and large sizes respectively. The optimal process, material, and thickness,
resulting in a minimum weighted objective function, were found for each size category and
are summarized in table D.4.
In this case study, 3-D printing was the optimal process. It is the fastest process, in-
curring only a small increase in cost from the plaster casting method, while maintaining
comparable performance. It is worth mentioning that machine cycle time is low in SLS,
however, SLS-manufactured parts require a long cool down time before extraction. In
addition, the SLS machine has to warm up before initiation. Casting is a less expensive
process, but it also requires a long cooling time after the plastic has been heat-molded to
the plaster. It is worth noting that SLS and 3D printing both allow batch production. These
technologies can leverage economies of scale to produce multiple parts simultaneously,
thus shortening setup and production time as well as cost per part. This analysis did not
take into account economies of scale as it only considered the production of one AFO per
batch.
PE and PP were the chosen optimal materials. Upon further investigation, the perfor-
mance of the PE material was found to be only slightly better (by 0.005KgW−1) than
the PP material. It was also observed that a larger thickness was chosen for the small AFO
compared to the medium one. This result could be due to the different materials chosen and
the change in AFO geometry due to size-specific anthropometric measurements and ankle
moment. It seems that the relationship between AFO size and optimal thickness is not a
linear one. Further experimental data is required to form a proper stiffness-performance
model.
The simulated annealing method was able to found the global optimal solution. How-
ever, due to the small number of variables in this problem, simulated annealing proved to be
more computationally intensive than the exhaustive search method as shown in table D.5.
Heuristic methods like simulated annealing are expected to have better performance as the
number of variables and options increases. A future implementation that includes a larger
thickness range, and more materials and process choices could benefit from such a heuris-
tic method. The model could be further expanded to include other sizes, dimensions and
AFO designs. The model could be adapted to take patient anthropometric measurements
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Table D.5: Comparison of the heuristic simulated annealing (SA) optimization method
with an exhaustive search (ES) for the three sizes: small (S), medium (M), and large (L).
The success rate was evaluated by running 10 trials of the optimization. The runtime is an
average of the runtimes of the 10 trials.
ES SA
Size S M L S M L
Optimal Found? yes yes yes yes yes yes
Success Rate (%) 100 100 100 90 100 100
Runtime (sec.) 2.88 2.84 2.78 4.36 4.99 4.12
as an input instead of a set size and build a geometry that fits the patient then automatically
adjust FEA results accordingly. Such a model would add even more customizability, with
potential for creating non-traditional AFO designs. Machine tool paths and AFO geome-
tries could be optimized simultaneously and scalability could be incorporated to reduce
cost and time. The limitation lies in the availability of experimental data to validate FEA
results and any resulting models.
This framework provides a quantitative tool for evaluating the optimal choices for these
custom devices. For example, it relies on a quantitative model of metabolic rate and stiff-
ness to predict performance. Quantitative models are necessary for insurance reimburse-
ment justification. However, qualitative orthotist input is also necessary. The integration of
qualitative feedback can complement the quantitative choices and provide a better full pic-
ture. The weights of the multi-objective function could be altered according to the various
interests of patient, clinic and insurance provider. With the weights selected in this paper,
our quantitative model provides early support for the development of additive manufactur-
ing techniques for AFO manufacturing. However, the material properties of the printed
materials still need experimental verification.
D.7 Conclusion
An optimization framework was developed for evaluating and comparing manufacturing
choices for AFO devices. The framework was successfully tested with a case study of
three example AFO devices in a range of sizes, where a manufacturing method, mate-
rial and material thickness were chosen to optimize cost, time and patient performance.
The case study implemented in this paper is merely an example to show the feasibility of
an optimization approach to choosing optimal manufacturing techniques and materials to
meet several objectives. As additive manufacturing techniques make their way further into
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custom-manufactured devices, and as more and more choices become available to patients
and clinics, an optimization framework could automate part of the decision process and find
a quantitatively optimal solution. This framework provides a guideline for a clinic to eval-
uate and optimize its choices. This versatile framework can be altered to include different
objective functions, weighted according to the interested party’s preferences. Clinics may
use their own parameter values and cost data as well. However, the framework is limited
to available experimental data. A greater understanding of patient performance as various
AFO design variables are altered is necessary. With the advancement of sensing techniques,
the proposed optimization framework could be coupled with real-time sensing methods to
more accurately determine an AFO’s performance metric. Moreover, more complex FEA
studies coupled with experimental validation and a better understanding of the properties
of additively-manufactured materials is needed.
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